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INTRODUCTION 

 

‘From time immemorial, we believe as Aboriginal people, Australia has been here from the 

first sunrise, our people have been here along with the continent, with the first sunrise. We 

know our land was given to us by Baiami, we have a sacred duty to protect that land, we have 

a sacred duty to protect all the animals that we have an affiliation with through our totem 

system...’1  

 

These words by Jenny Munro, a Wiradjuri Elder and prominent Aboriginal activist, reflect a 

vision of the legitimacy of Aboriginal peoples to occupy their lands, and the purpose of their 

way of life, built on thousands of years of cultural and spiritual connection to Australian lands 

and everything they embody.2 

 

However, at the time of the establishment of the first settler government on the coast of New 

South Wales (‘NSW’), this complex conception of custodianship and continuity, and their 

sophisticated form of social organisation, were not recognised by British officials as facets 

qualifying the first inhabitants of the continent for the status as civilised sovereign nations. 

Rather, based on Emmerich de Vattel’s antithetical conception of natural law, according to 

which ‘the earth … was designed to furnish [mankind] with subsistence’ and ‘nations cannot 

exclusively appropriate to themselves more land than (…) they are able to settle and cultivate’,3 

Australia’s first inhabitants were considered as unsettled. Therefore, they were unable to 

exercise any form of sovereignty over their ancestral territories.4 

 

Thus, in contrast to practices of the British Empire in North America and New Zealand, which 

consisted in the establishment of colonies by entering into treaty relationships with the First 

Nations Peoples, no treaty between the Crown and the first Australian Indigenous nations, has 

ever been given official sanction.5 Instead, under the guise of the Eurocentric doctrine of Vattel, 

                                                             
1 Jenny Munro of the Wiradjuri nation, quoted in Ku-ring-gai Council, Aboriginal Heritage and History within the Ku-ring-gail Local 

Government Area (Report, 2015) 5. 

2 ‘A Brief Aboriginal History’, Aboriginal Heritage Office (web page) <https://www.aboriginalheritage.org/history/history/>. 

3 Emmerich de Vattel, The Law of Nations, Or the Principles of Law of Nature Applied to the Conduct and the Affairs of Nations and 

Sovereigns with Three Early Essays on the Origin and Nature of Natural Law and on Luxury (Philadelphia: T. & J. W. Johnson, 1844) 100. 

4 Mabo v Queensland (No 2) (1992) 175 CLR 1, 36. 

5 Harry Hobbs and George Williams, ‘The Noongar Settlement: Australia’s First Treaty’ (2018) 40(1) Sydney Law Review 1, 23. 

https://www.aboriginalheritage.org/history/history/
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the whole continent was considered terra nullius, leading to the seizure of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander lands,6 followed by the settler state’s repeated attempts to uproot and 

undermine the vitality and autonomy of Indigenous societies. 7 The violent expulsion from their 

ancestral lands through the frontier wars, the forced removal of Aboriginal children from their 

families and the implementation of racist welfare policies designed to absorb them into the 

dominant culture,8 are a few examples of the harms suffered by the Australian Indigenous 

community as a whole. 

 

Yet, in spite of the dispossession of which they have been victims, and the devastating effects 

of paternalistic and assimilationist policies implemented by successive governments,9 

Indigenous Australians have remained steadfast in keeping alive their worldviews and cultures, 

cultivating their collective identities and affirming their aspirations as distinct and self-

determining peoples.10 Accordingly, treaty-making as a means of settling their relationship 

with the settler state, has been axiomatic to Indigenous political mobilisation across Australia.11 

Such agreements are perceived as integral to repairing fundamental injustices and shifting the 

relationship between the government and Indigenous peoples, from one of subordination and 

paternalism, to one founded on co-equality and self-determination.12  

 

Decades of Indigenous activism finally led several state and territory governments to initiate 

treaty processes at the level of their jurisdiction. Thus, while treaty talks with three Indigenous 

nations were for some time envisaged in 2016 by the state of South Australia, before being 

halted after a change of government,13 the Northern Territory14 and the state of Queensland15 

have both taken actions to develop a treaty process in their respective jurisdictions.  

 

                                                             
6 Harry Hobbs and George Williams, ‘The Noongar Settlement: Australia’s First Treaty’ (2018) 40(1) Sydney Law Review 1, 23; Dani 

Larkin and Kate Galloway, ‘Uluru Statement from the Heart: Australian Public Law Pluralism’ (2018) 30(2) Bond Law Review 1, 3. 

7 Michael Mansell, ‘Citizenship, Assimilation and a Treaty’ in Treaty: Let’s Get it Right (Aboriginal Studies Press, 2003) 5, 7. 

8 ‘A Brief Aboriginal History’, Aboriginal Heritage Office (web page) <https://www.aboriginalheritage.org/history/history/>. 

9 Michael Mansell, ‘Citizenship, Assimilation and a Treaty’ in Treaty: Let’s Get it Right (Aboriginal Studies Press, 2003) 5, 7. 

10 Dani Larkin and Kate Galloway, ‘Uluru Statement from the Heart: Australian Public Law Pluralism’ (2018) 30(2) Bond Law Review 1, 3. 

11 Dylan Lino, ‘Towards Indigenous-Settler Federalism’ (2017) 28 Public Law Review 118, 130.  

12 Michael A. Murphy, ‘Representing Indigenous self-determination’ (2008) 58 University of Toronto Law Journal 185, 199. 

13 Harry Hobbs, ‘Treaties at the state and territory level in Australia: an update’ (2018) 33(3) Australian Environment Review 52, 55. 

14 Northern Territory Office of Aboriginal Affairs, Treaty in the Northern Territory (Fact Sheet, 2018). 

15 Department of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Partnerships, Path to treaty in Queensland (Consultation Paper, September 2019) 4. 

https://www.aboriginalheritage.org/history/history/
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However, to date, the Victorian treaty process is unquestionably the most advanced and mature 

treaty process Australia has seen since the beginning of its colonial history. Indigenous 

participation in the organisation of comprehensive consultations,16 the establishment of 

dedicated institutions and representative bodies,17 as well as the implementation of a legal 

framework designed to ensure the smooth operation of the treaty process,18 are indicative of a 

type of commitment to treaty-making that is currently unprecedented in Australia. 

 

The Victorian treaty process is constituted in the Advancing the Treaty Process with Aboriginal 

Victorians Act 2018 (‘the Act’). By acknowledging ‘Victorian traditional owners as the first 

peoples of what is now known as Victoria’,19 recognising the richness and diversity of their 

culture, acknowledging the strength of their intrinsic connection to Country20 and referring to 

their never ceded sovereignty,21 the Act stands, at least symbolically, against the current of the 

colonial structure of the Australian state, still rooted in the denial of Indigenous peoples’ 

existence as distinct constituencies.22  

 

Admittedly, this rhetoric of treaty-making has become common with the emergence over the 

last thirty years of reconciliation policies preaching the rehabilitation of the status of Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander peoples within Australian society.23 In spite of this, by referring to 

Indigenous self-determination as one of the main purposes of the treaty process24 and 

promoting the establishment of a new relationship based on ‘equal partnership’, ‘mutual respect 

and ‘commitment to justice and equality’,25 the Act presents the treaty process as a vehicle for 

transformative change with regard to the place occupied by Aboriginal peoples in Australia 

since colonisation.26  

                                                             
16 Aboriginal Treaty Working Group, Final Report on the design of the Aboriginal Representative Body (Report, 2018) 6. 

17 Ibid. 

18 Advancing the Treaty Process with Aboriginal Victorians Act 2018 (Vic). 

19 Ibid, Preamble para 1. 

20 Ibid. 

21 Ibid, Preamble para 3. 

22 Shireen Morris, ‘‘The torment of our powerlessness’: Addressing Indigenous constitutional vulnerability through the Uluru statement's 

call for a first nations voice in their affairs’ (2018) 41(3) University of New South Wales Law Journal 629, 644. 

23 Sarah Maddison, Black Politics (Allen and Unwin, 2019) 7. 

24 Advancing the Treaty Process with Aboriginal Victorians Act 2018 (Vic) – Para 3. 

25 Ibid Para 4. 

26 Calla Wahlquist, ‘‘We are turning this room black’: inaugural First Peoples’ Assembly of Victoria start path to treaty’, The Guardian 

(Online, 10 December 2019) <https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/dec/10/we-are-turning-this-room-black-inaugural-first-

peoples-assembly-of-victoria-start-path-to-treaty>. 

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/dec/10/we-are-turning-this-room-black-inaugural-first-peoples-assembly-of-victoria-start-path-to-treaty
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/dec/10/we-are-turning-this-room-black-inaugural-first-peoples-assembly-of-victoria-start-path-to-treaty
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Under these conditions, the Victorian treaty process incarnates a new approach to Indigenous 

recognition and self-determination. This is of great interest in a country where, a part from a 

few local exceptions, Indigenous nations and communities find themselves stuck in a spiral of 

powerlessness.27 

 

Yet, mystery remains as to the content of a possible future treaty or treaties, and their real 

impact in terms of self-determination. After all, the Act merely providing a vague overview of 

the possibilities offered by the Victorian treaty process. A projection as to the likely content of 

a future treaty or treaties, proves all the more difficult as the concept of treaty has been strongly 

politicised over time, making the potential content and practical effects of such agreements in 

Australia particularly unclear.28  

 

In addition, the Australian state’s constant resistance to the idea of letting Aboriginal peoples 

control and manage their own lives, coupled with Australia’s history of optimistic 

announcements and disappointing results, make the outcomes of the Victorian treaty process 

in terms of self-determination, more uncertain. Indeed, to date, land rights and policies of 

recognition implemented by successive governments have mostly – but not exclusively – 

resulted in various forms of palliative redress rather than in a true form of self-determination.29 

 

In this context, this paper aims to offer a reflection on the possible outcomes of the treaty 

process in view of Australian setting and the dynamics at work in Victoria, to determine some 

guidelines for the implementation of a transformative authentic and meaningful form of 

Indigenous self-determination.  

 

To this end, this study provides an extensive and contextual analysis of both the Victorian 

treaty process at work and the political, social, economic and cultural factors specific to 

Australia. It also draws on the treaty experiences of other countries with colonial histories close 

to Australia. Most importantly, the reflections and guidelines proposed by this paper build on 

the practical experiences and unique insights of Indigenous advocates and scholars expressed 

                                                             
27 Sarah Maddison, Black Politics (Allen and Unwin, 2009) 28. 

28 Tom Clark, Ravi de Costa and Sarah Maddison, ‘‘The Treaty’s Going to Give the Recognition that this Wasn’t Right' – Optimism and 

Pessimism in Non-Indigenous Attitudes to Treaties in Australia’ (2019) 40(6) Journal of Intercultural Studies 665, 665. 

29 Sarah Maddison, Black Politics (Allen and Unwin, 2009) xxxix. 
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through articles, books, discussion forums, Indigenous-led bodies as well as state and 

international institutions.  

 

Starting with an analysis of the current state of affairs in Australia, I will explain in section 1 

how successive governments have reacted to Indigenous advocacy and the development of 

international human rights norms that promote the right of Indigenous peoples to self-

determination. In doing so, I will demonstrate how the Australian structure of sovereignty and 

the persistent assimilationist logic at work in governing institutions, have been constant 

obstacles to the achievement of an authentic and meaningful form of Indigenous self-

determination. On the basis of this state of affairs, I will endeavour to bring to light the 

transformative potential of treaty-making in the Australian and Victorian context. 

 

Then, in section 2, I will focus on the Victorian treaty process in its current state of development 

by analysing its strengths and weaknesses with regard to the development of a form of self-

determination likely to satisfy the Aboriginal community of Victoria. In so doing, I will argue 

that the collaborative and the consensual approach observed by relevant parties, testify to 

unprecedented political weight of Aboriginal peoples within the Victorian political order. This 

could potentially lead to a consensual form of self-determination. Yet, I will also argue that the 

weak negotiating leverage of relevant Aboriginal parties, combined with the structural 

weaknesses of the treaty-making process, make its outcomes uncertain. Indeed, its operational 

framework and the political context in which these processes are taking place, are sources of 

dissatisfaction and disillusionment among a significant part of the Aboriginal community.   

 

Section 3 will consist of a comparative study of the treaty experience in countries with a 

colonial history close to Australia, the objective being to grasp the different paths that may be 

taken by the Victorian treaty process. To this end, I will identify and analyse the benefits and 

shortcomings of the Canadian and New Zealand Aotearoa treaty approaches, while assessing 

their potential applicability to the Victorian treaty process. In doing so, I will demonstrate that, 

despite being the vector of an internal form of self-determination unparalleled in mainland 

Australia, Canadian modern treaty processes can be seen as the result of an accommodative 

strategy, which aims to subsume First Nations within the market-led economy, while settling 

once and for all Indigenous claims and griefs. With regards to New Zealand Aotearoa, I will 

argue that although the treaty of Waitangi suffers from a lack of enforceability and remains 
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subordinate to the authority of the Crown, the treaty approach observed has enabled a form of 

Indigenous self-determination that is holistic, dynamic and impregnated with Maori 

worldviews. Indeed, the Victorian treaty process could draw from these experiences in more 

ways than one. 

 

Finally, section 4 will draw on the crucial and extensive work carried out by Indigenous 

advocacy in providing a set of key avenues for the elaboration of a treaty framework and the 

conclusion of subsequent agreements that carries an authentic and meaningful form of 

Indigenous self-determination.  

 

However, a comprehensive study of the stakes and potential of the Victorian treaty process in 

terms of Indigenous self-determination cannot be undertaken without first addressing the 

complexity inherent in the concept when applied to the Indigenous peoples of a settler state 

such as Australia.  
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A PRELIMINARY NOTE: the complexity inherent in the concept of 

Indigenous self-determination and its associated legal framework  

 

 

Rooted in the European Enlightenment period,30 and first articulated in the context of the 

French and American revolutions as a guarantee of the people’s democratic consent to the state 

entity,31 self-determination is nowadays, first and foremost, identified as a key principle of 

international human rights law (‘IHRL’). Indeed, this right is enshrined at the very beginning 

of both the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (‘ICCPR’)32 and the 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (‘ICESCR’)33 (‘Covenants’). 

This is revealing: framed as the right for all peoples to ‘freely determine their political status 

and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development’,34 self-determination stands 

out as being the right underpinning all other political, social, cultural and economic rights.35    

 

However, given the context of decolonisation in which IHRL was initially developed,36 the 

scope of self-determination has long been limited to groups that constitute the whole population 

of colonial territories subjugated to the authority of European colonial empires, with a view to 

empowering the former to (re-)establish independent states.37 In this context, the principle of 

territorial integrity and the fear of states facing secession of part of their population, have long 

predominated over the aspirations of Indigenous peoples constituting a sub-national group 

within settler states.38 As a result, Indigenous peoples have been excluded by states from the 

scope of Article 1 of both the Covenants, on the premise that neither state practice nor myriad 

                                                             
30 Joshua Castellinon and Jeremie Gilbert, ‘Self-determination, Indigenous Peoples and Minorities’ (2003) 3 Macquarie Law Journal 155, 

156. 

31 Ibid, 163. 

32 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, opened for signature 19 December 1966, 999 UNTS 171 (entered into force 23 

March 1976) art 1. 

33 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, opened for signature 16 December 1966, 993 UNTS 3 (entered into 

force 3 January 1976) art 1. 

34 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, opened for signature 19 December 1966, 999 UNTS 171 (entered into force 23 

March 1976) art 1; International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, opened for signature 16 December 1966, 993 UNTS 3 

(entered into force 3 January 1976) art 1.  

35 Joshua Castellinon and Jeremie Gilbert, ‘Self-determination, Indigenous Peoples and Minorities’ (2003) 3 Macquarie Law Journal 155, 

161. 

36 Dylan Lino, ‘Towards Indigenous-Settler Federalism’ (2017) 28 Public Law Review 118, 121. 

37 Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, GA Res 1514 (XV), UN Doc A/RES/1514(XV) (14 

December 1960); Nathan Yaffe, ‘Indigenous consent: a self-determination perspective’ (2018) 19(2) Melbourne Journal of International 

Law 703, 717; Alexandra Xanthaki, Indigenous Rights and United Nations Standards (Cambridge University Press, 2007) 149. 

38 Alexandra Xanthaki, Indigenous Rights and United Nations Standards (Cambridge University Press, 2007) 147-149. 
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international instruments, had specifically recognised them as peoples entitled to self-

determination.39 Also, when this issue was raised in 2000 before the Human Rights Committee 

(‘Committee’) in Apirana Mahuika et al. v. New Zealand, the Committee declared that group 

rights such as self-determination ‘fall outside the Committee’s mandate to consider complaints 

by individuals’.40 

 

In parallel, far from consecrating an Indigenous right to self-determination, the first IHRL 

instruments dedicated to Indigenous peoples were imbued with paternalistic and assimilationist 

doctrines that continues to inform Indigenous - state relations in many parts of the world. The 

Convention Concerning the Protection and Integration of  Indigenous and Tribal Populations 

Convention, 1957 (‘ILO 107’),41 in particular, addresses the protection of Indigenous peoples 

through an assimilationist prism. In considering Indigenous peoples as ‘at a less advanced 

stage’ and in suggesting that ‘the process of losing their tribal characteristics’ is inevitable,42 

the ILO 107 promotes, through the recognition of political, economic and social rights, the 

incorporation of Indigenous peoples into the dominant model of society.43  

 

Admittedly, the ILO 107 was amended in 1989 by the Convention Concerning Indigenous and 

Tribal Peoples Convention (‘ILO 169’),44 which recognises Indigenous peoples’ right ‘to 

exercise control over their own institutions, ways of life and economic development and to 

maintain and develop their identities, languages and religions, within the framework of the 

States in which they live’.45 Yet, its ratification by only twenty-one states is indicative of the 

states’ global reluctance in recognising a binding form of Indigenous self-determination, even 

if it was constituted in limited Indigenous autonomy within nation-states, under the authority 

of government(s).   

 

                                                             
39 Ibid 133. 

40 Apirana Mahuika et al. v. New Zealand, UN Doc CCPR/C/70/D/547/1993 (15 November 2000) para 7.6. 

41 Convention Concerning the Protection and Integration of Indigenous Populations and Other Tribal and Semi-Tribal Populations in the 

Independent Countries, 107 ILO 1957 (entered into force 2 June 1959). 

42 Erin Hanson, ‘ILO Convention 107’, Indigenous Foundations (Web page) 

<https://Indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca/ilo_convention_107/>. 

43 Ibid. 

44 Convention Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries, 169 ILO 1989 (entered into force 5 September 1991), 

Art 44. 

45 Ibid. 

https://indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca/ilo_convention_107/
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This absence of a clearly established Indigenous right to self-determination at the international 

level, has not prevented legal scholars and Indigenous advocates from promoting their vision 

of Indigenous self-determination. To the contrary, the 1990s and 2000s saw intellectual 

flourishing regarding this concept, which has given rise to the varying forms of present-day 

Indigenous activism in Australia and around the world.  

 

Thus, in line with the classic distinction between ‘external’ and ‘internal’ sovereignty, Fleras46 

has theorised Indigenous self-determination through the concept of Indigenous ‘nationhood’, 

which he describes as a model of partial independence where Indigenous peoples exercise a 

form of sovereignty over matters internal to their communities, but in a way that is subordinate 

to the state’s sovereignty and therefore does not involve secession.47 In the same way, 

Brennan48 emphasised that, in the Australian context, the concept of Indigenous self-

determination moved, over time, to the acquisition of a form of control over their lives within 

the life of the nation state.49 In this regard, Fenley50 pointed out that such control implies the 

possibility for Indigenous peoples to be involved in settler state decision-making processes that 

affect the former.51 Indigenous self-determination thus appears, in this perspective, as a 

political prerogative enabling Indigenous peoples to gain autonomy over their internal matters 

and to exercise control over policies that may affect them.  

 

Taking a less political approach, Alfred.52 provided a vision of Indigenous self-determination 

as a form of 'cultural sovereignty' consisting in the possibility for Indigenous peoples to assert 

a set of cultural practices and traditions that have remained alive in spite of colonisation, and 

continue to articulate the essence of present-day Indigenous activism.53 In this context, Alfred 

concedes that Indigenous self-determination ought to rely on a political relationship with the 

settler state based on group autonomy. But he insists that political and economic goals must be 

                                                             
46 Augie Fleras, ‘Politicising Indigeneity: Ethno-politics in White Settler Dominions’ in Indigenous Peoples’ Rights in Australia, Canada 

and New Zealand (Oxford University Press, 1999) 187, 199. 

47 Ibid. 

48 Frank Brennan, One Land, One Nation: Mabo Towards 2001, (University of Queensland Press, 1995), 148. 

49 Ibid. 

50 Julie Fenley, ‘The National Aboriginal Conference and the Makarrata: Sovereignty and Treaty Discussions, 1979–1981’ (2011) 42(3) 

Australian Historical Studies 372, 375. 

51 Ibid. 

52 Gerald Taiaiake Alfred, Heeding the Voices of Our Ancestors: Kahnawake and the Rise of Native Nationalism (Oxford University Press, 

1995), 178. 

53 Ibid. 
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framed in a way that attains cultural sovereignty.54 For Brady,55 this form of cultural 

sovereignty manifested itself continuously since colonisation began in Australia, enabling the 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to transcend the lack of legal recognition of their 

sovereignty. In other words, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples have not waited for 

settler governments to recognise their right to self-determination. Instead, they have been 

exercising it on a daily basis in the way they conduct themselves as individuals communities 

and nations, as well as through their ongoing cultural practices.56 These include speaking their 

language, passing on their knowledge to younger generations and establishing livelihoods in 

line with their worldviews. From this perspective, the main challenge of a meaningful form of 

self-determination is to enable the flourishing of the identities, cultures and traditions that 

permeate Indigenous nations, communities and individuals. 

 

Similarly, Behrendt57 promotes an encompassing conception of Indigenous self-determination, 

which revolves around the ability of Indigenous peoples to live their lives as they see fit, to see 

their communities become what they would like them to be and to determine their future 

direction.58 Most importantly, Behrendt is conscious of the diversity of Indigenous 

communities in culture and circumstances, as well as in needs and aspirations.59 Accordingly, 

she insists on the necessity for self-determination to be ‘expressed by Indigenous peoples at a 

grass-roots level’60 through a bottom-up approach, rather than being developed by 

disconnected institutions and imposed on Indigenous communities. In recognising the internal 

diversity of the Indigenous Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, Behrendt 

conceives of multiple common grounds to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander aspirations.61 

Referring to Dodson’s Vincent Lingiari Memorial Lecture,62 she mentions, inter alia, the right 

‘to enjoy language, culture and heritage’, the right ‘to land, seas, waters and natural resources’, 

‘to be economically self-sufficient’, ‘to be involved in decision-making processes that impact 

                                                             
54 Gerald Taiaiake Alfred, Heeding the Voices of Our Ancestors: Kahnawake and the Rise of Native Nationalism (Oxford University Press, 

1995), 14. 

55 Wendy Brady, ‘That sovereign being: History matters’ in Sovereign subjects (Allen & Unwin, 2007) 140, 150. 

56 Ibid. 

57 Larissa Behrendt, ‘Self-determination and Indigenous Policy: the right framework and political outcomes’ (2002) 1 Journal of Indigenous 

Policy 43, 45. 

58 Ibid. 

59 Ibid, 43. 

60 Ibid, 45. 

61 Ibid, 44. 

62 Patrick Dodson, ‘Until the Chains are Broken’ (Fourth Annual Vincent Lingiari Memorial Lecture, Northern Territory University, 27 

August 1999). 
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upon [their] lives’, as well as the right ‘to govern and manage [their] own affairs and [their] 

own communities’.63 

 

Far from contradicting one another, these visions overlap and complement each other, thus 

contributing together, to the theorisation of a meaningful form of self-determination that 

reflects the different aspirations of Indigenous peoples as a whole. Above all, they allow for 

the conception of a holistic form of self-determination that captures the distinction that 

Tully64makes between struggles for freedom, that is the continuing Indigenous struggles 

against institutional and political subordination; and struggles of freedom, which refers to the 

challenge of preserving cultures, traditions, and more generally, ‘keeping Indigenous ways of 

being in the world alive and well’.65   

 

Far from remaining a dead letter, the work of these academics and Indigenous activists, 

together with decades of advocacy and hard negotiations, have led to the development of a 

global framework that remains open enough to honour and bring together the different views 

outlined above. 

 

Ratified in 2007, the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

(‘UNDRIP’)66 is the result of decades of inter-cultural collaboration in which Indigenous 

delegates and scholars played a crucial role.67 Despite the UNDRIP having status as a non-

binding declaration and being described as ‘aspirational’,68 it arises from Indigenous 

participation. This means the UNDRIP enjoys a high degree of legitimacy among Indigenous 

scholars and the international community.69 

 

                                                             
63 Larissa Behrendt, ‘Self-determination and Indigenous Policy: the right framework and political outcomes’ (2002) 1 Journal of Indigenous 

Policy 43, 45. 

64 James Tully, ‘The struggles of Indigenous peoples for and of freedom’ in Political Theory and the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

(Cambridge University Press, 2000) 36, 42. 

65 Ibid. 

66 UN GAOR, 61st sess, 107th plen mtg, UN Doc A/61/PV.107 (13 September 2007) 11. 

67 James Anaya, Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of Indigenous people, UN 

Doc A/65/264 (9 August 2010) 17 [60].  

68 UN GAOR, 61st sess, 107th plen mtg, UN Doc A/61/PV.107 (13 September 2007) 11. 

69 Megan Davis, ‘To Bind or Not to Bind: The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Five Years On’ (2012) 19 
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It should be stressed, however, that the rights recognised by the UNDRIP, are not new concepts. 

Rather, they are derived from existing principles widely recognised in IHRL,70 such as the 

principle of non-discrimination, rights to cultural integrity and religious freedom, and the duty 

to respect property.71 This has been explained by Indigenous representatives to ‘resist efforts 

to re-define or to dilute for Indigenous peoples a right that has already been recognised for all 

others’; and to resist efforts ‘establishing a category of second class rights for Indigenous 

peoples’.72 In this perspective, the UNDRIP clarifies IHRL principles with regard to 

Indigenous peoples.73  

 

Further, the corpus of rights recognised by the UNDRIP, includes a wide range of individual 

and collective political, economic, social and cultural rights that, in addition to reflecting ‘the 

legitimate aspirations of Indigenous peoples’,74 provide an anchor for the different conceptions 

of Indigenous self-determination.   

 

Thus, in terms very similar to those used in the first article of the Covenants, the UNDRIP 

refers to Indigenous self-determination as the right of Indigenous peoples to ‘freely determine 

their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development’.75 

Hence, in line with the classic IHRL conception, Indigenous self-determination appears at first 

sight as a political right allowing Indigenous peoples to pursue their aspirations in the 

economic, social and cultural spheres. In this respect, the UNDRIP recognises Indigenous 

peoples’ right to exert this political control over diverse aspects of their development, through 

‘distinct political, legal, economic, social and cultural institutions’76 developed by them.77 

Therefore, the UNDRIP provides for an independence aimed at ensuring that Indigenous 
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peoples freely exercise their political right to determine their futures in a way that reflects their 

social, cultural and economic aspirations.  

 

However, in line with internal forms of self-determination promoted by Fleras, Brennan and 

Fenley, political control under the UNDRIP presupposes the possibility of Indigenous peoples 

to benefit from an autonomy that is limited in scope ‘to matters related to internal and local 

affairs’.78 This leaves to ‘the larger entity (…) those powers which cover common interests’.79 

Logically, the UNDRIP apprehends to a large extent the right to self-determination through the 

maintenance of close ties to the nation state that Indigenous peoples remain a part of.  In this 

respect, the preamble of the UNDRIP provides that ‘Indigenous peoples have the right to freely 

determine their relations with States in a spirit of coexistence, mutual benefit and full respect’.80 

Most importantly, several articles focus on the necessity to establish guarantees of 

representation to enable Indigenous peoples to affirm their aspirations in the context of their 

relationship with the settler state. In particular, the UNDRIP enshrines the right of Indigenous 

peoples to be consulted ‘through their own representative institution in order to obtain their 

free, prior and informed consent before adopting and implementing legislative or 

administrative measures that may affect them’,81 as well as ‘to participate in decision-making 

in matters which would affect their rights, through representatives chosen by themselves, with 

their own procedures’.82  

 

Yet, far from circumscribing Indigenous self-determination to a political prerogative, the 

UNDRIP recognises a set of rights aimed at enabling Indigenous peoples to assert and keep 

alive their identities, cultures, traditions, modes of social organisation and, more generally, 

their ways of living. These, together provide for a support to the ‘cultural sovereignty’ 

promoted by Alfred, and the common grounds to Indigenous aspirations identified by Behrendt 

and Dodson.  
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Thus, Indigenous peoples have the right to ‘determine their own identity or membership in 

accordance with their customs and traditions’;83 to practice, develop and teach their languages, 

histories, philosophies,84 traditional knowledge,85 health practices,86 spiritual and religious 

traditions;87 as well as to establish and control educational systems88 and media in their own 

language.89 With regard to the interconnected social and economic aspects of Indigenous self-

determination, the UNDRIP entitles Indigenous groups to maintain and develop their 

‘distinctive customs, spirituality, practices and, in cases where they exist, juridical systems or 

customs’;90 to have their laws, traditions, customs and land tenure systems recognised;91 and 

to own, use, develop, and control their lands, territories and resources.92  

 

Importantly, these rights contribute, all together, to forming a framework that is sufficiently 

comprehensive such that various Indigenous peoples could benefit from the UNDRIP as a 

reference point for asserting a form of self-determination that better suits their vision of the 

concept, as well as their specific identity, circumstances and aspirations. Indeed, through its 

provisions, the UNDRIP addresses much of the current struggles for freedom and of freedom 

mentioned above and faced by Indigenous peoples in the context of settler state domination. In 

this respect, the UNDRIP can be seen as a successful attempt providing a rational basis for a 

particularly complex concept in view of its multiple facets and the infinite number of local 

circumstances to which it is intended to apply. 

  

Unfortunately, the challenge of implementing a meaningful form of Indigenous self-

determination is not limited to the theorisation of the concept and the establishment of an 

adapted framework. Indeed, to achieve this, Indigenous peoples need to overcome the obstacles 

arising from the colonial structure of the settler state, and the apprehensions of a political 

establishment and relevant stakeholders, that work against them. In these circumstances, it 
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becomes relevant to determine the capacity of the Victorian treaty process in enabling the 

Aboriginal community of Victoria to access a form of self-determination in accordance with 

their needs and aspirations. This requires, as a first step, a study of the current state of affairs 

regarding the situation in which Indigenous peoples in Australia find themselves today and the 

state of their relationship with the Australian state. 
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I. THE CURRENT STATE OF AFFAIRS IN AUSTRALIA: A COLONIAL 

STATUS QUO TO BE ADDRESSED THROUGH A TRANSFORMATIVE 

APPROACH TO SELF-DETERMINATION 

 

 

The Victorian treaty process follows a long series of claims, litigations, agreements and policy 

measures, which over the last two centuries have shaped the present situation for Indigenous 

peoples in Australia, their relationship with the Australian state, and current issues concerning 

Indigenous self-determination in Victoria and elsewhere in Australia.  

 

Unfortunately, the legacy of centuries of domination by the settler state is far from flattering. 

Generally speaking, Indigenous communities and nations are in a situation of subordination 

and dependence on the Australian state.93 In addition, ongoing assimilationist policies have 

resulted in the fracture of Indigenous peoples’ collective identity as they struggle to keep alive 

their cultures, languages94 and, more generally, their ‘ways of being’.95  

 

Admittedly, steadfast Indigenous advocacy has led to the recognition of various forms of land 

rights and local self-governance, as well as the emergence of policies oriented towards 

rehabilitation and reconciliation. However, the colonial structure of sovereignty in Australia 

seconded by the resistance of relevant institutions to implementation of any advanced form of 

self-determination, have largely impeded efforts made in this direction. 

 

In this perspective, this section aims at capturing the actual dynamic of Indigenous self-

determination that arises from the current state of affairs in Australia, in order to grasp the ins 

and outs of the Victorian treaty process as well as the stakes of this inedit process in the history 

of the country. 

 

In this respect, I will first examine the extent to which the colonial structure of Australian 

sovereignty and the logic of assimilation that permeates Australian Indigenous policy, tend to 

perpetuate a relationship based on denying Indigenous peoples their right to a meaningful form 
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of self-determination. Second, I will analyse how this state of affairs has hindered Indigenous 

efforts in achieving self-determination, by limiting most of their land rights, local forms of 

governance and recognition measures to a merely palliative and symbolic forms of redress that 

reproduce the configuration of colonial domination. Third, in view of this context, I will explain 

the extent to which treaties carry the potential for a transformative and emancipatory approach 

to Indigenous self-determination. 

 

 

A. THE COLONIAL STRUCTURE AND OPERATION  OF THE AUSTRALIAN 

STATE 

 

 

As mentioned earlier, following British settlement in Australia and the establishment of Crown 

sovereignty on the basis of the land being terra nullius, Indigenous societies that had lived in 

harmony with their lands for tens of thousands of years, were denied status as nations 

exercising any kind of sovereignty. 

 

Admittedly, settler states, in Australia and elsewhere, have, in the course of their histories, 

shifted from authoritarianism and violence in their treatment of Indigenous peoples, toward 

democratic rule and recognition of ‘past’ injustices.96 However, to date, neither this recognition 

nor growing pressures from IHRL have successfully challenged the colonial structure of 

Australian sovereignty. To the contrary, this colonial structure continues to be fuelled by 

ongoing assimilation processes integrated into parts of the contemporary political 

establishment. 

 

 

1. The colonial structure of Australian sovereignty 

 

 

At the time of first Settlement in Australia, the doctrine of terra nullius was a well-established 

principle of international law, which was used to give legitimacy to the acquisition of 

sovereignty by European nations over newly ‘discovered’ territories. In line with de Vattel’s 
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The Law of Nations, the doctrine was intended to apply to territories deemed uncultivated or 

where Indigenous inhabitants were considered insufficiently settled and organised in societies, 

to exercise political agency.97 This principle was complemented by the broadly analogous 

‘desert and uncultivated’, which was a common law rule articulated by Blackstone.98 The 

purpose of this rule was to enable the imposition of Law of England, to territories acquired by 

settlement. Thus, in the exercise of Crown sovereignty over territory considered terra nullius 

under international law, the application of the Blackstone doctrine made it possible to impose 

on this territory, English law and governance.99  

 

The joint application of these two doctrines enabled the British Empire to establish its 

sovereignty over the whole Australian continent and to impose its laws on a native population 

then deemed too primitive to be considered as legitimately occupying their own territories. 

With their sovereign nation status being denied, land and resource that constituted the spiritual 

and material sustenance of Indigenous societies were confiscated; the laws of England were 

drawn up as if Indigenous laws and customs did not exist; and the British political, social and 

economic structures were implemented to the detriment of First Nations peoples.100  

 

Most importantly, it is to be stressed that the effects of this denial of sovereignty are not limited 

to the period of settler expansion. These effects have been reaffirmed through different means, 

making particularly difficult the assertion by Indigenous peoples of any kind of meaningful 

form of self-determination. This continuing colonial structure manifests itself first of all 

through the constant refusal of the Australian courts to question the acquisition of British 

sovereignty over Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, thus closing the door to legal 

recognition of any Indigenous claims that may challenge the Australian structure of 

sovereignty. In addition, the fact that the Australian legal framework does not offer any form 

of constitutional recognition of the specificity of Indigenous peoples within the Australian 

political order, has the effect of complicating the assertion of any form of internal self-

determination. 
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a) The prevalence of the Australian structure of sovereignty over the legitimacy of 

Indigenous claims 

 

The colonial structure of Australian sovereignty is first and foremost reflected in the consistent 

refusal of Australian courts to accede to Indigenous demands for recognition of their unjustly 

confiscated sovereignty. Admittedly, the position of judges has evolved over time, particularly 

with regard to the validity of the doctrine of terra nullius. However, despite this evolution, a 

constant remains: the absolute necessity to preserve the structure of Australian sovereignty.   

 

In this sense, while earlier decisions by colonial courts applied the doctrine of terra nullius and 

proved a certain legal coherence in the light of prevailing conceptions of Indigenous societies 

and international law at the time,101 the High Court of Australia’s position at the end of the 

20th Century, shows that the political imperative to preserve the Australian legal framework 

would always prevail over the legitimacy of Indigenous claims. The reasoning of the judges in 

the Coe v Commonwealth102 and Mabo v Queensland (No.2)103 cases is, in this respect, 

illustrative. 

 

Thus, at a time when the application of the principle of terra nullius was becoming harder to 

justify in light of the accepted version of history and anthropological knowledge about 

Aboriginal societies of the pre-settlement era,104 Coe is testimony to the High Court's leap 

forward in justifying the acquisition of British sovereignty over Australia at the expense of its 

original inhabitants. Indeed, in this case, the plaintiff’s claim that terra nullius had wrongfully 

been applied to justify British acquisition of sovereignty through settlement, was rejected by 

Justice Gibbs, on the grounds that Australia had always been regarded as a colony acquired by 

settlement given the absence of civilised inhabitants or settled law ‘by European standards’.105 

In other words, the acquisition of sovereignty by settlement would be justified wherever land 
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was inhabited by groups possessing a form of social organisation different from the European 

style.106  

 

In fact, this extreme extension of the doctrine of terra nullius illustrates the extent to which the 

acquisition of British sovereignty by settlement is a constituent element of Australian 

sovereignty.107 In that sense, Justice Gibbs' assertion that ‘it is fundamental to our legal system 

that the Australian colonies became British possessions by settlement and not by conquest’,108 

confirms the structural importance for him of this legal fiction, while sounding like an 

admission that the end justifies the means when it comes to defending the structure of 

Australian sovereignty. 

 

However, the most important decision on the issue of Indigenous sovereignty is undoubtedly 

the Mabo decision, which continues to be the leading precedent in this area of law. Most 

importantly, given the widening gap between the myth of terra nullius and ‘accepted social 

history’,109 and given the pressure of IHRL following the Western Sahara decision,110 the High 

Court in Mabo finally rejected the application of terra nullius, declaring that it denied the 

historical reality of Indigenous people’s dispossession and violated international human rights 

norms.111 Yet, considering it was impossible to undermine the basis of its jurisdiction, the High 

Court refused to question the validity of the acquisition of sovereignty by the Crown over 

Australia and its first inhabitants, while decreeing that it was an act of such nature as to render 

‘future claims to Indigenous sovereignty non justiciable’.112 On the other hand, considering 

themselves competent to pronounce on the consequences of such acquisition on ‘land that is 

not terra nullius’, the Judges found the Crown had acquired only a radical title to all land,113 

meaning that pre-existing Indigenous local land law survived British colonisation where they 

were not validly extinguished by the new sovereign.  
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The result was the recognition of partial Indigenous land rights conceptualised as communal 

native title, without making any real change to the structure of Australian sovereignty. At most, 

the High Court considered that the British acquisition of sovereignty was not all-encompassing 

to the point of totally extinguishing the customary rights of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander peoples over land.114 Most importantly, by declaring Indigenous sovereignty claims 

non-justiciable, the Mabo decision had the effect of leaving Indigenous peoples without a legal 

avenue to claim their unceded rights. In this respect, Brennan claimed that as a result, 

Aboriginal sovereignty could ‘at best’, be a political rather than a legal claim.115 

 

The Mabo decision thus confirms that even though the doctrine of terra nullius has been clearly 

rejected in principle, the need to preserve the colonial structure of the Australian legal 

framework is a barrier to the recognition of sovereignty originally enjoyed by Indigenous 

peoples. 

 

Of course, the Mabo decision does not as such close the door to assertion by Indigenous peoples 

of a form of self-determination in line with sui generis internal and cultural forms of 

sovereignty promoted by many Indigenous advocates and scholars, and transcribed into the 

UNDRIP. Quite the contrary, by stimulating the development of legislation to protect 

Indigenous cultural heritage116 and allowing the development without precedent of an 

‘Indigenous sector’ to manage land and deliver services to Indigenous peoples,117 the 

recognition by the High Court of an entitlement to land grounded in the continuing legitimacy 

of Indigenous law, can be seen as progress in that direction. 

 

However, the predominance of the Australian sovereign structure over any form of Indigenous 

claim, which permeates the Mabo decision, is a constant that, beyond the legal sphere, has 

always been a hindrance to the ability of Indigenous peoples to determine themselves as polities 

distinct from the rest of Australian society and with aspirations of their own.  
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Importantly, this predominance is reinforced by the lack of constitutional recognition of the 

specificity of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, which makes it all the more 

difficult for them to achieve any form of self-determination within the Australian political 

order. 

 

 

b) The lack of constitutional recognition of the specificity of the Indigenous population 

within the internal political order of the Australian state 

 

 

In the same way that the prior sovereign status of Indigenous nations has been negated since 

the arrival of the First Settlers in Australia, Indigenous people have been denied the status of 

constitutional constituency within the Australian nation. This denial is rooted in the exclusion 

of Indigenous peoples from the nation-building process that led, following negotiations on the 

terms of their inclusion in the Australian nation, to the adoption of the Commonwealth of 

Australia Constitution Act 1900 (‘Australian Constitution’)118 and the formation of the 

Australian federation.119 As a result, the Australian state does not recognise any political 

prerogatives specific to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, nor does it offer any 

protection for their distinct interests and aspirations in the face of the prerogatives held by 

executive and parliamentary power.120  

 

Under these conditions, even though the Australian Constitution was amended following the 

1967 Referendum, to include Indigenous people in the census,121 Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander people have, in view of their small population (about three percent of Australia's 

population),122 a very limited capacity to use democratic majoritarian processes to influence 

law and policy making.123 As a result, Indigenous peoples have always found themselves in a 
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situation of vulnerability, in the face of a state that holds constitutional power to impose its 

decisions on them.124 Thus, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples have suffered from a 

long series of oppressive, discriminatory and simply ineffective laws and policies, ranging from 

their forced removal into protective missions until the 1970s to the suspension of the Racial 

Discrimination Act125 as part of the Northern Territory Intervention initiated in 2007.126 

 

Moreover, the absence of dedicated constitutionally enshrined institutions and mechanisms to 

structure the relationship between the Crown and Indigenous peoples127 makes extremely 

difficult the assertion of a meaningful and viable form of Indigenous self-determination within 

the Australian political order. Indeed, such structures are important vectors of autonomy in that 

they carry the recognition of Indigenous peoples as distinct political constituencies128 within 

the Australian nation while allowing them to benefit from a voice, or even prerogatives, 

regarding their internal affairs.129 However, in the absence of constitutional protection, such 

achievements are at the mercy of laws and policies emanating from the legislative and 

executive powers, which are respectively characterised by a majority logic,130 and fluctuations 

according to the interests and convictions of the government of the day.131 

 

The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (‘ATSIC’) experience and, more 

recently, the abandonment of the treaty process in 2016 in South Australia, are perfect 

illustrations of this state of affairs. Instituted by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

Commission Act 1989,132 the ATSIC was an Indigenous representative body mandated to 

provide policy advice to the Commonwealth Government, allocate funding, and participate in 

the development and implementation of regional plans.133 However, in a political context 
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hostile to Indigenous self-determination,134 harsh criticisms accusing the ATSIC of threatening 

the unity of the Australian people,135 led the Howard Government to unilaterally abolish it in 

2004.136 In the same way, the abandonment of the South Australian treaty process in favour of 

a ‘practical’ approach to Indigenous affairs, following a shift in government,137 confirms the 

extent to which, in the absence of constitutional protection, self-determination initiatives are 

tributary to the majority in power and the political context that prevails. In that sense, these 

experiences show the way in which the present Australian constitutional order participates in 

the anchoring of an unfair and submissive power relationship between the Australian state and 

the Indigenous population.138 

 

And yet, the need for constitutional recognition and empowerment of the Australian Indigenous 

population has been advocated for many years, without leading to conclusive results to date.139 

The most emblematic push in that direction was undoubtedly the recent Uluru Statement from 

the Heart (‘Uluru Statement’).140 In 2017, following an ‘unprecedented national consensus’141 

among the Indigenous population, the Uluru Statement called for constitutional reform 

instituting a constitutionally enshrined Indigenous advisory body with direct input into law and 

policy concerning Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.142 Most importantly, it also 

recommended the establishment of a constitutionally protected Indigenous treaty commission, 

to be called the Makarrata Commission, whose role would be to supervise a treaty-making 

process between the Australian Government and Indigenous peoples.143  

 

However, the categorical rejection of all of these proposals by the Turnbull Government shows 

once again, the impasse in which the Indigenous population finds itself when it comes to 
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asserting itself within a political order that denies it a constitutional constituency. The Turnbull 

Government's criticisms regarding the Uluru Statement, namely that the proposed measures 

would prejudice equality in civic rights by leading to the creation of a ‘third chamber of 

Parliament’,144 are indicative of a latent refusal on the part of the Australian political class, to 

recognise Indigenous peoples as distinct polities and to consider them as a group distinct from 

the rest of the Australian population.  

 

Operating under the auspices of the principles of equality and unity, this line of thought is part 

of a logic that has long favoured the integration of Indigenous peoples into the dominant model 

of society over their self-determination. This has thus contributed to the maintenance of the 

colonial structure and operation of the Australian state.  

 

 

2. A colonial structure backed by an ongoing assimilationist logic 

 

 

Since the arrival of the first European settlers on the continent, the implementation of the 

doctrine of terra nullius has been superseded by the implementation of various policies 

designed to eradicate Indigenous societies perceived as inferior according to Eurocentric 

standards.145 First expressed through warfare, dispossession and removal, government policy 

progressively shifted from the 1930s towards a strategy of assimilation and integration into the 

Australian community.146 Being destined to merge into a monocultural society, the Indigenous 

population gradually gained formal recognition, having equal citizenship and civil rights as the 

rest of the population, while being denied meaningful substantive rights with regard to their 

collective identities and aspirations as distinct peoples.147  

 

Admittedly, the growing pressure of IHRL and the evolution of the perception of Indigenous 

peoples, allowed the Indigenous population in Australia to see itself recognised, after decades 
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of steadfast advocacy. They gained a differentiated status, notably through the establishment 

of specific entitlements to land during the 1990s and 2000s.148 The set up of different modes 

of institutionalised representation with advisory capacity, the most emblematic being the 

ATSIC, is further evidence of the recognition by the Australian state, of the distinct interests 

of the Indigenous population.  

 

However, these initiatives have not allowed the Indigenous population to break free from the 

assimilationist model at work in Australia. Indeed, as we will see later, far from offering the 

Indigenous population a form of self-determination that gives due regard to their distinct social 

organisation, culture, identity and aspirations, the land rights that have been recognised most 

often consist of a weak form of property rights and management prerogatives.149 These are 

designed to fit into the legal structure of the Australian state and to serve its political and 

economic goals.150 With regard to the affirmation of distinct Indigenous interests through 

dedicated representation, the lack of cultural legitimacy and autonomy of these institutions, 

and their limited control over matters that directly affect Indigenous people have always 

prevented these institutions from providing a substantial form of self-determination.151 Rather, 

they were considered by many as ‘political creations’ aimed at entrenching the assimilation of 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people into the dominant socio-political system at work 

in Australia.152 

 

This state of affairs can be explained by the stubborn resistance of a part of the political class, 

which perceives the implementation of any form of Indigenous self-determination as a threat 

to the unity of the nation and the equality of its people. In denying Indigenous peoples the right 

to follow an alternative pathway to the monocultural control of their lives, and pushing for their 

absorption within mainstream Australian society, the Australian political class tends to promote 

a top-down social-economic approach to what is seen as an ‘Aboriginal problem’ arising from 

‘community dysfunction’.153 In this sense, the reactions of policy makers to various initiatives 

taken to promote Indigenous self-determination are evocative. 
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Thus, more than 25 years before the rejection of the Uluru Statement in order to avoid the 

creation of a ‘third chamber of Parliament’,154 the ATSIC had already been labelled as a ‘Black 

Parliament’ that ‘smacks of separatism of the worst possible kind in a nation’155 and strikes ‘at 

the heart of the unity of the Australian people’.156 In 2005, fifteen years after its establishment, 

the abolition of the representative and advisory body was justified by the Minister for 

‘Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs’, as the necessity to not let ‘ideological 

positions like self-determination prevent governments from engaging with their Indigenous 

citizens’.157 According to the same logic, the initial refusal of Australia to sign the UNDRIP 

was justified on the grounds that ‘it is wrong to support something that argues the case of 

separate development inside one country’ and that it would lead to ‘apply[ing] a standard for 

Indigenous peoples that does not apply to others in the population’.  

 

Interestingly, the same arguments have been used by governments with regard to growing calls 

for a treaty. In this respect, Prime Minister John Howard argued against recommendations for 

treaty formulated in 2000 by the Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation, on the grounds that ‘a 

united undivided nation does not make a treaty with itself’.158 Instead, Prime Minister Howard 

promoted a ‘less divisive’ approach of ‘practical reconciliation’, turned towards helping 

Indigenous people reach better outcomes in sectors such as employment, education, health and 

housing.159 Almost 20 years later, Premier Steven Marshall used an almost identical rhetoric in 

support of his decision to suspend the treaty process at work in South Australia, in favour of a 

‘practical’ approach through a ‘state-wide plan with a series [of] defined outcomes for 

Aboriginal people across areas including education, child protection, health and jobs’.160 
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These policy positions therefore reflect an understanding of the unity of the Australian nation 

and the equality of its citizens, that denies Indigenous peoples their aspirations as distinct 

peoples and relegates them to that of a dysfunctional and socially disadvantaged ethnic and 

cultural minority.161 In this configuration, the only valid way for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander peoples to be, is to assimilate into the dominant model of society by achieving the 

same outcomes as the rest of the population, according to indicators that reflect a monocultural 

understanding of the social world.162 As a consequence, Indigenous claims to self-

determination are generally greeted with hostility and mistrust, while their implementation 

usually results in some form of self-determination narrowly constrained within the bounds of 

the colonial structure and functioning of the Australian state. 

 

 

B. THE EMERGENCE OF AN EMBRYONIC AND PARADOXAL FORM OF 

SELF-DETERMINATION THROUGH ACCOMMODATIVE FORMS OF 

REDRESS 

 

 

The successive actions led by Indigenous activists through political campaigns, litigation and 

negotiation have made it possible to impulse the recognition of numerous rights specific to 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, while leading successive governments to adopt 

a rhetoric of forgiveness and reconciliation. However, these efforts have not enabled the 

Indigenous peoples to correct or free themselves from the colonial structure and operation at 

work in Australia. As a result, Indigenous rights recognised so far have for the most part – but 

not exclusively – been limited to surface forms of redistribution and recognition that tend to 

reproduce the configuration of colonial domination. 

 

 

1) The recognition of restricted land rights and local forms of self-governance 
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Land rights have always been at the heart of Indigenous claims to self-determination, as these 

issues are both interconnected and fundamental to the implementation of Indigenous collective 

aspirations. Indeed, according to Brady, connection to Country – that is, the ancestral land from 

which each Aboriginal nation originates163 –  is not only essential to the material sustenance of 

Indigenous peoples and societies; it is also the source of law, cultural knowledge and 

spirituality that binds Indigenous people together in politically and socially organised 

structures.164 Thus, in contrast to the relationship between an owner and his property as 

conceived in Western legal systems, Indigenous peoples’ relationship to land informs their 

identity and their relationship to each other. As a consequence, the exercise of ‘rights’ relating 

to their ancestral lands, can hardly be dissociated from the exercise of ‘rights’ in relation to 

their political, social, economic and cultural organisation and practices.165 

 

Yet, because of the Australian state’s structure of sovereignty and the economic interests 

attached to land, Indigenous claims to land and self-determination have faced great resistance 

from Australian institutions.166 However, while Australian courts have repeatedly rejected 

Indigenous claims to sovereignty, different statutory land rights regimes were implemented 

through state legislation. By the early 1990s, this led to the establishment of ad hoc settlements 

with limited scope in all states except Tasmania and Western Australia.167 Most importantly, 

the Mabo decision and the subsequent native title legislation, made it possible for Indigenous 

peoples to accede to a legally enforceable collective entitlement to land possession under their 

traditional laws and customs; and to develop a form of organisational and community self-

management.168 Regrettably, far from offering Indigenous peoples prerogatives of self-

governance and political autonomy, the majority of native title determinations provide only 

very fragile, non-exclusive and limited rights and interests in their traditional lands. 
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Thus, not only do native title rights give way to other rights they conflict, such as pastoral or 

mining leases;169 the former are rarely economically productive. For instance, even though the 

High Court quite recently recognised native title rights to taking resources for any and all 

purposes,170 the right to take flora and fauna under traditional laws are rarely translated into 

commercial rights, making it difficult for traditional owners to make a living out of their 

activities.171 

Importantly, native title rights do not confer any ownership of subsurface minerals, which are 

retained by the Crown, in right of the Australian state, which tends to be interested in ensuring 

mineral exploitation by non-Indigenous developers.172 As a result, native title holders are 

particularly vulnerable to economic highjacking for the benefit of influential corporations.173 

This is demonstrated by the recent decision of the Queensland Government to privilege the 

joint tender of Adani Mining Pty Ltd and Carmichael Rail Network Pty Ltd for the Carmichael 

Coal Mine and Rail Project; over the Indigenous peoples of Wangan and Jagalingou 

Country.174  

 

Another issue in relation to native title is the corporate and managerial nature of the 

prerogatives conferred to native title holders. Indeed, rather than allowing for a form of land-

based self-determination enabling native title holders to take control of their social and cultural 

development, native title prerogatives are to be quasi-exclusively exercised by means of a non-

Indigenous model of land management predominantly oriented towards a form of development 

that is quasi-exclusively economic in nature.175 In that sense, rather than reflecting the 

traditional relationship to land under Indigenous law and custom, the native title rights likely 

to be granted to Indigenous applicants are more indicative, by their very nature, of an attempt 

to transform customary tenure into a form of property that fits with the economic model at 

work in Australia, namely, capitalism.176 
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Thus, with little opportunities for generating independent wealth and growing pressure from 

governments to end welfare dependency by engaging economic development, many native title 

holders have made the choice to consent to resource development agreements and have 

established businesses on their lands, with varying success.177 Problematically, many of these 

economic opportunities offer little possibility of combining Aboriginal culture, spirituality and 

custodianship responsibilities with a market economy predominantly oriented towards 

exploitation and profit.178 As a result, many development projects promising the economic 

development of communities, have led to damaging forms of exploitation that have 

compromised traditional owners’ connection to their ancestral lands.179 Similarly, the 

development of tourism and the art industry has led to mixed results, with a lot of the expected 

economic benefits being undermined by exploitation, theft of cultural and intellectual property 

and significant inequities.180 

 

Under these circumstances, Behrendt has pointed out the risk of Indigenous land rights being 

used as a ‘Trojan horse’ of market-based development aimed at ‘open[ing] up Indigenous land 

to non-Indigenous interests’.181 From this point of view, Indigenous land rights would first and 

foremost be considered by governments, not as a land-based self-determination encompassing 

the interconnected social totality of Indigenous aspirations, but rather as a means of 

transitioning Indigenous societies to a private mode of organisation designed to serve economic 

development and the interests of private stakeholders. 

 

Lastly, it must be stressed that the native title processes compel Indigenous applicants to prove 

before non-Indigenous courts their continuous connection to country under traditional law and 

customs, failing which their title is considered definitively extinguished.182 Indigenous 

applicants are therefore asked to demonstrate that their ‘traditional’ connection to their land 

has survived colonisation according to a ‘traditionalist framework’ at odds with the complex 
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reality of their contemporary situation.183 If they fail to do so, their connection to Country will 

be considered as having been washed away by the ‘tides of history’, as was the case with the 

Members of the Yorta Yorta Aboriginal Community v Victoria (‘Yorta Yorta’) claim in 2002.184  

 

Under these conditions, the native title rights regime carries with it a paradox that is quite 

disturbing. While the recognition and exercise of these rights is a step towards the recognition 

of a form of Indigenous self-determination, the whole process of land title determination 

reflects the predominance of the Australian structure of sovereignty over traditional owners’ 

aspirations. Developed unilaterally by non-Indigenous institutions and imposed as such on 

Indigenous peoples, the regime appears to be out of touch with Indigenous sources of authority 

and social organisation.185 Also, the obligation for native applicants to meet authenticity criteria 

determined by the native title process, means that Indigenous identity and relationship to land 

has normative value only if it falls within the bounds defined by the legal system of the 

dominant society, and is accepted as such by its judicial authorities.186 Moreover, the hurdles 

that Indigenous peoples must overcome in order to obtain native title recognition, combined 

with the possibility for governments to take it away, have led many Indigenous people to 

consider native title processes as a means for the state to carry out extinguishment while 

appearing considerate of Indigenous interests in the process.187  

 

The result is that while native title constitutes a form of recognition of Indigenous peoples’ 

prior rights to land, the regime at work is perceived by many Indigenous advocates as 

perpetuating their ongoing subjugation to the Australian structure of sovereignty, and their 

assimilation into the Australian juridical and economic model.188 

 

The disappointments attached to native title processes have not, however, prevented the 

recognition of other land rights and prerogatives of governance through special regimes and 

local initiatives. Indeed, to date, there are around twenty-two regimes of Indigenous land rights 
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dispatched in Commonwealth, State and Territory legislation,189 some of which carry 

interesting forms of co-management, governance and autonomy. 

 

Thus, Indigenous Protected Areas (‘IPA’) regimes introduced from 1997, allow Indigenous 

traditional owners to promote biodiversity and the conservation of areas and sites that are of 

particular significance to them, by establishing co-governance structures with government 

agencies and stakeholders through voluntary agreements with the Australian Government.190  

Among other things, the IPA regimes allow Aboriginal peoples to jointly manage national 

parks and benefit from seats within protected area advisory bodies, such as the Great Barrier 

Reef Marine Park Authority.191  

 

Similarly, the recent Yarra River Protection (Wilip-gin Birrarung murron) Act 2017 (‘Yarra 

Act’)192 creates the space for traditional owners to participate in the management of the Yarra 

River through the Birrarung Council, a statutory advisory body composed of twelve members, 

two of whom are to be chosen by the traditional owners of the Yarra.193 Interestingly, this 

council is conceived of as the Yarra River’s independent voice and is required to act according 

to a strategic plan established in accordance with heritage, values and knowledge.194 In the 

same vein, the Yarra Act describes the river as ‘one living and integrated natural entity’ that 

‘has a heart, a spirit and is part of [the Woi-wurrung people’s] Dreaming’.195  

 

Admittedly, the purpose of these co-management frameworks is not to establish a land-based 

form of Indigenous self-determination, but rather that the various community interests – among 

which those of the Indigenous traditional owners – are involved in the protection and promotion 

of areas and ecosystems of particular significance. In this respect, these regimes are for public 

benefit, which means that co-governance is driven by non-Indigenous imperatives and co-
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management is operated through non-Indigenous frameworks involving mostly boards of 

directors. This does not correlate with traditional forms of Indigenous governance based on 

kinship and family leadership.196 However, these approaches have the merit of acknowledging 

the connection of Aboriginal traditional owners to Country and of attempting to integrate their 

conceptions of custodianship in the management of this connection. In particular, the Yarra 

Act testifies to an approach to river management that incorporates Indigenous cosmology and 

understandings of nature as imbued with spirit.197  

 

In this way, these regimes testify to an emerging recognition of the cultural identities of 

Aboriginal peoples within the settler state’s legal and political frameworks. Thus, by allowing 

Aboriginal peoples to assert their identity and worldviews, these regimes can be seen, to a small 

extent, as a vector of the model of ‘cultural sovereignty’ promoted by Alfred.198  

 

In parallel to these co-management regimes, Australia has seen the development of local land 

rights and self-governance frameworks that provide an alternative to the native title regime at 

work. 

 

In Victoria, traditional owners are offered the possibility, through the Traditional Owner 

Settlement Act 2010 (‘TOSA’),199 to negotiate directly with the Victorian Government 

‘recognition and settlement’ agreements. Essentially, these out-of-court agreements include, 

on the one hand, the transfer of Crown land as freehold title and the grant of land use rights for 

cultural and economic purposes; and on the other hand, an entitlement to co-manage parks or 

reserves and to allocate funding to Indigenous run-bodies, in order to support community build 

capacity.200 To date, the TOSA has allowed the conclusion of three major settlement agreements 

covering more than six million hectares of the Victorian state, including the transfer of  twenty-

five parks and reserves as Aboriginal title to be jointly managed by traditional owner 

corporations and the state.201  
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However, the recent Noongar Settlement reached in 2018 with the Western Australian 

Government undoubtedly constitutes the most comprehensive settlement with regard to land 

rights, self-governance and collaboration with Australian institutions. Indeed, in addition to 

securing an important land base for the Noongar people seconded by non-exclusive rights to 

resources, and the possibility to make joint-management agreements over larger areas 

(similarly to the TOSA), the Noongar Settlement provides for the development of measures to 

promote cultural heritage protection and socio-economic development.202 Significantly, the 

settlement includes the establishment of a Central Services Corporation as well as six Noongar 

Regional Corporations to develop culturally appropriate local policies and to engage with the 

Western Australian Government and different stakeholders.203  

 

Admittedly, these bodies do not allow the Noongar people to benefit from extensive self-

governance rights such as law making and political autonomy.204 However, the Noongar 

Settlement is a considerable step forward in that it provides the Noongar people with a structure 

that enables them to organise and assert themselves as a distinct polity endowed with political 

prerogatives that enable them to take control of some aspects of their social, economic and 

cultural development. In this sense, the settlement paves the way towards an internal form of 

self-determination that is closer to the vision promoted by Fleras, Brennan and Fenley, and that 

is reflected in Articles 3 and 4 of the UNDRIP. 

 

Yet, problematically, both the TOSA and the Noongar Settlement carry 'colonial side-effects' 

similar to those observed in the native title regime. Indeed, in addition to relying on a corporate 

mode of organisation derived from the dominant legal system,205 both the TOSA and the 

Noongar Settlement require traditional owners to relinquish their native title rights to lands and 

resources across their larger traditional territories.206 In this respect, the Noongar Settlement 

goes so far as to require the validation of every potentially invalid acts carried out by the 

Australian state in the past, with regard to Noongar territory.207 Thus, in the manner of the 
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Canadian treaties, which we will have the opportunity to study later, these land settlements 

force Indigenous peoples to barter their broad ancestral prerogatives in relation to land, in 

exchange for a restricted package of spatially and legally defined rights deemed more 

acceptable to the Australian state.208 Under these conditions, there is a risk that these 

settlements could be used for constraining self-determination to a set of traditional activities 

on narrow territory, while extinguishing any further potential land rights.209 

 

Finally, it must be pointed out that, in certain regions of the north of the country, mainly the 

Northern Territory and the Torres Strait, Australia has seen the development of an advanced 

form of regional autonomy that stands in opposition to the colonial paradox affecting the local 

regimes and initiatives described above. 

 

In the Torres Strait, Indigenous peoples benefit from a system of local governance that operates 

through Indigenous led institutions with extensive prerogatives. The Torres Strait slands are 

administered by the Torres Strait Regional Authority (‘TSRA’), whose function is ‘to 

strengthen the economic, social and cultural development of the Torres Strait’ and ‘empower 

Torres Strait Islander and Aboriginal people to determine their own affairs based on the unique 

Ailan Kastom (Island Custom)’.210 For this purpose, this body, which consists of a locally 

elected Torres Strait Islander board and an administrative arm composed of Australian 

Government public servants,211 has wide-ranging powers including the maintenance of Ailan 

Kastom, the development of socio-economic programs for the local Indigenous population and 

the monitoring and advising of governments on the development of policies likely to affect 

local affairs.212 In addition to this, each region within the Torres Strait has two different local 

government bodies whose prerogatives include environmental management, economic  and 

community development, as well as art and culture.213  
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Importantly, having been built upon long standing existing Island councils aligned with the 

Torres Strait’s unique traditional and cultural mode of governance,214 this regime of regional 

self-governance enjoys a strong legitimacy among the local Indigenous population.215 As a 

result, while the TSRA is not perfect and is being criticised for its democratic process,216 lack 

of autonomy217 and delimitation of its jurisdiction by the Commonwealth and Queensland 

governments,218 this form of self-governance is commonly considered both effective and 

sustainable,219 and therefore a potential model for regional or local self-governance elsewhere 

in Australia.220 

 

However, it is important to bear in mind that this form of self-governance is the result of the 

unique history and characteristics of the Torres Strait region.221 Indeed, unlike most of the rest 

of Australia, where Aboriginal people make up an extreme minority dispersed among the non-

Indigenous population,222 Torres Strait Islanders make up a large majority of the total 

population distributed over a distinct and contained region,223 which, because of its isolation, 

has suffered less autocratic treatment by the Australian state.224  

 

Therefore, while it is clear that this model of governance is attractive to many Aboriginal 

peoples living on the continent, it is important to stress that it cannot be transposed elsewhere 

in Australia without on the one hand, being adapted to the pre-existing geographical, 

demographic and political environment; and, on the other hand, to the specific characteristics, 

needs and aspirations of local Aboriginal communities.225 This is particularly true in the case 
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of Victoria, which, as we shall see later, presents a political, social and demographic context 

that is radically different from that of northern Australia. 

 

In sum, in spite of the colonial structure of sovereignty and the assimilationist logic at work in 

Australia, various forms of land-based self-determination have been implemented to date in 

Australia, with varying success. While the native title regime tends to be more akin to a weak 

form of land management predominantly oriented towards economic development, some local 

initiatives have led to the implementation of co-management and self-governance prerogatives, 

which reflect the emergence of a vision of Indigenous emancipation that is more in tune with 

their cultural identity and aspirations of autonomy. Yet, this scattered approach to self-

determination is still marked by a top-down relationship with the settler state, which is the 

source of colonial paradoxes that impair the benefits that Indigenous peoples could derive from 

these initiatives. As a result, apart from a few local breakthroughs, Indigenous self-

determination in Australia is struggling to move beyond its embryonic stage.   

 

In parallel to the recognition of land rights and self-governance prerogatives, decades of 

steadfast Indigenous activism have led Australian governments to adopt a reconciliatory 

posture towards the Indigenous population. While this movement has had undeniably 

beneficial effects, its highly symbolic nature, and the persistence of the Australian state in 

viewing its relationship with Indigenous peoples through a top-down approach predominantly 

oriented towards the satisfaction of the former’s interests, have, once again, significantly 

altered the intended outcomes of reconciliation. 

 

 

2) The promotion of forgiveness and symbolic reconciliation 

 

 

In the last thirty years, while assimilationist policies were failing close the socioeconomic gap 

between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples,226 Australia witnessed the emergence of a 

reconciliation movement promoting, through different state mechanisms, the rehabilitation of 
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the status of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples within Australian society and the 

reconstitution of a relationship marked by centuries of colonisation.227  

 

Powered by Indigenous activism and supported by the progressive fringe of Australian society, 

this movement has manifested itself in a variety of more or less symbolic measures couched in 

the vernacular of ‘truth telling’ and ‘apology’. The creation of the Council for Aboriginal 

Reconciliation in 1991 by Act of Parliament,228 the publication of the Bringing Them Home 

Report229 in 1997 by the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, as well as the 

formal apology to Australia’s Indigenous peoples,230 formulated in 2008 by Prime Minister 

Kevin Rudd demonstrate, in this respect, a mobilisation for a truer account of historical 

injustice and violence suffered by Indigenous peoples coupled with a willingness to overcome 

this harmful legacy.231 

 

The recognition of specific land rights to for Indigenous peoples in the wake of the Mabo 

decision is also part of this reconciliation movement. Even though this decision did not make 

it possible to call into question the colonial structure of Australian sovereignty, the disavowal 

of the doctrine of terra nullius in extremely strong terms (it was described as a ‘national legacy 

of unutterable shame’)232 is a testament to the High Court’s acknowledgement of the unjust 

nature of the dispossession suffered by First Nation peoples. Besides, recognition by the High 

Court of Indigenous peoples’ ongoing rights to their traditional lands, even if limited, can be 

seen as the recognition of the continuity and permanence of Indigenous societies.233 In addition, 

acknowledgement of ‘past injustices’ and formal recognition of the status of traditional owners 

in settlements negotiated under the TOSA,234 together with cultural redress recognised by the 
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Noongar Settlement235 and, more recently, the Timber Creek case,236 confirm the commitment 

of political and judicial institutions in this recognition and reconciliation movement. 

 

These reconciliatory measures have had an undeniably positive impact on the relationship 

between the Australian state and its Indigenous population. By re-establishing the truth and 

acknowledging the wrongs, the Australian state has offered Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander peoples a moral recognition of their worth, dignity and political status.237  

 

However, these efforts have, to date, not succeeded in addressing the structures of colonialism 

presently at work in Australia.238 Present-day colonialism is constituted in the constant refusal 

of the Australian state to consider Indigenous peoples as distinct self-determining peoples; and 

to take necessary measures to enable Indigenous visions of self-determination. Instead, most 

of the measures mentioned above are more akin to superficial forms of affirmative recognition 

and redistribution that do not challenge the political, social and economic structure of the 

colonial relationship at work.  

 

As such, recognition and reconciliation measures implemented by successive governments 

have been described by Maddison as a means of restoring the Australian state’s moral 

legitimacy and resolving its position as a colonial power, without ‘giv[ing] up anything in the 

process’.239 In this regard, there is a strong reluctance to concretise symbolic recognition by 

implementing measures that flow logically from it. This reluctance crystallises in particular in 

the Australian state's refusal to follow up the National Apology with any kind of reparation 

measures for harm caused, especially with regard to the stolen generations.240 In the same way, 

land rights as a weak form of property rights recognised in the wake of the Mabo decision, 

illustrates the gap between powerful narratives of recognition and concrete measures that 

should follow logically from it. 
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Moreover, this discourse promoting 'forgiveness' and 'reconciliation' tends to conceive of the 

violence and injustices resulting from colonialism as a historical artifact belonging to an 

unsavoury past, which should be left behind by focusing on establishing a renewed relationship 

in a shared future.241 Yet, in doing so, this discourse fails to account for the ongoing adverse 

effects of past and present injustices, on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. 

Importantly, by narrowing the scope of colonialism to the past, these affirmative measures may 

have the effect of circumventing the need to address the structure of disempowerment and 

dispossession that continues to govern the relationship between the Australian state and the 

Indigenous population. 

 

In that sense, while National Apology acknowledged the harms caused by past policies of 

removal, at no point did it address the ongoing colonial structure of Australian sovereignty that 

made these policies fully lawful.242 To the contrary, the Australian Government's control over 

the form of the Apology and its content is in fact part of the logic of the Australian State's 

omnipotence in Aboriginal affairs.243 

 

In the same way, the fact that the Noongar Settlement is intended both as a compensation for 

past wrongs and as a ‘full and final resolution of all native title claims in the South West of 

Western Australia’,244 is testimony to the same willingness of the Western Australian 

Government to close the book on past injustices without addressing their root causes. Rather, 

by circumventing Noongar land rights to a set of limited prerogatives over a defined space and 

extinguishing their future claims across larger ancestral territories, the Government of Western 

Australia can be seen as perpetuating and entrenching much of the dispossession suffered by 

the Noongar people in the last centuries. 

 

To conclude, in spite of its benefits, the logic of recognition and rehabilitation adopted by 

successive governments has not, to date, made it possible to call into question the foundations 

of a colonial order that denies Indigenous peoples access to a meaningful form of land 
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repatriation and self-determination. Rather, discourses of recognition and rehabilitation reflect 

a willingness on the part of the Australian state to settle the issue of Aboriginal rights through 

symbolic palliative measures that reproduce the configuration of colonial domination that 

Indigenous peoples are desperately trying to transcend. 

 

In this context, many Indigenous peoples consider that emancipation from the colonial structure 

of the Australian state is a prerequisite for any meaningful form of recognition and self-

determination. In this respect, treaties are seen as the missing piece in the Australian structure 

of sovereignty and as a vehicle for emancipation, as it restructures the relationship between 

Indigenous peoples and the settler state. 

 

 

C. THE UNIQUE TRANSFORMATIVE POTENTIAL OF TREATY-MAKING IN 

THE AUSTRALIAN CONTEXT 

 

 

Described by Buchan as ‘the eternally absent presence in [the] nation’s modern history’,245 the 

historical lack of treaty between the Australian state and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples is perceived by many Indigenous right advocates as a profound injustice and one major 

reason for the country’s limited and controversial achievements with regard to Indigenous 

rights.246 In comparison, the treaties concluded with the original inhabitants of the United 

States, Canada and New Zealand are generally perceived to have enabled Indigenous peoples 

to secure protection of their rights and distinct status,247 although these agreements have also 

been used to legalise their dispossession and disenfranchisement.248  

 

The reason for this is largely due to the nature of the relationship that this type of agreement 

tends to establish between the settler state and Indigenous peoples and that Australia’s First 

Nations peoples have never been able to benefit from. Indeed, by their nature and their specific 
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features, treaties allow Indigenous peoples to gain recognition as distinct peoples with their 

own history and identity. 

 

In addition, by providing a political basis for Indigenous agency that works primarily for them 

and is well adapted to their small population and diversity, treaties have undeniable structural 

advantages for the implementation of an authentic form of self-determination. 

 

 

1) The redefinition of the place Indigenous people hold in their relationship with the 

Australian state 

 

 

Since early antiquity, treaties have been the primary instrument used by political communities 

– including Indigenous peoples across the world – to  promote their respective interests while 

fostering peaceful relationships with their neighbours.249 In doing so, however, these 

agreements not only allowed for the realisation of practical outcomes negotiated by the parties, 

but also established and formalised a relationship based on co-equality and mutual 

recognition,250 which brought significant outcomes for Indigenous peoples in terms of 

recognition and potential empowerment.  

 

Thus, even though treaties concluded with Indigenous peoples in other Commonwealth settler 

countries have led to mixed results and have often been either breached by the colonial power251 

or used for the purposes of legalising Indigenous dispossession,252 treaties are nevertheless 

considered to have forged a nation-to-nation relationship.253  

 

In that sense, in his landmark United Nations report on treaties between states and Indigenous 

populations, Special Rapporteur Miguel Alfonso Martinez stressed that the establishment by 
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European colonial empires of 'formal legal relationships with [Indigenous] peoples overseas’ 

implied recognising them as 'sovereign nations, with all the international legal implications of 

that term during the period under consideration’.254 In the same vein, Bruyneel pointed out that 

‘because a treaty is a document codifying an agreement between sovereign governments, the 

recognition of a tribe’s treaty rights is also a recognition of the tribe’s sovereignty, in some 

form.’255 More recently, based on the treaty experience in Canada and developments following 

the adoption of the UNDRIP, Harry Hobbs and George Williams have concluded that the 

recognition of Indigenous groups in an agreement as 'polities' – that  is, as distinct political 

groups ‘composed of individuals collectively united by identity’256 – constitutes the first 

standard that any treaty dealing with Indigenous people must meet in order to be considered as 

such. 

 

It is therefore not surprising that the concept of a treaty has a particular resonance in a country 

where the British colonial project was carried out under the assumption that there was no nation 

to treat with, leading to the Australian structure of sovereignty and the spiral of subordination 

and powerlessness in which Indigenous nations and communities currently find themselves.  

 

Under these conditions, the establishment of a treaty relationship is first perceived as a means 

of addressing Australia’s ‘unfinished business’ arising from the absence of any treaty 

regulating the terms of cohabitation between the arriving European settlers and the First 

Nations established on the continent.257  

 

Most importantly, in implying recognition of the status of Indigenous peoples as 'polities' in 

their relationship with the settler state, treaties hold out the hope of giving real concrete 

expression to the disavowal of the doctrine of terra nullius258 that, despite the Mabo decision, 

continues to inform the Australian political order and policies directed towards Indigenous 

peoples. Indeed, by fully acknowledging the status of Aboriginal peoples as polities, treaties 
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would convey a vision of separate Australian identities that distinguishes Indigenous peoples 

from mainstream Australian society.259 The effect is to undermine the unitary and 

assimilationist political model at work in Australia.  

 

Above all, by allowing Indigenous peoples to barter their status as a minority ethnic and 

cultural group, for that of distinct political societies with their own histories and identities, the 

establishment of a treaty relationship is seen as providing the rationale for the recognition of a 

form of self-determination suited to their unique circumstances, connections and aspirations.260 

In addition, as treaties require, through negotiation, the collaboration and consent of both 

parties, such agreements would foster a collaborative relationship between Australian 

governments and Indigenous peoples,261 thereby pushing towards the implementation of a form 

of self-determination that takes into account both the aspirations of Indigenous peoples, and 

the concerns of states regarding their sovereignty and interests.  

 

In short, treaties in Australia carry the potential for redefinition of the place that Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander peoples hold in their own country262 and, in doing so, could shift 

political culture towards accommodating and satisfying the needs and aspirations of both 

Indigenous peoples and the Australian state.263 Such agreements can be seen as mechanisms 

for Indigenous empowerment by providing the rationale for the implementation of a form of 

consensual self-determination within a multinational ordering of the state, 264 in line with the 

political visions of self-determination carried by the UNDRIP and earlier mentioned 

scholarship. In parallel, as we will have the opportunity to see later on, the recognition of 

separate Indigenous identities carried by treaties paves the way for a form of self-determination 

geared towards the flourishing of Indigenous peoples’ worldviews, cultures and specific ways 

of life, in line with the vision of ‘cultural sovereignty’ and all-encompassing emancipation 

promoted by Alfred and Behrendt. 
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Besides, by virtue of their features and functioning, treaties offer a framework particularly 

suited to the implementation of an authentic form of self-determination adapted to the unique 

characteristics and internal diversities of Indigenous peoples. 

 

 

2) A structure adapted to the implementation of an authentic form of Indigenous 

self-determination 

 

 

From the perspective of many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, the memories of 

past oppression by colonial power, the continued denial of their sovereignty, and the rejection 

of their collective identities and aspirations as distinct peoples through assimilationist policies, 

permeate deeply their relations with Australian institutions.265 In addition, the disappointments 

associated with the palliative and superficial forms of recognition, redistribution and self-

determination implemented in the last decades, have significantly affected the trust of 

Indigenous communities and nations, in the Australian State.266  

 

Therefore, it is difficult to conceive that a form of self-determination accepted by different 

Indigenous peoples and adapted to their specificities can emanate from Australian institutions 

through the top-down relationship usually implemented. 

 

In this context, unlike most measures directed at Indigenous peoples and adopted to date by 

Australian governments, treaties offer a framework that allow for an authentic form of 

Indigenous self-determination, through the establishment of a separate political aparatus 

adaptable to the their unique characteristics. 

 

Indeed, as treaties aim to bring together different parties willing to negotiate their future 

relationship, the treaty process involves the establishment of a group-based representation that 
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operates primarily for the benefit of Indigenous communities and nations.267 Provided that this 

group-based representation is perceived by communities as the result of a valid process 

operated independently of government, the advantage of such a bilateral process is that, unlike 

government-driven policies, treaties benefit from authentic Indigenous input, enabling 

Indigenous peoples to legitimately assert their aspirations before the settler state. 

 

Admittedly, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have been able to benefit from 

different forms of representation through various representative institutions. However, none of 

these bodies, not even the emblematic ATSIC, was intended to operate independently under a 

bilateral framework allowing each party to assert its interests and aspirations. Rather, they were 

designed as government bodies aimed primarily at giving Indigenous people a voice in the 

Australian political order and advising governments on policy development. As such, the 

ATSIC was never considered as ‘an autonomous or Indigenous organisation’,268 nor was it seen 

as enabling Indigenous people to gain real control over matters affecting them.269 

 

In contrast, treaties have structural advantages that make them particularly well adapted to the 

internal diversity and complexity of Indigenous communities across Australia. Indeed, having 

operated as distinct societies for tens of thousands of years, Indigenous First Nations carry 

within them myriad regional ethno-cultural identities, economic interests and social 

aspirations.270 In addition, some Indigenous communities have emerged as a result of more 

recently shared socio-economic circumstances in regional or urban areas, and constitute, in this 

sense, special groups of interests.271 Under these conditions, the implementation of a form of 

self-determination in line with this internal diversity presupposes the implementation of a 

mechanism capable of capturing Indigenous aspirations, and addressing the issues faced by 

local communities and interest groups, and the wider Indigenous community. 
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Yet, rather than recognising this inherent diversity and adapting their policies accordingly, 

successive governments have tended to consider and treat Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

people as a culturally and socially homogeneous minority group, whose common interests can 

be easily reflected in ‘institutions of mass representation’272 and dealt with through uniform 

measures imposed by Australian decision-making authorities. It follows that nationwide 

representative bodies such as the ATSIC and more recently the Congress of Australia, have 

often been criticised for not adequately and comprehensively reflecting Indigenous diversity.273 

Meanwhile, redistribution and recognition measures detailed earlier have in most cases been 

out of step with the specific needs and aspirations of different communities. 

 

In contrast, given their flexible structure and the unlimited possibilities offered by negotiation, 

treaties can be made at different scales,274 allow for different levels of coordinated 

representation and address various aspects of the social, economic and cultural development of 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, based on the particular needs of local 

communities or the shared interests of wider groups. In that sense, the treaty framework offers 

the possibility for agreements to be designed at the grass roots level through a bottom-up 

approach, in line with Behrendt’s vision of self-determination.275 

 

However, while the empowerment potential of treaties, as well as their flexibility, constitute 

undeniable assets for the realisation of a successful form of Indigenous self-determination, it 

is important to keep in mind that the implementation of a framework capable of carrying out 

this project faces significant challenges. Indeed, the implementation of a group-based 

representation perceived as legitimate by all Indigenous communities, is extremely difficult 

given the fact that the internal diversity of Indigenous peoples is based on various types of 

present circumstances, traditional connections, as well as specific political, social and cultural 

norms276 that are difficult to reconcile within a single treaty framework.  In this respect, the 

provision of an Indigenous political basis adapted to the diversity of Indigenous peoples and 
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communities, is one of the main strengths of the Victorian treaty process for the implementation 

of an Indigenous form of self-determination, but also one of its main challenges. 

 

Furthermore, because of their bilateral nature and their role within the framework of the state, 

the development and operation of such treaty processes are highly dependent on the willingness 

of the decision-making institutions, their margin of manoeuvre and the political, economic and 

social context in which they operate. In the Australian context, the stakes are all the more 

important in view of the persistent colonial structure of sovereignty and the long-established 

reluctance of governments to implement a genuine form of Indigenous self-determination 

highlighted earlier in this section. 

 

In view of all these elements, it is now possible to focus on the Victorian treaty process itself 

and form an opinion on it, in view of the current state of its development and the context in 

which it is being developed.  
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II. THE STRENGHTS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE VICTORIAN TREATY 

PROCESS IN ITS CURRENT STATE OF DEVELOPMENT 

 

 

As already mentioned, the Victorian treaty process is still in its early days of development. 

Thus, while the process will eventually lead to the creation of a treaty framework determining 

the possible scope of a future treaty and the conditions under which it may be concluded, its 

future implications in terms of self-determination for the Indigenous peoples established in 

Victoria remain, for the time being, unknown. 

 

However, it is possible to form an opinion on the pathway towards which the Victorian treaty 

process is heading, based on the context of its development and the foundations on which it 

rests. In this process, the conclusions I have reached regarding the current Australian status 

quo, that is the structure of Australian sovereignty, the assimilation logic at work and the 

difficulties in achieving a form of Indigenous self-determination beyond the embryonic stage, 

are valuable. Indeed, the correlation of these findings with the specific features of the treaties 

in general, and of the Victorian treaty process in its current state of development, is essential 

in order to identify the implications and challenges of this process in terms of Indigenous self-

determination. 

 

In this respect, an important part of this section will be devoted to a contextual analysis of the 

framework set up for the elaboration of the treaty, in particular the composition and functioning 

of various institutions and entities responsible for its development, as well as on the work that 

has been carried out to date. The objective of this is to identify the logic behind the treaty 

process and thus to be able to assess its trajectory in the above-mentioned context. 

 

Most importantly, this section is based extensively on the different views and concerns 

expressed by Indigenous peoples and, more generally, on the apprehension of the process by 

the Indigenous community living in Victoria. This is essential for gaining an understanding of 

the challenges presented by treaty-making in Victoria in relation to the expectations of key 

stakeholders. 
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However, in order to fully appreciate the stakes, orientations and challenges of this process, it 

is important, as a first step, to examine the conditions in which the process was born and the 

current state of its development. 

 

 

A. THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THE PROCESS ORIGINATED AND 

THE CURRENT STATE OF ITS DEVELOPMENT 

 

Treaty-making constitutes a long-standing aspiration of Indigenous peoples in a country where, 

in application of the doctrine of terra nullius, settler colonisation was carried out under the 

assumption that there was no nation to deal with. The efforts of Indigenous peoples with regard 

to treaty have then faced, in Victoria and elsewhere, a constant aversion from the state. 

 

Quite paradoxically, however, the initiation and current development of the Victorian treaty 

process stands out as a collaborative and consensual approach that contrasts with the unilateral 

top-down approach usually observed by the Australian state and its general aversion to 

considering Aboriginal peoples as distinct polities. 

  

 

1) A long-standing Indigenous aspiration hampered by constant aversion from 

the Australian state 

 

 

From the early stages of colonisation to the present day, the reforming potential of a treaty 

relationship has been seen as a threat by non-Indigenous governments attached to an existing 

colonial political order based on the negation of the original sovereignty of Indigenous peoples. 

 

Thus, from the 18th to 19th Centuries, British colonial authorities firmly refused to give official 

sanction to such agreements, as they did not recognise Indigenous peoples as settled nations 

having any claims, and considered that all land in Australia was vested in the Crown.277 While 

the idea of treaty-making was taken up by non-Indigenous settlers such as George Augustus 
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Robinson and John Batman, this was a manoeuvre designed to appropriate lands from 

Aboriginal traditional owners.278 

 

In the century that followed, with the development of Indigenous activism, treaty-making 

became a contentious issue reflecting the tensions between two very different conceptions of 

the place that Indigenous peoples should hold in their country. That is, on the one hand, that of 

separate peoples with their own identities and aspirations and, on the other, that of a minority 

destined to assimilate within a united and monocultural nation.  In this context, while 

Indigenous political campaigns and protests, in the 1980s, led to the initiation of promising 

discussions in favour of a treaty-making process with Australian institutions, the perception of 

such agreements as a threat to the Australian political order and model of society has prevented, 

until today, the emergence of a treaty process at the national level. 

 

Thus, in 1983, the National Aboriginal Conference (NAC), a federal government body created 

to represent Indigenous peoples, published a report calling for a treaty to ‘be executed between 

the Aboriginal Nation and the Australian government’.279 A few years later, following an 

official statement calling on Parliament to ‘negotiate with [Indigenous peoples] a Treaty 

recognising [their] prior ownership, continued occupation and sovereignty and affirming [their] 

human rights and freedom’,280 issued by Aboriginal leaders at the 1988 Barunga Sport and 

Cultural Festival, the then Prime Minister Bob Hawke committed to negotiate a treaty with 

Indigenous peoples.281 However, while the recommendation of the NAC was buried following 

Coe,282 treaty discussions engaged by the Hawke Government met strong resistance from part 

of the political establishment – including from within his own party – based on the principles 

of the unity of the nation and the equality of its citizens.283 Discussions were finally abandoned 

                                                             
278 Ibid. 

279 Standing Committee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs, Two Hundred Years Later ...: Report by the Senate Standing Committee on 

Constitutional and Legal Affairs (Report, 1983) 14.  

280 Barunga statement presented to the Prime Minister of Australia, Mr Bob Hawke, by the Central and Northern Land Councils in 1988. 

281 Tom Clark, Ravi de Costa & Sarah Maddison, ‘‘The Treaty’s Going to Give the Recognition that this Wasn’t Right' – Optimism and 

Pessimism in Non-Indigenous Attitudes to Treaties in Australia’ (2019) 40(6) Journal of Intercultural Studies 665, 669. 

282 Coe v Commonwealth (1979) 24 ALR 118 

283 Lorena Allam and Calla Wahlquist, ‘‘Bob stood by us’: Hawke remembered fondly by Indigenous leaders’, The Guardian (Online, 17 

May 2019) <https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/may/17/bob-stood-by-us-hawke-remembered-fondly-by-Indigenous-

leaders>. 
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in favour of the Howard Government’s agenda of 'practical reconciliation',284 mentioned in the 

previous section. 

 

It is only in the last decade, on occasion of a campaign centred on the necessity to give 

constitutional recognition to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples,285 that the treaty 

call was revived. The culmination of this movement was the endorsement by the Referendum 

Council of the Uluru Statement in 2017, which called for a constitutionally enshrined ‘First 

Nations Voice to Parliament’ and the establishment of a Makarrata Commission to oversee 

treaty processes with Aboriginal peoples.286 However, the opposition to treaty remained 

resolute at the federal level. The then Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull, as mentioned earlier, 

rejected the Uluru Statement by using the same rhetoric based on the principles of unity and 

equality.287  

 

Yet, strong regional Indigenous advocacy led a few state and territory governments288 to be 

more receptive to the establishment of a treaty relationship than their federal counterpart. The 

former governments committed to launching a treaty process at their level of jurisdiction.  

 

Thus, although the last elected government of South Australia put an end to treaty 

negotiations289 initiated in 2016 with three Aboriginal nations, 290 Queensland 291 and the 

Northern Territory292 have both taken steps to develop a treaty process in their respective 

jurisdictions. As for Victoria, the treaty process was launched in response to a consultation 

convened in February 2016 by the Victorian Government, on the questions of constitutional 

recognition and self-determination. At the end of the consultation, the Aboriginal participants 

                                                             
284 Tom Clark, Ravi de Costa & Sarah Maddison, ‘‘The Treaty’s Going to Give the Recognition that this Wasn’t Right' – Optimism and 

Pessimism in Non-Indigenous Attitudes to Treaties in Australia’ (2019) 40(6) Journal of Intercultural Studies 665, 669. 

285 Ibid, 665. 

286 Referendum Council, Uluru Statement from the heart (National Constitutional Convention, 26 May 2017). 

287 Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, ‘Response to Referendum Council’s Report on Constitutional Recognition’ (Media Release 

41263, PM transcripts, 26 October 2017) <https://pmtranscripts.pmc.gov.au/release/transcript-41263>. 

288 Natalie Hutchins, 'Action on Aboriginal self-determination' (Media Release, Victorian State Government, 3 February 2016); Northern 

Territory Office of Aboriginal Affairs, Treaty in the Northern Territory (Fact Sheet, 2018); Department of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander Partnerships, Path to treaty in Queensland (Consultation Paper, September 2019) 4. 

289 Harry Hobbs, ‘Treaties at the state and territory level in Australia: an update’ (2018) 33(3) Australian Environment Review 52, 55. 

290 Harry Hobbs and George Williams, ‘The Noongar Settlement: Australia’s First Treaty’ (2018) 40(1) Sydney Law Review 1, 2. 

291 Department of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Partnerships, Path to treaty in Queensland (Consultation Paper, September 2019) 4. 

292 Northern Territory Office of Aboriginal Affairs, Treaty in the Northern Territory (Fact Sheet, 2018). 
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almost unanimously voted to initiate a treaty process,293 which the Victorian Government 

agreed to.  

 

Interestingly, the conditions under which the Victorian treaty process was initiated testifies to 

a collaborative and consensual approach that contrasts with the colonial patterns described 

above. 

 

 

2) A pioneering process developed through a collaborative and consensual 

approach 

 

 

The Victorian treaty process is undoubtedly the most advanced treaty process Australia has 

seen since the beginning of its colonial history. Indeed, the organisation of comprehensive 

consultations, the establishment of dedicated institutions and representative bodies, and the 

implementation of a legal framework to ensure the proper implementation of the treaty process, 

demonstrate a commitment from the Victorian Government in favour of treaty-making which, 

at present, is unparalleled in Australia. 

 

However, at this stage, the most significant pioneering aspect of the process is the collaborative 

and consensual approach observed by the parties in this joint project. Indeed, in contrast to the 

top-down approach observed by Australian institutions towards 'Indigenous affairs' and their 

general aversion to considering Aboriginal peoples as distinct polities, the development of the 

Victorian treaty process appears, at least on the surface, to be a model of partnership between 

two equal parties committed to working together to develop a healthy and viable treaty 

relationship. In this respect, the facts speak for themselves. 

 

The first stone was laid in July 2016, through the establishment of the Aboriginal Treaty 

Working Group (‘Working Group’), a body made up of representatives from Aboriginal 

community organisations and experts designated by the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs whose 

role was to work with the Victorian Government in conducting the treaty process and 

establishing an Aboriginal representative body. Accordingly, drawing on 16 community 
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consultations across Victoria and the recommendations of the Community Assembly, a 31-

member subgroup of Aboriginal representatives, selected through an independent expression 

of interest process, the Working Group issued, in March 2018, a report with its final 

recommendations on the design of an Aboriginal representative body named the ‘First Peoples’ 

Assembly of Victoria’ (‘Assembly’).294 Importantly, this body will establish the ground rules 

for treaty295  and cooperate with the Victorian Government to establish an Independent Treaty 

Authority296 as well as a self-determination fund.297  

   

Following this, in June 2018, Australia’s first treaty legislation, the Advancing the Treaty 

Process with Aboriginal Victorians Act (‘the Act’),298 was enacted by the Victorian Parliament. 

Among other things, the Act formally requires the establishment of an Aboriginal 

representative body, enshrines its functions and its role in developing a framework for future 

treaty negotiations, outlines a number of governing principles with respect to the treaty process, 

and sets out reporting obligations to Parliament on the progress made towards the conclusion 

of a treaty.299  

 

In parallel, an independent office called the Victorian Treaty Advancement Commission 

(‘VTAC’) was created in January 2018 for the purpose of implementing the recommendations 

of the Community Assembly, providing guidance on the treaty process, setting up the 

Assembly, establishing an Ethics Council composed of Elders whose role will be to ensure that 

the Assembly complies with cultural norms.300 Accordingly, the VTAC conceptualised the 

First Peoples’ Assembly in a way that allows for a mixed form of representation, both 

democratic and respectful of the place of traditional owners in Indigenous communities. Thus, 

the Assembly was designed as an Aboriginal representative body consisting of 21 elected 

representatives from six geographic voting areas and 11 appointed representatives from each 

of the officially recognised traditional owners’ group in Victoria.301  

 

                                                             
294 Aboriginal Treaty Working Group, Final Report on the design of the Aboriginal Representative Body (Report, 2018) 5. 

295 Ibid, 6. 

296 Ibid, 27. 

297 ‘Treaty bodies’ Aboriginal Victoria (web page) <https://www.aboriginalvictoria.vic.gov.au/treaty-bodies>. 

298 Advancing the Treaty Process with Aboriginal Victorians Act 2018 (Vic). 
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300 Aboriginal Treaty Working Group, Final Report on the design of the Aboriginal Representative Body (Report, 2018) 18. 
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Finally, in November 2019, following a historic poll, the First Peoples’ Assembly 

representatives were elected,302 enabling the Aboriginal representative body to convene for the 

first time at the Parliament of Victoria in December 2019.303 Following seven months of 

community consultations, the Assembly and the Victorian Government met for the first time 

on 3 August 2020 to officially begin treaty negotiations (over video conference due to Covid-

19 restrictions).304 

 

Therefore, to date, it is noteworthy that, at each step of the treaty process (from its inception 

through a vote from the ‘Victorian’ Aboriginal community to the designing and election of its 

Aboriginal representative body, the First Peoples’ Assembly), the voice of the Aboriginal 

peoples has been preponderant.  

 

Most importantly, this collaborative relationship has been constantly informed by a logic of 

cohabitation between two distinct and separate identities with their own aspirations, in contrast 

to the unitary and assimilationist political model at work in Australia, particularly at the federal 

level. Thus, rather than being mere recipients of affirmative reconciliation policies unilaterally 

designed by governments whose vision of the place of Indigenous peoples in Australian society 

is out of touch with their aspirations, Aboriginal peoples have positioned, through a bilateral 

process, to articulate their aspirations and define the framework of their future treaty 

relationship with the Victorian state. 

 

In this context, the vast and comprehensive consultations and elections that have taken place 

can be seen as following the logic of an encompassing form of self-determination designed at 

the grass roots level allowing communities to express, in the words of Behrendt, ‘what they 

would like to […] be’.305  

 

                                                             
302 Evan Young, ‘Treaty one step closer in Victoria with election of First Peoples' Assembly’, SBS News (Online, 5 November 2019) 

<https://www.sbs.com.au/news/treaty-one-step-closer-in-victoria-with-election-of-first-peoples-assembly>. 

303 Calla Wahlquist, ‘‘We are turning this room black’: inaugural First Peoples’ Assembly of Victoria start path to treaty’, The Guardian 

(Online, 10 December 2019) <https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/dec/10/we-are-turning-this-room-black-inaugural-first-

peoples-assembly-of-victoria-start-path-to-treaty>. 

304 Matilda Boseley, ‘Victorian government and First Peoples' Assembly to begin 'momentous' treaty negotiations’, The Guardian (Online, 3 
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Also, the Victorian Government's adherence to almost all of the recommendations made by the 

Working Group,306 reflects the genuine character and effectiveness of the collaborative 

approach observed by the parties to the process. Significantly, this effectiveness is of a nature 

that allows the development of a relationship based on trust and commitment, that addresses 

the needs and expectation of Aboriginal peoples. This is all the more important given the 

bilateral nature of the treaty process. Moreover, this close collaboration allows hope for future 

treaty negotiations operated in good faith, where both parties genuinely engage with an open 

mind and with a view to create a space for an authentic and consensual form of Indigenous 

self-determination.   

 

Under these conditions, this collaborative and consensual approach is conducive to the 

establishment of a treaty relationship that takes fully advantage of the empowerment and 

recognition potential of treaties. However, despite this state of affairs, the structural 

characteristics of the Victorian treaty process and the socio-political context surrounding its 

development have led to the expression of conflicted views on its potential for emancipation 

and self-determination. 

 

 

B. THE NUANCES OF THE VICTORIAN TREATY PROCESS 

 

 

As explained earlier, the unique potential of a treaty process for self-determination lies largely 

in its ability to empower Indigenous peoples to redefine their place within their own country 

through the establishment of a separate and legitimate political foundation. In this perspective, 

the extensive consultations carried out throughout the treaty process and the constitution of the 

First Peoples' Assembly have enabled Aboriginal communities and people to acquire an inedit 

political weight within the Victorian political order. In this respect, the Victorian treaty process 

has significant assets to enable Aboriginal communities to affirm their vision of emancipation 

and to achieve, in collaboration with the Victorian Government, a consensual form of self-

determination. 
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However, in spite of these strengths, the Victorian treaty process is characterised by a strong 

power imbalance coupled with major structural weaknesses. These factors, combined with the 

settler state's colonial past, contribute to disillusionment and mistrust among the Aboriginal 

community. 

 

 

1) The acquisition of an unprecedented political weight within the Victorian political 

order: the hope for a consensual form of self-determination 

 

 

The empowering nature of the Victorian treaty process vis-à-vis the Indigenous peoples of 

Victoria is the result of the parties taking advantage of the intrinsic qualities of the treaties 

described above, namely the establishment of a relationship based on mutual recognition as 

polities and the provision of a framework enabling Indigenous peoples to assert their interests 

and aspirations through a separate political foundation. 

 

Accordingly, in line with the TOSA and, more generally, the land rights regimes recognised in 

the wake of the Mabo decision, the Act explicitly recognises the Victorian traditional owners 

as the ‘first peoples of what is known as Victoria’ who ‘from time immemorial … have 

practised their laws, customs and languages’.307 However, far from being limited to this 

symbolic recognition of the polity status, the extensive consultations at all major stages of the 

development of the treaty process testify to the practical recognition of the Aboriginal people 

of Victoria as a political community whose aspirations are both legitimate and worthy of 

respect. 308 

 

Importantly, rather than promoting a form of reconciliation based on the unilateral recognition 

by the Victorian Government of the rights of Indigenous peoples, the treaty process promotes 

the renewal of the very foundations of the relationship between the Victorian Government and 

Indigenous peoples. This is promoted through various guiding principles, namely self-

determination and empowerment, fairness and equality, partnership and good faith, mutual 
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benefit and sustainability, as well as transparency and accountability.309 Also, here again, the 

extensive consultations and the collaborative attitude observed testify to the implementation of 

these principles in practice. Under these conditions, the renewal of the 'settler-Indigenous' 

relationship initiated by the Victorian treaty process, makes it possible to cherish the hope that 

the treaty process will transcend the structure of Australian sovereignty along with the top-

down subordinative and paternalistic relationship that results from it. 

 

Most significantly, this partnership approach has enabled the conceptualisation of an 

Indigenous political base – the First Peoples’ Assembly – whose composition and functioning 

is based on an authentic and culturally appropriate bottom-up approach to self-determination. 

The First People’s Assembly is then a source of both legitimacy and empowerment for 

Indigenous peoples in Victoria.  

 

Indeed, as opposed to the ATSIC, which was structured according to a top-down approach that 

concentrated power at the level of an indirectly elected national Board of Commissioners310 

disconnected from local communities,311 the distribution of seats within the First Peoples’ 

Assembly among 11 officially recognised traditional owner groups and 6 voting regions, allow 

for a co-ordinated form of representation that brings up and consolidates the particular interests 

and expectations of Aboriginal local communities and interest groups. Thus, in doing so, this 

representation model is more likely to reflect the diversity of views and aspirations among 

Aboriginal groups and communities, and to therefore allow them to benefit from having a more 

powerful voice in future treaty negotiation processes.312 

 

In addition, this mixed form of representation is interesting because it combines, on the one 

hand, the participation of the Aboriginal population through direct democratic processes, based 

on place of residence; and on the other hand, observance – to a certain extent – of Aboriginal 

traditional authority structures rooted in customary law, in connection with Country and 

kinship. As such, although this system of representation does not accurately reflect the complex 
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communal governance structures specific to each Aboriginal nation,313 the Assembly can be 

expected to foster feelings of ownership among Aboriginal people supportive of a democratic 

process that enables them to bring up their local concerns through accountable elected 

representatives, while benefiting from legitimacy among Aboriginal communities who regard 

traditional owners as a powerful source of authority grounded in their ties to kin and country.  

314 In this respect, the future establishment of an ‘Ethics Council’ composed of Elders, in order 

to ensure that the Assembly complies with cultural norms and operates ‘to the highest 

standards’,315 constitutes a guarantee that a culturally meaningful representation of the 

Aboriginal community will be implemented. 

 

Under these conditions, the First Peoples’ Assembly has the potential to fulfil the role of an 

integrated and legitimate political foundation with an authentic mandate to negotiate as equals 

with the Victorian Government. The Assembly thus carries significant weight in the 

development of a treaty framework likely to pave the way for agreements that reflect 

Indigenous social, cultural and economic aspirations and unique visions for self-

determination.316  

 

In sum, the Victorian treaty process can be seen as intelligently exploiting the empowerment 

potential of treaties. Considered now as a political, social and cultural entity entitled to take an 

active role in a bilateral collaborative relationship underpinned by self-determination, have an 

authentic and legitimate political foundation for reflecting their internal diversity. As such, the 

Victorian treaty process can be seen as the vehicle for the acquisition of unprecedented political 

weight by Aboriginal peoples living in Victoria. This opens the Victorian Government up to a 

real consideration of Indigenous aspirations and, by extension, the implementation of an 

authentic form of Indigenous self-determination within ‘a shared political community’.317 

 

However, the empowerment potential of the Victorian treaty process does not, by itself, allow 

Aboriginal peoples to develop ‘freely’ a form of self-determination in line with their 
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aspirations. Indeed, given the consensual nature of the treaty relationship and the political order 

in which it is intended to take place, the potential outcomes in terms of self-determination 

remains dependent on the goodwill of the Victorian Government and its political room for 

manoeuvre. This leaves some within the Aboriginal community sceptical of the Victorian treaty 

process. In addition, the implementation of the treaty process at state level is a source of deep 

dissatisfaction among some communities. 

 

 

2) A treaty process characterised by a strong power imbalance and major structural 

weaknesses: the disillusionments among the Aboriginal population. 

 

 

Because of its bilateral nature and intended purpose, – namely the achievement of both parties’ 

‘joint vision’,318 the Victorian treaty process constitutes a consensual approach to self-

determination, the outcome of which depends on the parties' abilities to influence the 

negotiations in order to reach a compromise that best meets their expectations. 

 

In this context, the intrinsic power imbalance that exists when one of the parties benefits from 

a surplus of power and a greater bargaining weight in the negotiations, works to the 

disadvantage of the Aboriginal peoples of Victoria. 

 

In addition, the political order in which the treaty process is taking place and its structural 

weaknesses among other factors, are at the origin of a lack of trust, or even legitimacy, with 

some communities not believing in its transformative vocation. 

 

a) A consensual process characterised by a strong power imbalance 

 

 

As it stands, the treaty process does not provide the Aboriginal peoples of Victoria with 

sovereign prerogatives or any constitutional recognition within the Australian legal system. 

Therefore, even though the constitution of the First Peoples' Assembly testifies to a significant 

empowerment of the Indigenous population, the imbalance between the two parties is flagrant: 
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while the Government of Victoria is a governing body with executive power according to the 

terms of the 1901 Constitution319 with vast resources, the First Peoples' Assembly is a 

representative body that owes its existence solely to the goodwill of the Government and 

Parliament of Victoria, and whose authority is limited to the negotiation of the treaty 

framework.. 

 

As a result, the Indigenous party, which is in the position of claimant and faces the difficult 

task of convincing the Victorian Government to challenge the well-established and rooted 

Australian colonial status quo, suffers from a significant lack of negotiating leverage.320 

 

In these circumstances, the ability of the Aboriginal party to negotiate a satisfactory treaty 

framework and to subsequently conclude agreements that will provide a form of self-

determination in line with their aspirations, is highly dependent on the political will of the 

Victorian Government. Political will is based on electoral considerations and the satisfaction 

of private interests.321 Yet again, the fact that Aboriginal peoples represent a very small and 

under-represented portion of the Victorian population,322 has the effect of significantly limiting 

the influence of Aboriginal concerns on the Government's policy choices.323 

 

Moreover, the fragile position of the Aboriginal side is reinforced by the vulnerability of the 

whole treaty process to changes in the majority and the fluctuations that characterise Australian 

political life.324 Indeed, in the absence of any direct or indirect constitutional protection, the 

Victorian treaty process can easily be altered or terminated on the initiative of the Victorian 

Government through statutory amendments.325 It retains the power to repeal or amend the Act, 

as well as any potential legislation resulting from the conclusion of a future treaty. In this 
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Jayasekera, ‘The Value of Treaty-Making with Indigenous Peoples in Australia’ (2018) 3 Perth International Law Journal 33, 42. 

324 Aparna Jayasekera, ‘The Value of Treaty-Making with Indigenous Peoples in Australia’ (2018) 3 Perth International Law Journal 33, 
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respect, the fate reserved for ATSIC following the election of the Howard Government, once 

again, speaks for itself.326 

 

Admittedly, the Victorian treaty process includes a number of ethical and financial guarantees 

designed to ensure the fairness and equity of future negotiations. Thus, the earlier mentioned 

independent Treaty Authority will make sure that the negotiations are carried out in good faith 

and in conformity with the future treaty framework.327 This is likely to ensure a better balance 

between the parties.328 In the same way, the negotiation of a self-determination fund is intended 

to secure an independent source of funding for the treating Aboriginal party.329 This has the 

potential, on the one hand, to address the systemic resource disadvantage experienced by 

Indigenous bodies in negotiation processes with governments; and on the other hand, to prevent 

a form of financial dependence on the Victorian Government likely to undermine the ability of 

the Aboriginal party to negotiate efficiently.330  

 

However, these ethical guarantees, along with the guiding principles of the treaty process 

mentioned above, do not affect the political order and structure of sovereignty that has created 

the profound power imbalance between Aboriginal peoples and the Victorian Government. 

Thus, while the treaty process has the effect of conferring a certain political weight on 

Indigenous peoples, the relationship of equality between the parties promoted throughout the 

process remains largely theoretical, making the implementation of a form of self-determination 

in line with Aboriginal peoples' aspirations largely dependent on the political predisposition of 

the Victorian Government. 

 

Under these conditions, despite the redefinition of the place occupied by Aboriginal peoples 

within the Victorian state and the empowering structure of the Victorian treaty process, it seems 

almost inevitable that the Aboriginal party will have to compromise its claims in order to win 

the support of the Victorian Government. 

                                                             
326 ‘Fed Govt plans to abolish ATSIC’, PM (ABC Radio National, 15 April 2004) <http://www.abc.net.au/pm/content/2004/s1088224.htm>. 

327 Aboriginal Treaty Working Group, Final Report on the design of the Aboriginal Representative Body (Report, 2018) 27. 

328 Aparna Jayasekera, ‘The Value of Treaty-Making with Indigenous Peoples in Australia’ (2018) 3 Perth International Law Journal 33, 

44. 

329 Aparna Jayasekera, ‘The Value of Treaty-Making with Indigenous Peoples in Australia’ (2018) 3 Perth International Law Journal 33, 

44; ‘Treaty bodies’ Aboriginal Victoria (web page). <https://www.aboriginalvictoria.vic.gov.au/treaty-bodies>. 

330 Aboriginal Treaty Working Group, Final Report on the design of the Aboriginal Representative Body (Report, 2018) 21; Aparna 

Jayasekera, ‘The Value of Treaty-Making with Indigenous Peoples in Australia’ (2018) 3 Perth International Law Journal 33, 44. 
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The risk is then to see this process become a vector of dilution of the aspirations of the 

Aboriginal community, in favour of a symbolic form of self-determination marked by previous 

governmental reconciliation policies.  

 

In this sense, it is interesting to note that the Preamble to the Act gives an overview of the 

potential contents of a future treaty or treaties, but omits the essential practical components of 

any form of substantial internal self-determination. Indeed, the potential outcomes mentioned 

are mainly focused on the acknowledgement of past wrongs and the value of culture to 

Aboriginal identity in view of reconciliation, with self-determination only cited as a right to be 

promoted alongside other ‘fundamental human rights’.331 In this context, although the 

Preamble states that ‘the content of a future treaty or treaties are yet unknown’,332 the evasive 

and symbolic character of these possible outcomes are indicative of a non-committal approach 

typical of reconciliation policies implemented in recent decades. 

 

In addition to this power imbalance characterised by the Victorian Government's control over 

the treaty process and its outcomes, the Victorian treaty process has been strongly criticised by 

the Yorta Yorta Nation, who expressed deep dissatisfaction regarding its modus operandi. 

Furthermore, the process suffers from a strong propensity for disillusionment within the 

Aboriginal community, which affects its legitimacy. 

 

 

b) A treaty process source of dissatisfaction and disillusionment among the Aboriginal 

community 

 

In a Yorta Yorta Council of Elders press release of 25 June 2019,333 the Yorta Yorta Nations 

Aboriginal Corporation rejected the Victorian treaty process and refused to sit on the First 

Peoples' Assembly. Considering that a meaningful form of self-determination can only be 

achieved through a treaty with ‘the Commonwealth and the Crown’,334 the Yorta Yorta Nation 

                                                             
331 Advancing the Treaty Process with Aboriginal Victorians Act 2018 (Vic) Preamble para 8. 

332 Ibid. 

333 Chris Walker, ‘Trick Or Treaty’ (Yorta Yorta Nation Aboriginal Corporation, 25 June 2019) <https://yynac.com.au/press-release-trick-

or-treaty/>. 

334 Ibid. 
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perceives the implementation of a treaty process at the regional level as a negation of its 

sovereignty and, consequently, a source of disempowerment and a pathway to its 

assimilation.335  

 

The position of the Yorta Yorta nation is further articulated by Cooper, who points out the 

constitutional limitations of the Victorian treaty process and its failure to address the denial of 

sovereignty to Indigenous nations in the Australian state order, while arguing that the root of 

this problem can only be addressed ‘from first sovereign nations to the Head of State’.336 In 

addition, considering that the continuation of any treaty must be on terms defined by the 

sovereign First Nations themselves and in accordance with their laws and customs,337 Cooper 

perceives the operational framework of the treaty process at work in Victoria, as illegitimate 

and a vehicle for the dilution of the sovereign First nations identities in favour of a 'Victorian' 

and Australian identity. In particular, the author denounces the use of the term "Aboriginal 

Victorians" in the Act, which, according to her, reflects the recognition of members of 

sovereign First nations primarily as citizens of the state.338 Lastly, Cooper highlights the 

discrepancy between the functioning of the Assembly and the Indigenous conception of 

sovereignty, while stressing the difficulty of apprehending this concept, which is intimately 

linked to the language, jurisdiction and the law of each nation, through a process that adopts a 

Western perspective.339 

 

The deception expressed by the Yorta Yorta Nation is entirely legitimate in view of its 

expectations in terms of recognition and practical outcomes. As a domestic jurisdiction, the 

Victorian Government is only able to promote a form of self-determination that relates to 

domestic matters that fall within its jurisdiction, such as land rights, education, resource 

allocation or law and order.340 It is therefore unable to redress the denial of sovereignty to 

which Aboriginal nations have been subjected since the arrival of British settlers.341  

 

                                                             
335 Ibid. 

336 Sonia Cooper, ‘Treaty Research Paper’ (Research Paper, 11 July 2019) 5. 

337 Ibid, 8. 

338 Ibid, 7. 

339 Ibid, 6. 

340 Australian Constitution s 51. 

341 Aparna Jayasekera, ‘The Value of Treaty-Making with Indigenous Peoples in Australia’ (2018) 3 Perth International Law Journal 33, 

36; Lisa Strelein, ‘Dealing with ‘Unfinished Business’: A Treaty for Australia’ (2005) 7 Balayi: Culture, Law and Colonialism 88, 90. 
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Accordingly, the intended purpose of the Victorian treaty process is in no way to enable 

individual Indigenous nations to recover their unjustly confiscated sovereignty. Rather, the 

Preamble of the Act promotes the development of a relationship between the Government of 

Victoria and ‘Aboriginal Victorians’342 in order to  achieve, together, ‘their joint vision’343 

within the confines of the domestic framework of the Victorian state.  

 

Significantly, however, this approach poses a problem of form and structure. Symbolically first 

of all, the designation of Indigenous peoples party to the treaty process by reference to their 

'Victorian' identity is negatively perceived by Aboriginal peoples who identify themselves 

primarily with their distinct Aboriginal nation rather than with the Victorian state.344 These 

Aboriginal peoples therefore see this designation as a negation of their distinct identity, or even 

as a vector of assimilation.345 Structurally, then, even though the Assembly was designed to 

reflect ‘Aboriginal Victorians’ diversity in views and aspirations in a culturally appropriate 

way, the grouped representation within a geographical area does not allow the different 

Aboriginal nations to negotiate the terms of their relationship with the Victorian Government 

independently of one another and in accordance with their own laws and customs. Under these 

conditions, it is quite logical that an Aboriginal nation claiming its independence and 

sovereignty would perceive the Victorian treaty process as a vehicle for the dilution of its 

identity and disempowerment.   

 

Yet, while this domestic approach to treaty falls short of the expectations of many within 

Aboriginal communities in terms of national self-definition, it is important to stress that where 

there has been support for this initiative, it is intimately linked with the willingness to overcome 

the political impasse facing treaty discussions at the national level.346 In this context, the 

Victorian treaty process is seen in a pragmatic way by some within Aboriginal communities as 

a framework for implementing an encompassing and internal form of self-determination that 

will lead to state-based practical outcomes regarding issues and aspirations that Aboriginal 

people share. In this respect, the provision of larger portions of land in line with traditional 

                                                             
342 Advancing the Treaty Process with Aboriginal Victorians Act 2018 (Vic) Preamble para 1. 

343 Ibid, para 7. 

344 Sarah Maddison, Black Politics (Allen and Unwin, 2009) 54. 

345 Chris Walker, ‘Trick Or Treaty’ (Yorta Yorta Nation Aboriginal Corporation, 25 June 2019) <https://yynac.com.au/press-release-trick-

or-treaty/>; Sonia Cooper, ‘Treaty Research Paper’ (Research Paper, 11 July 2019) 7. 

346 Tom Clark, Ravi de Costa & Sarah Maddison, ‘‘The Treaty’s Going to Give the Recognition that this Wasn’t Right' – Optimism and 

Pessimism in Non-Indigenous Attitudes to Treaties in Australia’ (2019) 40(6) Journal of Intercultural Studies 665, 672. 
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owners' claims over country; the recognition of more important prerogatives concerning the 

protection of cultural sites; the teaching of local Aboriginal languages in schools; or the 

allocation of proper reparations for Stolen Generations survivors; are among the claims that 

Aboriginal participants in the treaty process would like to see implemented through the 

conclusion of one or more future treaties with the Victorian Government. 347  

 

Importantly, however, this approach does not exclude the negotiation of treaties at the grass-

root level, allowing each Indigenous nations to express their own vision of self-determination. 

Indeed, while the current composition of the Assembly does not reflect each Aboriginal nations' 

particular laws and customs, it is important to specify that the vocation of this representative 

body is not to conclude treaties on behalf of Aboriginal nations per se, but rather to invite their 

participation and to negotiate an inclusive framework to allow further negotiations of future 

treaties in the best possible conditions.348 In these circumstances, given the importance of the 

traditional authority structure in the composition of the Assembly and the functioning of the 

treaty process, it is not excluded that such negotiations will lead to the creation of a treaty 

framework enabling each First nation to negotiate the terms of its relationship with the 

government according to their own laws and customs.  

 

It remains to be seen whether the operational framework of the Victoria treaty process will 

overcome the many obstacles described in this paper which, all together, have contributed to 

disillusionment and disappointment among some Aboriginal peoples. In this regard, Australia’s 

history of optimistic announcements and promising measures coupled with disappointing 

results, among them the promise of a national treaty made by Prime Minister Bob Hawke in 

1988; as  well as the controversial policies pursued at the same time by the Victorian 

Government, such as the pursuit of a highway building project that requires the destruction of 

sacred Indigenous birthing trees in Djab Wurrung country;349 have contributed to a high degree 

of mistrust among Indigenous peoples.350 In this sense, the very low participation rate – 7 

                                                             
347 Jedda Costa and Joseph Dunstan, ‘First Peoples' Assembly calls for sovereignty and truth in Victorian treaty negotiations’, ABC (Online, 

10 December 2019) <https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-10/first-peoples-assembly-meets-for-victorian-treaty-negotiations/11783312>; 

Joseph Dunstan, ‘Victorian Aboriginal voters have elected an Assembly to advance the treaty process. So what's next?’, ABC (Online, 5 

November 2019) < https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-11-05/victorian-aboriginal-treaty-assembly-elected-what-happens-next/11650520>.  

348 Advancing the Treaty Process with Aboriginal Victorians Act 2018 (Vic) s10. 

349 Calla Wahlquist, ‘‘We are turning this room black’: inaugural First Peoples’ Assembly of Victoria start path to treaty’, The Guardian 

(Online, 10 December 2019) <https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/dec/10/we-are-turning-this-room-black-inaugural-first-

peoples-assembly-of-victoria-start-path-to-treaty>. 

350 Joseph Dunstan, ‘Victorian Aboriginal voters have elected an Assembly to advance the treaty process. So what's next?’, ABC (Online, 5 

November 2019) < https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-11-05/victorian-aboriginal-treaty-assembly-elected-what-happens-next/11650520>. 
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percent351 – at the recent elections for members of the First Peoples' Assembly, is a testimony 

to the lack of confidence and commitment of Aboriginal peoples to the Victorian treaty process, 

which has the effect of weakening its legitimacy. 

 

In these conditions, the challenge of the Victorian treaty process is not only to overcome the 

obstacles arising from the political order in which it takes place, but also to instil in Indigenous 

peoples the impetus necessary to commit themselves to the construction of a form of self-

determination that really makes sense to them. In this respect, genuine and continuing 

commitment on the part of the Victorian Government to identify and create a space for the 

form of flourishing that Indigenous peoples seek to achieve will prove essential to rebuild a 

trust deeply altered by centuries of subordination. 

 

While the destiny of the Victorian treaty process is uncertain, the examination of treaty 

experiences in other settler states with a similar colonial history is instructive in more ways 

than one. Most importantly, the interest of such a study is to be able to grasp the different paths 

open to the parties while identifying the potential pitfalls to be avoided and draw inspiration 

from the approaches that have proven to be successful. It is to this discussion that I now turn. 

 

 

  

                                                             
351 Noel Towell, ‘Historic vote, but only 7 per cent turned out for Aboriginal poll’, The Age (Online, 10 November 2019) 

<https://www.theage.com.au/politics/victoria/historic-vote-but-only-7-per-cent-turned-out-for-aboriginal-poll-20191110-p5395o.html>. 
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III. LEARNING FROM PAST AND ONGOING TREATY EXPERIENCES: 

THE MIXED RESULTS OF THE CANADIAN AND NEW ZEALAND 

INITIATIVES 

 

 

The treaty experiences in Canada and New Zealand Aotearoa, two Commonwealth countries 

that share much in terms of settler colonial history and political organisation with Australia, 

are highly instructive in the context of the Victorian treaty process. Indeed, even though treaties 

were used in both these countries during the early times of colonisation as a way of reaching a 

settlement between the Crown and Indigenous peoples,352 these agreements did not prevent the 

Canadian and New Zealand settler state from imposing a colonial domination similar to that of 

the Australian one.353 Consequently, as with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, 

Northern American native peoples and Maoris experienced settler colonial domination in the 

form of land dispossession, attempts to uproot the autonomy of their modes of life and policies 

designed to absorb them into the dominant culture.354  

 

However, in the context of the growing civil rights movement of the 60s, both these countries 

have been the scene of a treaty revival, albeit in very different forms. While Canada 

experienced the implementation of several treaty processes at the regional level with individual 

First Nations, this revival operated in New Zealand through the growing influence of the Treaty 

of Waitangi in the political, social and cultural orders. 

 

Given the close parallels between these Commonwealth countries and Australia with regard to 

their model of society, demography, economic model and relationship with Indigenous 

peoples, these two treaty approaches are of particular relevance to the Victorian treaty process. 

Indeed, they represent two different treaty models from which the parties to the first Australian 

treaty process can draw inspiration: on the one hand, the conclusion of a treaty of general 

application designed to establish a form of partnership between the Indigenous population and 

                                                             
352 Tom Clark, Ravi de Costa & Sarah Maddison, ‘‘The Treaty’s Going to Give the Recognition that this Wasn’t Right' – Optimism and 

Pessimism in Non-Indigenous Attitudes to Treaties in Australia’ (2019) 40(6) Journal of Intercultural Studies 665, 667. 

353 Glen Coulthard, Red Skin, White Masks: Rejecting the Colonial Politics of Recognition (University of Minnesota Press, 2014) 4; Soren C. 

Larsen, Jay T. Johnson and Daniel R. Wildcat, ‘Treaty Partnership’ in Being Together in Place: Indigenous Coexistence in a More Than 

Human World (University of Minnesota Press, 2017) 131, 135.  

354 Glen Coulthard, Red Skin, White Masks: Rejecting the Colonial Politics of Recognition (University of Minnesota Press, 2014) 4; Shireen 

Morris, ‘Lessons from New Zealand: Towards a Better Working Relationship Between Indigenous Peoples and the State’ (2015) 18(2) 

Australian Indigenous Law Review 67, 72. 
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the settler state and, on the other hand, a multiplicity of distinct treaties designed to enable 

specific Indigenous nations to accede to a form of land-based self-determination. 

 

Under these conditions, drawing on these parallels, the purpose of this section is to analyse and 

identify the benefits and drawbacks of these treaty approaches while assessing their potential 

applicability in the Victorian context. 

 

 

A) THE FULL AND FINAL SETTLEMENT TREATY STRATEGY OBSERVED 

IN CANADA: AN ADVANCED FORM OF AUTONOMY SUPERSEDED BY 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  

 

 

Canada has a long-standing experience in terms of treaty making. Indeed, since the early stage 

of colonisation, over 500 treaties have been signed with Indigenous First Nations.355 Originally 

intended to ensure peaceful relations between First Nations and settlers, these agreements 

gradually evolved into a form of land acquisition in exchange of the reservation of tracts of 

land and water for Indigenous use – typically  trapping, hunting and fishing356  – before falling 

into desuetude at the beginning of the 20th century.357 

 

Yet, in the second half of the 20th Century, treaty making re-emerged under the impulse of the 

Nisga’a Tribal Council, that sought recognition of the Nisga’a’s title in the Nass Valley (British 

Columbia).358 While the Nisga’a’s appeal was dismissed by the Supreme Court in 1973, the 

Canadian supreme jurisdiction held that Aboriginal title could continue to exist,359 following 

which the federal government announced a new comprehensive land claims policy allowing 

                                                             
355 John Borrows, ‘Ground-Rules: Indigenous Treaties in Canada and New Zealand’ (2006) 22(2) New Zealand Universities Law Review 

188, 189-190. 

356 Aparna Jayasekera, ‘The Value of Treaty-Making with Indigenous Peoples in Australia’ (2018) 3 Perth International Law Journal 33, 

54. 

357 Harry Hobbs and George Williams, ‘The Noongar Settlement: Australia’s First Treaty’ (2018) 40(1) Sydney Law Review 1, 15. 

358 Ibid. 

359 Calder v Attorney-General of British Columbia [1973] SCR 344, 413–6. 
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First Nations whose land claims had never been addressed through treaty to engage into 

negotiations with government parties.360 

 

In 1995, this scheme was concretised through the implementation of an ‘Inherent Right to Self-

Government’ policy recognising Indigenous First Nations’ constitutional right to ‘govern 

themselves in relation to matters that are internal to their communities, integral to their unique 

cultures, identities, traditions, languages and institutions, and with respect to their special 

relationship to their land and their resources’.361  

 

Within this framework, modern treaty-making has taken the form of treaty processes which, 

similar to the Victorian treaty process, have been implemented at a regional level, namely in 

British Columbia, the James Bay region of Quebec, the Northwest Territories and the Western 

Arctic.362 Also, as in Victoria, these treaty processes are based on the establishment of a treaty 

framework that sets the framework for negotiations between the parties.  

 

Importantly, these processes differ in some important respects from the approach taken in 

Victoria. Indeed, while the Victorian treaty process is a purely regional initiative whose 

framework and prospects have yet to be defined by the parties, Canadian treaty processes 

operate within a land claim and self-government outlook whose contours have been defined at 

the federal level. In this context, in contrast to the Victorian treaty process, Canadian treaty 

processes are based on tripartite negotiations which include federal government in addition to 

the First Nations and the provincial or territorial governments.363  

 

In addition, pursuant to section 35 of the Constitution Act 1982,364 First Nations cohabiting 

with the Canadian state enjoy a constitutional recognition of their treaty rights which has no 

equivalent in Australia. Significantly, the purposive interpretation of this constitutional 

                                                             
360 Government of Canada, ‘Statement of Aboriginal Claims’ (Statement, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, 8 

August 1973), quoted in Harry Hobbs and George Williams, ‘The Noongar Settlement: Australia’s First Treaty’ (2018) 40(1) Sydney Law 

Review 1, 16. 

361 Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, Federal Policy Guide: Aboriginal Self-Government - The Government of 

Canada’s Approach to Implementation of the Inherent Right and the Negotiation of Aboriginal Self-Government (Policy Guide, 1995) pt 1 

<https://www.rcaanc-cirnac.gc.ca/eng/1100100031843/1539869205136>. 

362 Aparna Jayasekera, ‘The Value of Treaty-Making with Indigenous Peoples in Australia’ (2018) 3 Perth International Law Journal 33, 

48. 

363 Larissa Behrendt, ‘Practical Steps towards a Treaty: Structures, Challenges and the Need for Flexibility’ in Treaty: Let’s Get it Right 

(Aboriginal Studies Press, 2003) 18, 25. 

364 Canada Act 1982 (UK) c 11, sch B (‘Constitution Act 1982’) s 35. 
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provision has allowed for a strict judicial control over both the government and the legislative 

power by imposing that any measure restricting Indigenous treaty rights meets a valid general 

public interest objective.365 Significantly, this enabled the judiciary to assert the existence of a 

fiduciary relationship that imposes an obligation on the Crown to act honourably towards the 

Indigenous population, thereby allowing judges to rely on this particular trust relationship and 

responsibility to determine whether a restriction to Indigenous rights is justified.366 Under these 

conditions, treaties enjoy a legal prominence in Canada367 without comparison with the 

Victorian treaty process and its eventual outcomes which, in the absence of any direct or 

indirect constitutional protection, can easily be altered or overridden by unilateral government 

action – or inaction – or an act of Parliament. 368 

 

Nevertheless, regardless of the operational framework of the Canadian treaty processes and the 

constitutional protection enjoyed by First Nations in this country, the mixed results in terms of 

self-determination of treaties concluded to date under the aegis of these processes are an 

interesting guide for future treaty discussions under the Victorian treaty process. Indeed, 

although the land rights and prerogatives of self-government recognised to First Nations under 

these treaty processes represent undeniable achievements in terms of self-determination, they 

also carry with them a 'colonial paradox' which, similarly to the land rights regimes at work in 

Australia, testifies to the implementation of an accommodative strategy that remains rooted in 

the relation of colonialism. 

 

In this respect, given the central place of land rights and autonomy in Indigenous claims for 

self-determination, a comprehensive study of the outcomes of the treaty approach implemented 

in Canada is likely to enable a better understanding of the potential benefits that Aboriginal 

peoples can hope to draw from the process at work in Victoria, and especially the potential 

pitfalls they may face. 

 

1) A treaty approach conveying a form of autonomy and self-government without 

equivalent in mainland Australia 

                                                             
365 Tsilhqot’in Nation v. British Columbia [2014] 2 SCR 256, 293 [71]; R. v. Sparrow [1990] 1 SCR 1075, 1105. 

366 R. v. Sparrow [1990] 1 SCR 1075, 1114. 

367 Aparna Jayasekera, ‘The Value of Treaty-Making with Indigenous Peoples in Australia’ (2018) 3 Perth International Law Journal 33, 
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As mentioned above, modern treaty-making in Canada takes the form of treaty processes 

elaborated at the regional level according to land claims processes defined at the federal level. 

In this context, similarly to the native title regime in Australia, First nations are required to 

demonstrate the traditional use and continuing occupancy of claimed lands that have not been 

subject to a treaty or disposed of by legal means.369 If their claim is accepted by a dedicated 

administrative structure,370 the parties are to negotiate a ‘framework agreement’ which is 

intended to set out the parameters of the treaty negotiations. In this context, the parties are to 

negotiate agreements in principle on particular matters, following which a final agreement is 

then signed, ratified and implemented.371   

 

This standardised approach to treaty-making has led to the elaboration of settlement 

agreements in the form of ‘packages of benefits’372 which, similarly to the recent Noongar 

Settlement, include land rights, access to resources, funding, as well as service delivery. 

Significantly, however, modern Canadian treaties also recognise to First Nations a level of self-

government and decision-making in their internal matters373 without equivalent in Australia’s 

most comprehensive settlement. 

 

Regarding land rights, these treaties allocate a portion of land to First Nations as fee-simple 

lands over which their rights and jurisdiction operate.374 Typically, this includes ownership of 

mineral, gas, oil and forestry resources – along with the right to manage them and enjoy their 

benefits375 – without altering agricultural leases, woodlot tenures and other existing interests.376  

 

                                                             
369 Larissa Behrendt, ‘Practical Steps towards a Treaty: Structures, Challenges and the Need for Flexibility’ in Treaty: Let’s Get it Right 

(Aboriginal Studies Press, 2003) 18, 22. 

370 Keith Crowe, ‘Comprehensive Land Claims: Modern Treaties’, The Canadian Encyclopedia (Online, 2 March 2015) 

<https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/comprehensive-land-claims-modern-treaties>.  

371 Larissa Behrendt, ‘Practical Steps towards a Treaty: Structures, Challenges and the Need for Flexibility’ in Treaty: Let’s Get it Right 

(Aboriginal Studies Press, 2003) 18, 23. 

372 Harry Hobbs and George Williams, ‘The Noongar Settlement: Australia’s First Treaty’ (2018) 40(1) Sydney Law Review 1, 21. 

373 Tom Clark, Ravi de Costa & Sarah Maddison, ‘‘The Treaty’s Going to Give the Recognition that this Wasn’t Right' – Optimism and 
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In parallel, in order to support economic development and enable First Nations to run their 

autonomous functions, treaty benefits include both an initial and recurring capital transfers,377 

the amount of which varies according to several factors. 

 

In practice, the set of land and material benefits is calculated on the basis of the price of land, 

the abundance of natural resources and the size of the Indigenous population.378 In this respect, 

Crown negotiators, who work within an ‘overall financial mandate’,379 seek to provide First 

Nations with a set of benefits broadly equivalent in monetary value on a per capita basis.380 

 

At this stage, it is interesting to note that the content of the land rights conferred on First Nations 

by these treaties far exceeds that of native title rights and associated regimes in Australia. 

Indeed, unlike native title rights, the fee-simple land rights theoretically offer an almost 

absolute freedom regarding the use and exploitation of the parcels of land made available to 

First Nations. Thus, these extended property rights, coupled with capital transfers for the 

purpose of supporting economic development, demonstrate a willingness to allow North 

American First Nations to achieve a form of economically sustainable self-sufficiency, at least 

according to Western standards. 

 

With regard to the prerogatives of self-government and decision-making, the negotiators rely 

on the abovementioned ‘Inherent Right to Self-Government’ policy, which provides a list of 

matters considered by the federal government either as ‘internal to the group, integral to its 

distinct Aboriginal culture, and essential to its operation as a government or institution’, 

‘beyond the internal matters of the First Nations but … negotiable’ or ‘outside of the inherent 

right to self-government’.381  

 

Under these conditions, modern treaties generally include the establishment of governing 

structures with the authority to make law on particular matters, the administration of justice, 
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cultural education, healthcare, social services, as well as land and natural resources 

management, or even the regulation of trade and commerce.382 However, in exercising their 

authority, First Nations’ governing structures are required to meet certain standards in terms 

of accountability and transparency.383 Likewise, the laws enacted by these institutions must 

comply with certain standards such as child protection and education, and obey rules of 

prevalence set out in the treaty in the event of a conflict with federal, provincial or territorial 

law.384 For example, the Nisga'a Final Agreement (‘Nisga’a Treaty’)385 that was settled in 

1998 between the Nisga’a Nation, the Government of British Columbia and the Government 

of Canada, gives Nisga'a laws prevalence in certain areas, such as citizenship, culture, land 

ownership or fisheries and wildlife regulation, while federal and provincial laws are given 

priority regarding public order and safety, health and social assistance.386  

 

Under these conditions, modern Canadian treaty processes can be seen as the vehicle for a 

functional and territorially inked self-determination that has no equivalent in Australia, setting 

aside the Torres Strait Islands. Indeed, unlike the land right regimes and settlements 

implemented following the Mabo decision previously studied, which only allow Indigenous 

peoples from mainland Australia to have access to a limited form of self-governance in the 

form of prerogatives of land management and cooperation in relation to socio-economic 

development and cultural heritage protection,387 modern Canadian treaties enable North 

American First Nations to operate a form of sub-national political control over their social, 

economic and cultural development within the framework of Crown sovereignty.388 

 

From this perspective, the modern Canadian treaty processes appear, at first glance, as the 

vector of an internal form of political self-determination combining land, self-governance, 

functioning economy and cultural vitality that is in line with the vision promoted by Fleras, 
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Brennan and Fenley389 and reflected in Articles 3 and 4 of the UNDRIP. Also, importantly, 

these treaties demonstrate that Indigenous autonomy can co-exist with the settler state 

sovereignty, and therefore that self-determination through treaty-making should not be 

regarded as a threat to Australia’s unity or constitutional order.390 As such, the structure of the 

modern Canadian treaty process provides, a priori, a model of land ownership, financial 

support and above all delegation of competence that is of interest in more than one respect for 

those Aboriginal communities in Victoria who aspire to achieve a degree of self-governance 

and autonomy.   

 

However, quite problematically, the nature of the political prerogatives conferred to First 

Nations and the manner in which they are intended to operate in the wider economic context 

leaves little room for the expression of the culturally informed and all-encompassing form of 

self-determination envisioned by Alfred and Behrendt. 

 

As a result, similarly to the land right regimes and settlements established so far in Australia, 

modern Canadian treaties have tended to reproduce the political and economic mode of 

operation of the settler state, resulting in the implementation of a form of self-determination 

requiring First Nations to buy into the western legal framework and capitalist economic 

system.391 

 

Also, given the importance of certainty for regional economic development, these agreements 

have been designed as ‘full and final settlements’. Thus, similar to the TOSA regime and the 

Noongar Settlement in Australia, Canada's modern treaties require First Nations to explicitly 

renounce the pursuit of any future legal claims in relation to the past infringement upon their 

rights.392 
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Under these conditions, modern Canadian treaties have been considered as part of a full and 

final settlement strategy privileging certainty, non-Indigenous interests and economic 

integration over a form of Indigenous self-determination allowing First Nations to develop a 

model of society in line with their culture and traditional way of living. Given the similar 

tendency of the Australian state to favour economic development imperatives over Indigenous 

self-determination, the Canadian treaty experience is also rich in experience concerning the 

pitfalls faced by the Victorian treaty process. 

 

 

2) A full and final settlement strategy privileging certainty, non-Indigenous interests 

and economic integration over Indigenous self-determination 

 

 

The negotiation of modern treaties in Canada, particularly in British Columbia, where the 

majority of agreements have been concluded,393 has taken place in a recurrent context of 

economic tensions between Indigenous aspirations and non-Indigenous commercial interests 

around the allocation of space, which has a particular resonance in Australia. 

 

Referring to the booklet produced by the British Columbia Government in 1993 to outline its 

approach to treaty negotiations, one can observe that social stability and economic certainty for 

‘all British Columbians’ constitute, along with the resolution of ‘historical issues’, the main 

objectives of treaty-making.394 In this perspective, treaties are conceived as a viable alternative 

to costly and inefficient litigation around land issues395 which, in the last decades, had resulted 

in a degree of legal and political uncertainty396 affecting economic investment in the resource-

based economy of the province.397 Their alleged function is therefore to provide First Nations 

with a ‘definitive framework within which their unique culture can flourish’,398 and thus 

provide assurance to provincial and federal governments, as well as private operators willing 
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to further economic investment in the region, that they will not be required to deal with 

Indigenous title issues in the future.399 

 

However, the way in which the treaty negotiations have been conducted is a very clear sign of 

the prioritisation of economic development imperatives over the ‘flourishing of Indigenous 

cultures’ and the resolution of ‘historic issues’. Indeed, the British Columbian Government has 

been very conciliatory with regard to the interests of third parties, in particular the mining, 

forestry and fishing industry, who perceive Indigenous claims as interfering with their 

corporate interests.400 Thus, through lobbying, powerful private groups were able obtain a 

commitment from the government that it would not allocate to First Nations more than 5 per 

cent of the province’s land area, exclude from treaty negotiations land held under certain forms 

of property, minimise the impact of future agreements on their interests in Crown lands, first 

and foremost commercial tenures to extract natural resources,401 and compensate them where 

such negative effects cannot be avoided.402 In the meantime, however, the government made it 

clear that past alienation of First Nations traditional territories through privatisation and 

exploitation of their lands will not be subject to any compensation.403 

 

In this context, with certainty and third parties commercial interests404 occupying a prominent 

place in the negotiations, treaties were used more as a tool to ‘extinguish’ what was considered 

as broad and undefined/amorphous claims with adverse economic effects405 than as a means to 

redress past injustices and allow First Nations to live according to their aspirations and unique 

cultures.406  

 

In this configuration, the package of benefits granted to First Nations is perceived by many as 

having been designed to circumscribe their connection to their ancestral territories and modes 
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of social organisation into a more certain set of property rights – a spatially constrained fee 

simple title – and governance prerogatives that fit with the legal, political and economic 

structure of the Canadian state.407 In other words, similarly to the Australian land rights 

settlements previously studied, First Nations are asked to barter their claims in relation to their 

traditional territory for secure ownership and jurisdiction over a much smaller area and along 

the lines of the Western model of property and governance.408 

 

As a result, Canadian modern treaties are seen by many Indigenous advocates and scholars as 

a means of enabling the settler state to carry out further extinguishment of their ancestral rights 

in order to promote the economic development of the region and to meet the expectations of 

private operators. Moreover, in doing so, treaty making in Canada demonstrates an approach 

aimed at clearly delineating Indigenous and Crown lands through a negotiation process in 

which, similar to the Victorian treaty process, the government holds the upper hand.409 In this 

sense, these agreements tend to reproduce and even reinforce the asymmetrical relation of 

power that has informed the allocation of land in Canada.410  

 

Under these conditions, in view of the parallels existing between the two countries with regard 

to power imbalance and third party interests in lands and resources, there is a risk that, if the 

Victorian treaty process was to lead to the negotiation of land settlements, the Victorian 

Government might adopt a similar approach, using its influence in the negotiations to further 

the recognition of land rights that would bring further extinguishment for the benefit of the 

economic development of the region. 

 

Furthermore, Canadian treaties have been criticised for carrying a form of assimilation of First 

Nations through their incorporation into the dominant political and economic model.  

 

Thus, similar to the native title regime, which compels Indigenous peoples to adopt a corporate 

structure,411 modern Canadian treaty processes require First Nations to demonstrate that they 
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are capable of self-governance through the establishment of a Western-style territorially 

ordered government at odd with their socio-political systems.412 In other words, First Nations 

are asked to restructure dramatically to adopt settler colonial governance standards simply to 

get a seat at the negotiation table.413 

 

In parallel, in the same way as Australian land right regimes, the pressure on First Nations to 

reduce their fiscal dependence combined with the need to adopt private enterprise modes of 

organisation414 their land rights raises concerns among many Indigenous peoples that modern 

treaties may be used to transition Indigenous societies to the dominant economic model. 415 

  

In this respect, the study of the ‘benefits and costs of treaty settlement’ commissioned by the 

Government of British Columbia from the accounting firm KPMG is revealing. Indeed, by 

predicting positive economic returns for the province assuming that future treaties will lead 

First Nations to pursue entrepreneurship and abide by the rules of the market,416 this study 

shows an understanding of treaty-making through a logic of return on investment that relies on 

the rationality of neoliberal capitalism to bring First Nations to participate in the economic 

development of the region. 

 

In this perspective, Indigenous self-determination is seen first and foremost as a shift from 

fiscal dependence417 towards a form of autonomy based on the exploitation of resources within 

the framework of a market led economy.418 To this end, the settler state agrees to accommodate 

First Nations claims by allowing them to govern themselves in relation to matters that are 

‘integral to their unique cultures, identities, traditions, languages and institutions’, but only 
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insofar as this autonomy  favours market economy imperatives419 and the economic benefit of 

the developers.420  

 

Problematically, as discussed above in the Australian context, pressure to exploit the resources 

of lands in a way that meets market imperatives makes it particularly challenging for First 

Nations to reconcile economic development with their custodianship responsibilities vis-à-vis 

the land, traditional livelihoods, social cohesion and way of living.421  And yet, Indigenous 

peoples across the world are far from being hostile to any prospect of economic development. 

On the contrary, in Canada, as in Australia and elsewhere, Indigenous communities have 

demonstrated their ability to adapt to the economic imperatives arising from the transformation 

of their surrounding world by engaging in a variety of productive activities by using their land 

and traditional skills.422 In addition, as we will see later, Indigenous people have been proactive 

in promoting the implementation of an economic development model aimed at achieving self-

sufficiency in a manner consistent with their custodianship responsibilities.423  

 

Yet, in that these forms of economic activity do not make it possible to generate profits 

commensurate with market standards and run counter to the interests of powerful private 

groups, alternative Indigenous socioeconomic visions have been dismissed as obstacle to 

development.424 Therefore, in accommodating First Nations’ claims through the negotiation of 

land settlements, provincial and territorial governments have always been reluctant to 

recognise this kind of economic model.425 Instead, taking for granted the assumptions of 

capitalism, modern treaties have tended to favour the incorporation of First Nations into the 

dominant economic model by pushing them to apprehend their relationship to their traditional 

territories through a logic of capital accumulation.426 As a result, Canadian treaty processes 

have been described as an accommodative strategy bringing forward the prospect of 
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assimilation through the rationality of neoliberal capitalism rather than permitting the 

implementation of a form of self-determination consistent with Indigenous traditional 

livelihoods, social cohesion and way of living.427  

 

In sum, while Canadian modern treaties are interesting in more ways than one because of the 

high level of autonomy and the important prerogatives they confer on First Nations in relation 

to their internal matters, they are the bearers of a colonial paradox similar to the different land 

right regimes at work in Australia. Indeed, by requiring First Nations to renounce to their larger 

ancestral territories, adopt settler state’s territorial socio-political structure of governance and 

abide by the rules of the market led liberal economy, these land settlements remain rooted in a 

relation of colonialism428 similar to the one maintained by many traditional owners with the 

Australian State. 

 

Most importantly, the Canadian treaty experience shows that a meaningful and authentic form 

of self-determination should not only be envisaged through a system of transfer of ownership 

and delegation of political competences, even if these are intended to govern different aspects 

of Indigenous social and cultural life.  

 

Indeed, as Alfred explains, while an internal form of political autonomy and economic viability 

are important to articulate any form of self-determination, it seems however essential that this 

autonomy be informed by the cultural, spiritual and social essence that permeates Indigenous 

Nations.429 Importantly, as outlined by Behrendt, this implies that self-determination must not 

only be apprehended through political and economic emancipation – what Tully refers at the 

‘struggles for freedom’ –, but through a holistic approach revolving around the ability for 

Indigenous peoples to live according to their ways and see their communities become what 

they want them to be430 – what the Canadian philosopher calls the ‘struggles of freedom’.431  
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In this context, the similarities between the political, social and economic model at work in 

Canada and Australia, the upper hand that the governments of both these countries hold on the 

treaty relationship, as well as their common tendency to accommodate Indigenous claims while 

at the same time pushing Indigenous peoples towards a form of subjugation to liberalism, are 

all reasons that could lead the Victorian treaty process to follow the same path as modern 

Canadian treaty processes. 

 

In the meantime, however, the Victorian treaty process has significant assets to transcend the 

colonial structure at work in Australia. Indeed, the genuine and culturally oriented bottom-up 

approach that has informed the development of the treaty process combined with the 

collaborative attitude observed to date by the Victorian Government make it possible to 

envisage an alternative more in phase with the holistic and cultural nature of Indigenous self-

determination. 

 

In this sense, conveniently, New Zealand Aotearoa provides a treaty model that is radically 

different from the Canadian approach and particularly interesting in light of the challenges 

faced by the Victorian treaty process. 

 

 

 

B. THE MIXED APPROACH TO TREATY IN NEW-ZEALAND/AOTEAROA: 

THE COMBINATION OF A DYNAMIC AND HOLISTIC FORM OF SELF-

DETERMINATION WITH DEFERENCE TO THE CROWN  

 

 

Unlike Canada, whose treaty approach is based on a multitude of land based treaties concluded 

individually with First Nations, the treaty relationship between the Crown and Maori peoples 

is based on a foundational document, the Treaty of Waitangi, that lays the groundwork for a 

shared founding authority,432 protection of land rights433, equal treatment and state fiduciary 

duties.434 Thus, rather than seeking to settling for good Indigenous claims by to dividing 
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traditional territories into separate Crown and Indigenous properties and jurisdictions, the 

treaty approach in New Zealand / Aotearoa is based on the establishment of a partnership that 

promotes a global and dynamic form de Indigenous self-determination within a bicultural 

nation.435 

 

Most importantly, as one of the few colonial treaties to have been redacted in the language of 

both the settlers and the Indigenous peoples, the Treaty of Waitangi has the particular 

characteristic of carrying two different visions of the treaty partnership. This dichotomy is 

fundamental in that, although a source of many conflicts between Maoris and the Crown 

regarding their respective rights and obligations, it has allowed Indigenous peoples to challenge 

colonial assimilative and accommodative strategies by asserting their own vision of self-

determination within the crown-centric New Zealand politico-legal environment. 

 

In this context, event though the treaty relationship established suffers from a lack of legal 

enforceability and remains subordinate to Crown law and authority, the central place acquired 

by the Treaty of Waitangi in the socio-political structure of the settler state has allowed Maoris 

to assert a form holistic, cultural and dynamic de self-determination that transcends New-

Zealand’s colonial structure sovereignty. 

 

Thus, the Treaty of Waitangi incarnates an empowering and emancipatory treaty relationship 

that the Victorian treaty process could draw upon in a number of ways. 

 

 

1) The central place acquired by the Treaty of Waitangi in the socio-political 

structure of the New-Zealand state 

 

 

Simple in appearance and particularly brief, with its three short articles and preamble, the 

Treaty of Waitangi concluded in 1840 nevertheless carries profound socio-political and legal 

implications for the nature of the relationship between the settler state and Maori people. These 

implications, however, differ radically depending on whether one refers to the English or Maori 
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version of the document, which explains the ambiguous and central place that the treaty has, 

over time, acquired within the New Zealand political and legal order.  

 

In its English version, the treaty acts the cession of Native chiefs 'rights and powers of 

sovereignty' to the Crown in exchange for the preservation of ‘the full exclusive and 

undisturbed possession of their lands’ and ‘other properties’, granting to the Maori population 

of the ‘royal protection’ as well as the benefit of ‘all the rights and privileges of British 

subjects’. 

 

In this sense, the Treaty of Waitangi has been described as an application of the Marshall 

doctrine, a constitutional doctrine established in the United States to enable the newly 

independent nation to assert its sovereignty over the occupied territory.436 Essentially, through 

the court opinion of Justice John Marshall, the Supreme Court asserted a diminished form of 

Indigenous sovereignty combining a sui generis title to land with a dependent and domestic 

nation status allowing the settler state, in fine, to gain control over land and resources.437 In this 

logic, treaties were not intended to be permanent, but rather to constitute a transition in the 

establishment of a stable settler government and the vanishing of Indigenous peoples either 

through demographic collapse or assimilation au settler political, legal, cultural and economic 

model of society.438 

 

The Maori version of the treatise, however, differs significantly from this line of thought. Thus, 

instead of enacting the cession of Maori chief’s ‘rights and powers of sovereignty’, the Maori 

text refers to their ‘governorship’ (kāwanatanga), which is to be dissociated from their 

leadership (mana).439 Also, far from simply guaranteeing the Indigenous signatories the 

retention of ‘the full exclusive and undisturbed possession of their lands’ and ‘other properties’, 

the Maori version refers to the preservation of their ‘highest chieftainship’ (tino rangatiratanga) 

– which can be assimilated to a form of power that is vested in the chief’s mana440 – ‘over their 
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land, villages and all their treasures’ (taonga) – which encompasses not only physical 

possession but also other elements of cultural heritage.441 As a result, it is commonly 

considered that the expectation among Maori signatories was to preserve their social and 

political model of organisation, their guardianship over lands, resources and artefacts, as well 

as their unique culture and spiritual beliefs within a British governed territory.442 

 

Yet, throughout the century that followed, this Maori understanding of the treaty did not 

prevail. Instead, just a few months after the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi, absolute British 

sovereignty over the whole territory of New Zealand Aotearoa was declared,443 following 

which the Crown positioned itself as the ultimate arbiter of the treaty relationship according to 

common law tradition.444 From then on, Maori found themselves subject to the authority of the 

crown law and executive power, while the interpretation of the nature, purpose and content of 

the treaty was left to state institutions and court systems through a common law 

understanding.445  

 

Under these conditions, the adjudication of the treaty partnership to the settler’s state authority 

led to a result that was not different from that observed in most of the settler states, namely the 

near disappearance of Maori self-determination and the unequivocal expression of colonial 

sovereignty.446 Thus, the following century, the treaty was even declared legally invalid in 1877 

by courts on the ground that the it had been signed by ‘primitive barbarians’.447 As a 

consequence, similarly to Australia, the terra nullius logic was used in New Zealand Aotearoa, 

leading to the dispossession of Maori people and the implementation of discriminatory and 

assimilative policies.448 Also, the fact that the colonial reasoning used to nullify the treaty was 

later overturned by the Privy Council in 1901449 did not, however, put an end to the breaches 
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of the Crown's commitments. Indeed, courts having refused to recognise the enforceability of 

the Treaty in the absence of transposition of its provisions into legislation,450 governments were 

able to pass laws and implement policies in contravention of this document.451 

 

In this context, deprived of more than 95 per cent of their homelands and of the resources 

constituting their material and spiritual sustenance,452 confronted with the decline of their 

population and subjected to a structure of colonial sovereignty and assimilation policies 

denying their treaty rights and promoting a unitary conception of New Zealand society,453 

Maori experienced a cycle of powerlessness similar to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples.454 

 

However, what is interesting about the New Zealand treaty experience is the way in which, 

beginning from this situation of denial of their rights, Maoris were able to give a central place 

to their treaty relationship with the Crown within the constitutional order of the country. 

 

In the context of the growing civil rights movements that flourished in the 1960s, Maori 

activism built on the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi enabled the Maori vision of the treaty 

partnership to be given real consistency within the New Zealand political-social order, while 

leading to a stronger consideration by political bodies of the commitments made by the Crown 

with regard to the protection of pre-existing Maori rights, equal treatment and its fiduciary 

duties.455  

 

In this sense, successive governments have been increasingly careful to take account of treaty 

principles in the development of policies and have incorporated many of them into 

legislation.456 In parallel, the fiduciary principle was transposed through the recognition and 
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452 Soren C. Larsen, Jay T. Johnson and Daniel R. Wildcat, ‘Treaty Partnership’ in Being Together in Place: Indigenous Coexistence in a 
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development of institutional structures designed to give the Maori a voice. in the New Zealand 

state’s political system and re-calibrate their treaty relationship with the Crown.457 

 

Thus, almost 30 years before the foundation of the ATSIC in Australia, the recognition by the 

Crown in 1962 of the long established Maori Council and the articulation of its representative, 

consultative and advisory functions in legislation has enabled Maoris to exercise vis-à-vis the 

government a decisive influence in their affairs, while at the same time consolidating consensus 

and cooperation between tribes.458  

 

Above all, the establishment of the Waitangi Tribunal in 1975 has enabled the parties to benefit 

from a mixed institution competent to hear and resolve historical breaches, negotiate 

settlements involving land redress, financial redress and cultural recognition, as well as to 

evaluate government treaty policies and set standards in the adjudication of Indigenous 

rights.459  

 

Admittedly, the Tribunal is largely limited to making non-binding recommendations that the 

government can choose to ignore.460 However, with a significant number of recommendations 

subsequently taken up by the government, the work carried out by the Waitangi Tribunal has 

allowed for the redistribution of significant portions of alienated lands, recognition of Maori 

heritage and culture in a tangible way as well as for Maori to take a leadership (mana whenua) 

and guardianship (kaitiaki) role in the protection of New Zealand Aotearoa environment.461  

 

Most importantly, the interpretative role of the Waitangi Tribunal has allowed for the 

consideration of the treaty relationship against the backdrop of Maori views.  
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Importantly, the consideration of the Maori principle of utu, which refers to the importance of 

reaching a physical, material and spiritual balance and seeking reciprocity462 has provided a 

lens through which the Treaty of Waitangi is envisaged as an ongoing reciprocal relationship 

that does not limit itself to the text of the agreement.463 Rather, parties ought to maintain their 

relationship within positive cycles of exchanges and further engagements,464 through a 

partnership taking the form, according to the terms used by the Waitangi Tribunal, of a 'longer 

conversation' with a view to the realisation of mutual benefits.465 In this regard, as we shall 

have the opportunity to see later, the recommendations of the Waitangi Tribunal have made it 

possible to give a dynamic tenor to the mutual obligations arising from the Treaty partnership 

which, through legislative action, have progressively been given practical substance in the 

various fields of political, social and cultural life.466 

 

Also, by recently releasing a report declaring that the Maori chiefs ‘who signed te Tiriti o 

Waitangi did not cede their sovereignty to Britain’, but instead agreed ‘to share power and 

authority’ according to modalities that ‘remained to be negotiated over time on a case-by-case 

basis’,467 the Tribunal has clearly pronounced itself in favour of a conception of treaty 

partnership predicated on the sharing of power among equals.468 Thus, although the road to 

practical coequality remains a long one, this vision of the treaty relationship can be seen, at the 

very least, as working in favour of the entrenchment in the New Zealand Aotearoa socio-

political environment of a new and practical era of partnership.469 

 

Thus, while the Treaty of Waitangi is devoid of legal effectiveness according to crown-centric 

legal standards and remains therefore, to a large part, subject to political will submitted to the 

dictate of the majority,470 it carries a socio-political and moral force that give it a central place 
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in the New Zealand Aotearoa socio-political order. In this respect, the treaty has been described 

as “half in and half out of the legal system”,471 and is commonly regarded as part of New 

Zealand’s informal constitution, along with the Constitution Act 1986, the New Zealand Bill 

of Rights Act 1990 and the Electoral Act 1993.472 

 

In sum, the treaty approach at work in New Zealand Aotearoa is at odds with the logic of full 

and final settlement, which has until now been applied in Canadian modern treaty processes as 

well as in most of the Australian land right regimes and settlements previously studied. Indeed, 

rather than being envisaged as a fixed framework of property rights and sub-governance 

prerogatives designed to fit Indigenous people into the settler state’s politic and economic 

order, the treaty of Waitangi is conceived as the foundation of an ongoing and dynamic 

relationship based on both parties vision of sharing of founding authority and coexistence. 

 

Most of all, the New Zealand Aotearoa treaty experience shows how the socio-political and 

moral legitimacy attached to this vision of the treaty relationship is capable of transcending the 

colonial legal structure of sovereignty and the assimilationist logic attached to it.  

 

Under these conditions, in view of the power imbalance that is characteristic of the Victorian 

treaty process and the well-established and rooted Australian status quo, the parties have 

everything to gain by capitalising on the lessons of the special treaty relationship implemented 

in New Zealand. An application of these lessons could consist, for example, in the elaboration 

of a treaty framework that reaches - without excluding - beyond the enumeration of a set of 

rules and procedures for the development of future treaties. This implies, in particular, the 

establishment, in the manner of a constitutional framework, of a set of founding principles 

based on both parties' vision of coexistence and intended to impregnate the totality of the 

political-social order with the work of a Victoria. 

 

This is all the more possible in view of the dynamics that currently characterise the Victorian 

treaty process. Indeed, the guiding principles of the treaty process set out in the Treaty Act 

combined with the culturally oriented bottom-up approach that has informed the development 
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of the treaty process and the collaborative attitude observed by the Victorian government are 

consistent with the logic of such a treaty relationship. Also, the future establishment of the 

Ethics Council and an independent Treaty Authority are further assets to give consistency to 

this model of treaty relationship and to ensure that it is taken into account by the Victorian 

political bodies. 

 

Importantly, however, such approach does not require obscuring the benefits of the Canadian 

model of internal self-determination and the various achievements of Indigenous advocacy in 

Australia and elsewhere. Rather, the New Zealand Aotearoa treaty approach has demonstrated 

its ability to develop a holistic, dynamic and inclusive form of self-determination capable of 

encompassing the various visions of emancipation and aspirations that Indigenous peoples 

hold. 

 

 

2) A treaty approach allowing for the assertion of a dynamic and holistic form of self-

determination 

 

 

The centrality of the treaty relationship in New Zealand Aoteraoa political and social order has 

led to a great variety of outcomes in terms of self-determination. Significantly, through the 

interpretive work of the Waitangi Tribunal, the New Zealand treaty approach has promoted a 

form of self-determination that is holistic, dynamic and impregnated with Indigenous 

worldviews, which again contrasts with most of the land right regimes and full and final 

settlements that have been established so far in Australia and Canada.  

 

Indeed, based on the right of Maori to retain their 'tino rangatiratanga' over their land and 

taonga, as well as the fiduciary relationship established with the Crown, the Waitangi Tribunal 

has established a series of principles and rights of general application which, through their 

incorporation in statutes – there are, to date, more than one hundred New Zealand statutes 

referencing to the treaty473 – and policies, contribute to the exercise of a form of self-

determination that reflects Maori socio-political paradigm as well as their culture and 

cosmology. 
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To an important extent, this form of self-determination is oriented towards the entrenchment 

of Maori cultural identity and tradition knowledge in the various fields of social life, thus 

contributing to the forging of a pluralistic society in which the Maori have their proper place. 

In this sense, the treaty relationship has so far led to the recognition of the equal status of the 

Maori language (Te Reo), intellectual property rights, as well as ownership of a radio frequency 

spectrum,474 while the Waitangi Tribunal has called for laws, policies and practices relating to 

education, health, science Indigenous flora and fauna, arts and culture to be reformed in order 

to reflect Maori culture, identity and traditional knowledge.475 

 

Above all, however, the influence of the Treaty of Waitangi is especially important in the key 

area of resource management, where the incorporation of treaty principles into legislation and 

statutory settlements has allowed for greater consideration by public authorities for the Maori 

exercise of rangatiratanga and their obligation of kaitiaki towards the environment. 

 

In this respect, the Resource Management Act (1991) (RMA), a pivotal statute that regulates 

the utilisation and exploitation of water in New Zealand, illustrates the way in which the 

incorporation of the principles of the treaty into legislation of general application may have an 

impact on the exercise of their prerogatives regarding environment matters. Essentially, the Act 

provides for Maori values and interests to be given special consideration by local decision-

makers, notably by requiring them to ‘recognise and provide for (…) the relationship of Māori 

(…) with their ancestral lands (…) and other taonga’,476 exercise their powers with ‘particular 

regard to (…) kaitiakitanga’,477 as well as to consult iwi authorities when preparing regional 

policy statement and consider iwi planning documents in case of revision.478  

 

Admittedly, these provisions do not amount to a right to veto as final decision-making remains 

in the hands of local governments.479  In that, the RMA reflects a persistent colonial 
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understanding of the relationship between Articles One and Two of the treaty where the 

Crown’s authority to govern on behalf of all takes precedence, allowing only for Maori 

rangatiratanga to be considered.480 However, by recognising the rangatiratanga and 

kaitiakitanga that Maori have over their taonga and allowing them, on this basis, to actively 

influence resource management, the RMA Act definitively falls within a logic of reassertion of 

Maori heritage and worldviews with regard to environment and resource management. 

 

Also, in parallel to generally applicable legislation, the growing understanding and recognition 

of Maori tino rangatiratange over their lands and taonga has allowed, through statutory 

settlements, the implementation of co-management models informed by Indigenous 

conceptions of leadership (mana) and custodianship (kaitiaki) that take the treaty partnership 

one step further.  

 

In this regard, the recent Te Urewera (Ngai Tuhoe Settlement) Act 2014481 and Te Awa Tupua 

(Whanganui River Claims Settlement) Act 2017482 are testimony to the importance given to the 

Maori conception of Mana and kaitiaki by implementing a new type of collaborative 

governance based on the spiritual and intrinsic relationship that Maoris have with certain 

ecosystems and natural sites. Thus, innovatively, the Te Urewera Act gave legal personality to 

the Te Urewera national park with all associated prerogatives to be assumed by a board 

predominantly composed of Tuhoe appointees, thereby allowing the hapu to exercise its 

custodianship responsibilities over their traditional land for the wider collective interests.483  In 

the same way, the Te Awa Tupua legislation recognises New Zealand Aotearoa’s longest river 

as the incarnation of Maori ancestry and provides for the natural entity to have ‘all the rights, 

power, duties and liabilities of a legal person’ over her catchments.484 Again, these prerogatives 

are to be carried out by a joint office (Maori and crown) that operates as the ‘human face of the 

river’ and is in charge of acting and speaking on her behalf in accordance with four essential 

Maori values known as ‘Tupua te Kawa’.485 
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Thus, these settlements not only allow the consideration by the public authorities of the exercise 

of Maori rangatiratanga, but also enable the Indigenous custodians to directly exercise their 

prerogatives of custodianship in accordance with their worldviews and cosmology. Moreover, 

by their unique nature, these precursor models of co-management mixing common law 

concepts and Maori cosmology testify to the dynamism and spirit of innovation that permeates 

the treaty relationship and the development of Maori self-determination in New Zealand 

Aotearoa. 

 

Last but not least, over the last 30 years, the Treaty of Waitangi has been used in support of a 

growing number of Maori land claims based on historical breaches, which generally result in 

settlements incorporating different forms of cultural, financial and land redress, as well as a 

formal apology.486 While these land settlements are far from offering Maori self-government 

prerogatives and autonomy on the same scale as the Canadian full and final treaty settlements, 

they are nonetheless critical in that they allow the iwi to assume their custodian responsibilities 

in relation of cultural sites of significance. Thus, for example, in March 2014, the crown signed 

a settlement with Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Rangitāne o Tamaki Nui-ā-Rua iwi providing, in 

addition to the acknowledgement of past injustices and a formal apology, a cultural redress 

package including the vesting in fee simple or as recreation reserves of sites of cultural 

significance, a financial redress of $32.5 million plus interest as well as a commercial redress 

allowing Maori s to purchase Crown Forest Licensed land and sites from the Treaty Settlement 

Landbank.487  

 

In sum, the centrality of the Treaty of Waitangi in New Zealand Aotearoa’s socio-political 

order has allowed, to date, for the development of a holistic form of Indigenous self-

determination combining cultural emancipation, recognition of traditional worldviews and 

custodianship responsibilities, land settlements and prerogatives de co-governance and self-

governance. In that it is based on the sharing of founding authority, an equal partnership and a 

mutually beneficial coexistence, this form of self-determination has a diffuse, dynamic and 
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evolving nature whose strength lies in its ability to allow the Maori identity to flourish within 

the different spheres of a multinational society. Significantly, this dynamism combined with 

the interpretation of the Maori vision of the treaty relationship carried out by the Waitangi 

Tribunal has led to the development of unique frameworks of rights and prerogatives informed 

by Maori cultures and worldviews, as shown by the Ngai Tuhoe and Whanganui River 

settlements.  

 

Under these conditions, the form of self-determination arising from the New Zealand Aotearoa 

treaty approach can be seen as a meeting point between the different visions of Indigenous self-

determination outlined throughout this paper. Indeed, far from being limited to a form of sub-

national political control over internal matters, the treaty relationship has enabled Maori 

peoples to assert a form of ‘cultural sovereignty’ through the flourishing of their identities, 

cultures and worldviews within a multicultural ordering of the New Zealand Aotearoa nation. 

Also, by its diffuse, dynamic and evolutive nature, this form of self-determination is in line 

with the logic of the encompassing and holistic conception promoted by Larissa Behrendt. 

 

Admittedly, Maori self-determination is far from complete and continues to be subordinate to 

the legal precedence of the Crown’s colonial structure of sovereignty. However, its dynamic 

nature and its ability to instil a logic of cooperation within the governing bodies make it 

possible to cherish the hope of continuous development towards a meaningful of authentic form 

of emancipation. 

 

Most importantly, in that this model of self-determination is based on a dynamic, holistic and 

culturally informed vision of Indigenous emancipation, it is highly flexible and inclusive, 

making it possible to adapt it to the specific identity, circumstances and aspirations of 

Indigenous peoples across the world. In this regard, far from excluding any form of delimited 

land-based internal sovereignty and advanced autonomy comparable to the one achieved under 

modern Canadian treaty processes, the New Zealand Aotearoa approach can be adapted 

infinitely according to the parties' aspirations and their ability to cooperate.  

 

In the light of all these elements, the New Zealand Aotearoa treaty approach provides an 

interesting model for the development of the Victorian treaty process, both in terms of its ability 

to transcend the colonial structure of sovereignty and place the treaty relationship at the centre 
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of the state's socio-political order, and in terms of its ability to instil a form of self-

determination that reflects Indigenous unique worldviews and is open to all kinds of outcomes 

adapted to their various aspirations and circumstances. In this respect, given the high level of 

compatibility of the Victorian Treaty process in its current state of progress with the treaty 

model at work in New Zealand Aotearoa,488 the lessons of this treaty approach are relevant to 

the development of a meaningful and authentic form of Indigenous self-determination at the 

Victorian level. 

 

 

  

                                                             
488 See Section 3. 
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IV. THE KEY TO A TRANSFORMATIVE FORM OF SELF-

DETERMINATION IN THE VICTORIAN TREATY PROCESS  

 

 

Alongside the lessons to be drawn from the policies and treaty approaches implemented so far 

in Australia, Canada and New Zealand, steadfast Indigenous advocacy carried out through 

general assemblies, discussion forums, and Indigenous led bodies as well as state or 

international institutions is absolutely crucial for the elaboration of a treaty framework bringing 

an authentic form of Indigenous self-determination. Indeed, as pointed out earlier, more than 

any policy developed unilaterally by non-Indigenous governing bodies, the Indigenous 

advocate’s practical experience and unique insight into complex issues faced by Indigenous 

peoples enable them to legitimately reflect Indigenous aspirations regarding the conditions of 

their existence within the settler state society, and the expression of their own model of 

society.489 

 

In this context, a comprehensive study of the potential of the Victorian treaty process for 

Indigenous self-determination cannot be undertaken independently of the recommendations, 

principles and standards set by different pillars of Indigenous advocacy, given the extensive 

experience and unique insights of Indigenous peoples in relation to the challenges that arise 

from treaty-making and self-determination. In this sense, the propositions of different 

Indigenous treaty working groups in Canada, the reports of the Waitangi Tribunal and the 

comprehensive framework provided by the UNDRIP are, along with the countless writings and 

contributions from Indigenous scholars and advocates, valuable assets to guide the Victorian 

treaty process towards a meaningful and authentic form of self-determination.  

 

In this section therefore, I will correlate this ‘Indigenous rights, propositions and contributions 

framework’ with the main issues at stake and the prospects for the Victorian treaty process (as 

identified throughout this paper). In doing so, I can then determine how a future treaty 

framework could result in the implementation of a transformative form of Indigenous self-

determination in Victoria.  
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In order to do so, this study will be carried out through three axes which, on the basis of the 

analysis carried out in this paper and the guidance provided by the above mentioned 

framework, reflect the key avenues towards Indigenous self-determination put forward through 

Indigenous advocacy. These axes are, firstly, the observation of a holistic approach to 

Indigenous self-determination, secondly, the observation of a logic of continuous partnership 

between the parties, and thirdly, the anchoring of this form of self-determination in Indigenous 

cultures and traditions. 

 

 

 

A. THE NECESSITY FOR A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO INDIGENOUS SELF-

DETERMINATION 

 

 

As exposed earlier, the Australian state’s scattered approach to Indigenous self-determination 

has so far been largely limited to the implementation of policies of symbolic recognition and 

various special land rights regimes which, with the exception of certain local initiatives in 

Western and Northern Australia, have offered only atomistic rights to the few communities 

deemed eligible under complex procedures. In these conditions, because of their fragmented 

nature and inability to address the multiple and interconnected needs and aspirations of 

Indigenous peoples, most of these measures have consisted more of piecemeal accommodative 

forms of redress than of meaningful forms of self-determination.490 

 

In this context, Indigenous advocacy has consistently stressed the need to avoid seeing and 

addressing Indigenous issues in isolation, but rather to observe a holistic approach to self-

determination that encompasses the myriad interdependent components of Indigenous cultures, 

aspirations and needs. Indeed, whether it is through le prism of internal political autonomy, 

cultural sovereignty or the ability for communities to express their fundamental life 

expectations, Fleras, Alfred, Brady, Behrendt and Dodson support an holistic form of self-

determination designed to capture the interconnected social totality that informs Indigenous 

aspirations.491 In line with the traditional IHRL approach to self-determination, the need for an 

                                                             
490 See Section 1. 
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holistic answer to Indigenous needs and aspirations is generally rationalised through a vision 

of self-determination combining political, social, economic and cultural emancipation, as 

reflected in the wording of Article 3 of the UNDRIP.492  

 

Importantly, this does not mean that Indigenous self-determination should be addressed 

exclusively through one all-encompassing approach. Indeed, while Aboriginal peoples living 

in Victoria share some common issues and aspirations, many of them are specific to their 

particular circumstances. In this sense, as discussed in section 2, the aspirations of a rural 

community wishing to perpetuate a traditional way of life in their ancestral territory are likely 

to differ substantially from that of Indigenous people living urban areas, whose political, social, 

economic and cultural aspirations tend to be more oriented towards the recognition of their 

specific identity and better social and economic opportunities within the Australian model of 

society. Therefore, it is important that treaty-making provides a framework for the 

implementation of different approaches to self-determination adapted to the various forms of 

emancipation that different communities wish to achieve.493  

 

In this context, the holistic nature of Indigenous aspirations and needs is to be approached 

through the implementation of a Victorian treaty framework capable of addressing not only the 

interconnected issues of self-determination common to the entire Aboriginal community, but 

also those that are specific to different groups,494 in particular as regards land rights and self-

governance prerogatives. 

 

In this sense, I have stressed the benefits of drawing inspiration from the New Zealand Aotearoa 

model, particularly through the inclusion in the Victorian treaty framework of guiding 

principles designed to imbue the political and social order at work in Victoria.495 In the same 

way as the Treaty of Waitangi, such a treaty framework could thus give impetus, directly or 

through one or more sub-treaties, to the development of legislation, policies and measures 

carrying a form of diffuse, dynamic and evolving self-determination mainly focused on the 

                                                             
492 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, GA Res 61/295, UN Doc A/RES/61/295 (2 October 2007, adopted 13 

September 2007) art 3.  

493 Michael A. Murphy, ‘Representing Indigenous self-determination’ (2008) 58 University of Toronto Law Journal 185, 213-214. 

494 Sarah Maddison, The Colonial Fantasy, Why white Australia can't solve black problems (Allen and Unwin, 2019) 109; Alex Reilly, 

Larissa Behrendt, Ruth McCausland and Mark McMillan, ‘The Promise of Regional Governance for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

Communities’ (2007) 1 Ngiya: Talk the Law 126,129.  

495 See Section 3. 
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flourishing of the Aboriginal identity as a whole and the achievement of outcomes of interest 

to the entire Aboriginal community living in Victoria. In this perspective, in the same way as 

the Waitangi Tribunal, the future independent Treaty Authority to be established by the parties 

to the Victorian treaty process could, through reports and recommendations with regard to the 

application of the above-mentioned guiding principles by the Victorian political bodies, give a 

real consistency to this model of treaty relationship. Besides, as will be discussed later, drawing 

on some aspects of the modern Canadian treaty processes, this framework could also be the 

basis for the negotiation of subsequent agreement to deal with the different Aboriginal groups 

and communities specific expectations in terms of self-determination and land-based 

autonomy. 

 

With regard to the content of these guidelines, the parties could draw on the comprehensive 

framework of rights provided by the UNDRIP. Indeed, this document represents a significant 

achievement whose value should not be underestimated, as the standards it sets are relevant to 

the aspirations of both the entire community and specific groups. 

 

Hence, the right of Indigenous peoples to have ‘the dignity and diversity of their cultures, 

traditions, histories and aspirations (…) appropriately reflected in education and public 

information,496 to participate in decision-making in matters which would affect their rights’ 

through their own representatives institutions497 and to benefit from ‘special measures to ensure 

continuing improvement of their economic and social conditions’498 are some examples, among 

others, of standards of general interest to the entire Aboriginal community living in Victoria.  

 

More specifically, the UNDRIP recognizes a set of rights around key land, social and economic 

matters of particular relevance to Aboriginal peoples seeking autonomy.  Indigenous peoples 

are thus recognised, among other rights, the right to the lands and resources ‘which they have 

traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired’,499 the right to engage freely in 

all their traditional and other economic activities,500 the right to have their laws, traditions, 

                                                             
496 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, GA Res 61/295, UN Doc A/RES/61/295 (2 October 2007, adopted 13 

September 2007) art 15  

497 Ibid, art 18 

498 Ibid, art 21 

499 Ibid, art 26. 

500 Ibid, art 20. 
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customs and land tenure systems recognized,501 as well as the right to ‘establish and control 

educational systems’502 and to diffuse their own media in their own language.503 

 

Thus, in that it addresses issues faced by the Aboriginal community in Victoria as a whole, as 

well as distinct challenges inherent to the achievement to a level of autonomy, the development 

of guiding principles along the lines of this framework, or even direct reference to its 

provisions, would be highly valuable both to orient future legislation and state policies as well 

as to frame possible future land settlements. Also, in addition to the benefit of this corpus of 

rights, the endorsement of the Declaration by the Victorian government through the treaty 

process would allow the Aboriginal party to benefit from an important standard of 

legitimacy,504 thus compensating, at least in part, for its lack of bargaining power and the 

constitutional omnipotence of the Victorian government. 

 

In parallel to the UNDRIP, the work carried out by Indigenous advocacy in relation to the 

practical issues arising from the implementation of a sustainable form of land-based autonomy 

is of great value in view of the shortcomings of current land rights and self-governance regimes.  

 

In particular, Indigenous treaty working groups in Canada and various scholars have pointed 

out that failure to draw the links between land based autonomy and a socio-economic model 

based on a form of self-sufficiency in line with Indigenous worldviews are the main obstacle 

to achieving a meaningful and authentic form of self-determination in Canada and Australia. 

 

In this respect, the Dene Declaration of 1975 (‘Declaration’)505 together with the proposed 

Agreement in Principle,506 a ground-breaking statement calling on the Canadian Government 

to fully recognise the Dene people as a self-determining nation within Canada, stands as a 

reference. Importantly, the Agreement in Principle emphasised the inadequacy of a recognition 

of a form of autonomy based solely on the holding of title and the transfer of administrative 

prerogatives. It correctly identified the risk of ‘economic neo-colonialism’ in the absence of 

                                                             
501 Ibid, art 27. 

502 Ibid, art 14. 

503 Ibid, art 16. 

504 Harry Hobbs, Treaty making and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous peoples: lessons from emerging negotiations in 

Australia (2019) 23(1-2) The International Journal of Human Rights 174, 178. 

505 The Dene Declaration (March 1975). 

506 IB-NWT, Agreement in Principle between The Dene Nation and Her Majesty, the Queen in right of Canada (25 October 1976) 
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any adequate restructuring of the dominant economic model.507 Thus, several decades before 

the implementation of the first modern treaties, the Declaration presented an alternative 

Indigenous economic model designed to allow for Indigenous self-sufficiency in a way that is 

consistent with their cultural values and way of life508 and which, although not supported by 

Canadian governments, has inspired many First Nations claims for self-determination.509 

 

Essentially, the Dene corpus promotes a model of economic development based on a 

combination of ‘continued renewable resource activities, such as hunting, fishing and trapping’ 

as well as ‘community-scale activities’ tailored ‘to meet [Indigenous] needs in a more self-

reliant fashion, including a combination of locally operated manufacturing ventures, Native-

run cooperatives, and worker-controlled enterprises’.510 In addition, the Dene Nation proposed 

the implementation of a ‘Charter of Founding Principles’ that would set standards for land and 

resource development to guarantee a ‘harmonious relationship between the Dene people wand 

the physical environment’.511 In this respect, it was suggested that exploration and development 

of non-renewable resources would only be permitted if it promised to ensure the ‘well-being 

of the people and resources of Denendeh …, as opposed to the economic benefit of the 

developers’.512 Also, to ensure economic sufficiency, 10 percent of all resource revenues would 

be paid into a ‘Dene Heritage Fund’, while the remaining profit generated through rent payed 

by non-renewable resource developers, would be re-directed to programs aimed at 

strengthening the renewable resource sector, to cover the operating costs of the Denendeh 

Government and to repay the federal government for the delivery of various benefits.  

 

In Australia, this vision of ‘sustainable land-based autonomy’ based on the interdependence 

between the political, cultural and economic components, has been carried by academics such 

as Altman, Rowse and Austin-Broos, who have promoted a global vision of Indigenous self-

determination that ‘inheres in economy as much as it inheres in identity politics, law and 

                                                             
507 Ibid, 5. 

508 Glen Coulthard, Red Skin, White Masks: Rejecting the Colonial Politics of Recognition (University of Minnesota Press, 2014) 68. 

509 Ibid, 76. 

510 IB-NWT, Agreement in Principle between The Dene Nation and Her Majesty, the Queen in right of Canada (25 October 1976) 184. 

511 Dene Nation and Metis Association of the Northwest Territories, Public Government for the People of the North (Yellowknife, NWT: 

Dene Nation and Metis Association of the Northwest Territories, 1981) 9, quoted from Glen Coulthard, Red Skin, White Masks: Rejecting 

the Colonial Politics of Recognition (University of Minnesota Press, 2014) 74. 

512 Dene Nation and Metis Association of the Northwest Territories, Public Government for the People of the North (Yellowknife, NWT: 

Dene Nation and Metis Association of the Northwest Territories, 1981) 10-11. 
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cultural rights’.513 In particular, starting from the premise that capitalism has undermined 

Indigenous traditional ways of life and cultures without providing the means to reinstate a 

customary and local economic and social life,514 these academics have stressed the need for a 

form of self-determination that supports the ‘rise of the Indigenous sector’ through a hybrid 

economic model combining engagement with the Australian economy, local land-based and 

traditionally-oriented activities, as well as capacity building.515 

 

These proposals provide very interesting models for the implementation of Indigenous 

sustainable land rights and self-governance prerogatives as part of the Victorian treaty process. 

Indeed, the inclusion in the future treaty framework of a 'Charter of Founding Principles' to be 

signed by the state bodies and non-Indigenous stakeholders, could lead to the setup of 

development projects in collaboration with Indigenous land title holders and traditional owners, 

that are more in line with Indigenous needs and values. In parallel, it is possible to envisage, in 

collaboration with incorporated Indigenous bodies established in Victoria, the development of 

guidelines for the implementation of a sustainable hybrid economic model that would address 

the challenges faced by Aboriginal local communities while enabling them to assume their 

custodianship responsibilities. Such guidelines could either be directly included in the future 

treaty framework or negotiated in subsequent treaties or settlements. 

 

Last but not least, such guidelines and guarantees could complement the implementation of a 

model of land-based autonomy based on the successful aspects of Canadian modern treaty 

processes and some Australian regimes or settlements – in particular the Noongar Settlement 

and the TSRA – with regard to the handling of their social and cultural affairs. However, in 

view of the particular Victorian context, the implementation of these models of self-governance 

within the Victorian treaty process would require further adaptations which will be discussed 

in the following two sub-sections. 

 

In short, the multiple interrelated needs and aspirations of Aboriginal peoples living in Victoria, 

whether they are shared by the entire community or specific to certain groups, need to be 

                                                             
513 Diane Austin-Broos, ‘Keeping Faith with Self-determination: Economy and Cultural Difference’ (2012) 9(29) Indigenous Law Bulletin 

19, 22. 

514 Ibid, 21. 

515 Tim Rowse, ‘Introduction’ in Contesting Assimilation (Tim Rowse and Richard Nile, 2005) 19, quoted from Diane Austin-Broos, 
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addressed through a holistic approach to self-determination that embraces the myriad 

components of their social reality. To this end, the parties to the Victorian treaty process would 

do well to draw inspiration from the structure and logic that informs the New Zealand Aotearoa 

approach to treaty-making, which has so far proven its ability to foster the flourishing of 

Indigenous identity as a whole and the achievement of outcomes of interest to the entire 

Indigenous community, while being open enough to allow for the development of settlements 

tailored to the specificities of different groups and nations.  

 

In parallel, the parties have everything to gain by capitalising on the comprehensive set of 

standards provided by the UNDRIP, which is relevant to the aspirations of both the entire 

Aboriginal community of Victoria and specific groups, as well as on the propositions carried 

out by Indigenous advocacy with regard to issues arising from the implementation of 

sustainable land-based forms of Indigenous autonomy. In this respect, in addition to referring 

to the provisions of UNDRIP, the parties could agree on a 'Charter of Founding Principles' to 

guarantee the conformity of development projects with Aboriginal values and custodianship 

responsibilities, as well as on a set of guiding principles for the implementation of a hybrid 

economic model allowing communities to access a wholesome form of autonomy. 

 

Under these conditions, the Victorian treaty process could provide a multi-faceted form of self-

determination conducive to the flourishing of Aboriginal communities within the Victorian 

social order, while at the same time allowing groups to perpetuate their traditional way of life 

through a sustainable form of land-based autonomy. However, in view of the Australian 

political-social context, the private interests at stake and the omnipotence of the Victorian 

Government in this treaty relationship, the realisation, success and sustainability over time of 

such a form of self-determination is inextricably linked to the implementation of a close 

partnership between the Aboriginal party and the State of Victoria. 

 

 

B. THE IMPORTANCE OF A PARTNERSHIP APPROACH TO INDIGENOUS 

SELF-DETERMINATION 
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As demonstrated in section 2, one of the main challenges of the Victorian treaty process is the 

power imbalance that exists between the State of Victoria and the Aboriginal population in the 

region. Indeed, given the Australian sovereign structure, the Victorian Government enjoys 

omnipotence under the Victorian treaty process, which makes treaty outcomes largely 

dependent on the goodwill of the Victorian Government. In this context, the correlated study 

of the forms of self-determination implemented in Australia and Canada, has allowed me to 

identify the risks of such power imbalance, namely the perpetuation of merely palliative forms 

of redress and the implementation of accommodative strategies more intended to further the 

interests of the settler state than to allow Indigenous peoples to decide their own destiny. 

 

Clearly, the achievements in both countries through Indigenous advocacy and treaty 

negotiations, do not end there. In the case of Canada, in particular, modern treaty processes and 

their associated constitutional protection have demonstrated their ability to enable an advanced 

form of autonomy over Indigenous matters. In particular, the significant delegations of 

executive and legislative powers in the social and cultural field, testify to the effectiveness of 

Canada's treaty approach where Indigenous aspirations are not perceived as being against the 

interests of the state and non-Indigenous stakeholders. However, where this is the case, as in 

the area of economic development, Australian land regimes and modern Canadian treaty 

processes have rarely produced results that meet the expectations of Indigenous peoples. In 

addition, the benefits offered by these approaches are conditioned by the acceptance and ability 

of Indigenous peoples to play by the rules set by the settler state, and to adopt a template defined 

in reference to the dominant societal model, giving rise to the type of colonial paradox 

described throughout this paper. 

 

On the other hand, although the New Zealand treaty experience did not lead to a level of 

autonomy and self-governance equivalent to that enjoyed by some First Nations in Canada, the 

achievements in the wake of the Treaty of Waitangi and the recommendations issued by the 

Waitangi Tribunal, testify to a vision of treaty partnership capable of transcending the 

relationship of subjugation established by the sovereignty structure of settler states and their 

models of society. As we have seen in section 3, this is particularly true in the area of land 

rights, where Maoris have been enabled to exercise traditional custodianship prerogatives vis-

à-vis their ancestral territories in partnership with the New Zealand state, but also in different 
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areas of social life, through the implementation of laws and policies designed to position Maori 

peoples as full partners within a multinational ordering of the state. 

 

Another advantage of this treaty partnership approach is that it allows the establishment of a 

reciprocal, dynamic and flexible treaty relationship where its possible outcomes do not need to 

be restrictively defined. Rather, along the lines of the Maori concept of utu,516 these models of 

ongoing treaty relationships can lay down a set of functional principles providing the impetus 

to address comprehensively, through individual sub-treaties or measures of general application, 

the various forms of self-determination sought by the Aboriginal community of Victoria. 

 

Yet, even though the implementation of the guiding principles of the Treaty of Waitangi can 

be seen, to date, as a successful form of ongoing treaty partnership, it is important to recall that 

this treaty relationship is marked by concepts specific to Maori culture and cosmology, the 

implementation of which is the result of a long process of mutual understanding and 

recognition between the parties.517 In this context, it is up to the parties to the Victorian treaty 

process to capitalise on the collaborative dynamics currently at work, to give impetus to a 

foundational treaty partnership capable of transcending the relationship of subjugation 

established by the structure of Australian sovereignty and the supremacy of its model of 

society. While such a relationship remains to be built, the parties to the Victorian treaty process 

can, again, draw on the UNDRIP, the work carried out by Indigenous advocacy, as well as on 

Australia’s existing land rights regimes.  

 

In this respect, considering it necessary for Indigenous peoples and states to build a relationship 

based on a ‘harmonious and cooperative’ coexistence,518 the drafters of the UNDRIP have 

established a number of reference standards in this area. Notably, the UNDRIP recognises the 

right of Indigenous peoples to be consulted ‘through their own representative institutions in 

order to obtain their free, prior and informed consent before adopting and implementing 

legislative or administrative measures that may affect them’;519 to ‘participate in decision-

                                                             
516 See Section 3.  

517 See Section 3. 

518 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, GA Res 61/295, UN Doc A/RES/61/295 (2 October 2007, adopted 13 

September 2007) Preamble para 18. 

519 Ibid, art 19. 
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making in matters which would affect their rights’;520 ‘to be actively involved in developing 

and determining health, housing and other economic and social programmes affecting them’;521 

as well as to see the ‘diversity of their cultures, traditions, histories and aspirations … 

appropriately reflected in education and public information’.522  

 

Importantly, these functional rights can be regarded as establishing a set of standards for 

participation and inclusiveness of the Indigenous population in decision-making, but also for 

the recognition of a meaningful place in Australian society. In this way, they are vehicles for a 

practical partnership between Indigenous peoples and settler states, imbued with a shared 

vision of each other's needs and aspirations. In these conditions, the reference to these standards 

or, alternatively, the inclusion of guiding principles drawing on these provisions in the future 

Victorian treaty framework or subsequent agreements, could instil a logic of cooperation within 

the governing bodies, and thus promote, through a better consideration of Indigenous peoples 

needs and aspirations, a dynamic and holistic form of self-determination impregnating the 

totality of Victoria's political and social order. Also, as mentioned earlier, the explicit reference 

to the UNDRIP provisions, or even their transposition into the future framework of the treaty, 

is all the more interesting in view of the legitimacy and political weight attached to the 

UNDRIP.  

 

With regard to the key issue of land and, in particular, resource management – which, as we 

have seen, crystallises the economic tensions between Indigenous peoples, governments and 

non-Indigenous stake holders523 – some of the proposals put forward by Indigenous treaty 

working groups in Canada are, again, instructive. Indeed, in addition to demonstrating the 

appeal of this treaty-making approach to some First Nations, they provide a modern and 

renewed vision of the purpose and modus operandi of treaty partnership, that can serve as a 

model for the development of the future Victorian treaty framework. 

 

                                                             
520 Ibid, art 18. 

521 Ibid, art 23. 

522 Ibid, art 15. 

523 See Section 1 and 3. 
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One of the most important contributions in this area is undoubtedly the report released in 2008 

by the Hul’ qumi’num Treaty Group (‘HTG’).524 Noting that the division of traditional 

territories into separate areas of settler and Indigenous property, had been the vehicle for a 

conflicting view of the interests of each party, the HTG called for a shift towards an approach 

aimed at reconciling Indigenous and Crown jurisdiction through 'shared decision-making about 

the land and resources and for revenue and benefit sharing'.525 To this end, the HTG 

recommends the negotiation of a ‘Framework Agreement for Shared Decision-Making over 

the Traditional Territory’, laying the guiding principles upon which individual ‘Shared 

Decision-Making Side Agreements’ (‘Side Agreements’) could be based.526 Essentially, these 

Side Agreements would establish regional or locally shared decision-making structures, and 

provide mechanisms for sustainable co-management of traditional and natural resources. In 

addition, the treaty process would lead to the creation of a ‘Shared Decision-Making Language 

for Final Agreements’, providing mechanisms for dispute resolution and including 

‘commitments to the establishment of a Side Agreement’.527  

 

Far from being an isolated initiative, the HTG Report was followed by the publication, the 

same year, of a report by the Gitxsan Treaty Team taking a similar approach. 528 Also, in 

2009, the Haida Nation and the Government of British Columbia signed the Kunst'aayah 

Reconciliation Protocol529 promoting ‘a more respectful approach to co-existence by way of 

land and natural resource management on Haida Gwaii’.530 In this respect, the parties agreed 

to work together to achieve a set of common and overarching goals, such as the provision of 

better socio-economic and environmental outcomes, through shared decision-making, the 

sharing of land and the co-management of resources.531 

 

Most importantly, these treaty approaches have to break with the logic of separation and the 

'full and final settlement' approach, which has long characterised the modern Canadian treaty 

                                                             
524 Hul’qumi’num Treaty Group, A Call to Action: Shared Decision Making, A New Model of Reconciliation of First Nations Natural 

Resource Jurisdiction (Report, 2008) (‘HTG Report’). 

525 Ibid, 3. 

526 Ibid, 8. 

527 Ibid. 

528 Gitxsan Treaty Team, Alternative Governance Model ‘Gitxsan Reconciliation’ (Report, May 2018). 

529 Ibid. 

530 Kunst’aa guu – kunst’aayah Reconciliation Protocol (Protocol, 11 December 2009) 1. 

531 Kunst’aa guu – kunst’aayah Reconciliation Protocol (Protocol, 11 December 2009) 3; Brian Egan, ‘Towards Shared Ownership: 

Property, Geography, and Treaty Making in British Columbia’ (2013) 95(1) Taylor & Francis 33, 45. 
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processes, as well as Australian land rights regimes and recognition policies. Rather, future 

treaty-making approaches should focus on laying the foundation for an ongoing dialogue and 

commitment of the parties with respect to the broad spectrum of concerns that the settler state 

and First Nations have in relation to land and governance.532  

 

In this respect, these treaty approaches have the potential to reconcile Crown and Indigenous 

mutual interests in land,533 thus making it possible to short-circuit the inherent power imbalance 

that tends to work against the Indigenous party, in the context of conflictual negotiation 

processes with the settler state. Furthermore, in promoting a shared understanding of how each 

other’s practical interests and aspirations can be met reciprocally, such ongoing treaty 

relationships are potential vectors for a more equitable, harmonious and fruitful relationship 

between Indigenous peoples and the settler state. 534  

 

Besides, the parties to the Victorian treaty process could also capitalise on co-management 

models already at work in Australia, such as the Indigenous Protected Areas regime and the 

Yarra River Protection Act. Indeed, as explained earlier,535 these regimes allow Indigenous 

traditional owners, through co-management structures and hybrid statutory bodies, to jointly 

manage areas and ecosystems of particular significance to them. Admittedly, these regimes 

offer very limited prerogatives to Aboriginal traditional owners compared to the Te Urewera 

and Te Awa Tupua Acts. The purpose of the former regimes is only to allow various 

communities to be involved in the management of these areas.536 However, as these regimes 

attempt to integrate traditional owners’ conceptions of custodianship, they become the bearers 

of a co-management model which, if furthered in the context of future land-based settlements, 

could participate in the development of a management model respectful of Aboriginal peoples' 

connection to country. 

 

Importantly, far from being in opposition to the logic of land-based autonomy described in the 

previous sub-section, such partnership approaches can be seen as a means of complementing 

                                                             
532 Brian Egan, ‘Towards Shared Ownership: Property, Geography, and Treaty Making in British Columbia’ (2013) 95(1) Taylor & Francis 
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and consolidating the implementation of a sustainable hybrid economic system in line with 

Aboriginal models of society, custodianship responsibilities and aspirations. Indeed, such co-

management models could be implemented as part of land settlements and operate in 

collaboration with the Indigenous sector in accordance with the guiding principles previously 

mentioned, thereby allowing a better symbiosis between local traditionally-oriented economic 

activities, custodianship responsibilities and Victorian economy.  

 

Last but not the least, here again, this partnership approach can be seen as a means of 

complementing the successful aspects of Canadian modern treaties and Australian land regimes 

and settlements, that may be implemented through the negotiation of future land-based 

settlements. However, while the development of a holistic and partnership-based approach to 

treaty-making is essential to achieve a substantial form of self-determination, its authenticity 

and meaningfulness to Indigenous peoples are highly dependent on its capacity to reflect the 

worldviews and cultures that permeate Indigenous nations, communities and individuals. 

 

 

C. THE IMPORTANCE OF A TRADITIONALLY ROOTED AND CULTURALLY 

BASED APPROACH TO INDIGENOUS SELF-DETERMINATION 

 

 

As instruments whose purpose is to define the terms of the relationship between distinct polities 

with distinct cultures informed by worldviews and values of their own, it seems natural that 

treaties concluded with Aboriginal peoples should be the result of a process reflecting this 

fundamental aspect of their identity. 537 According to the same logic, it is fundamental that the 

process results in a form of self-determination that, in the same way, reflects who they are and, 

in Behrendt’s words, the ability to ‘live their lives as such’.538 In this respect, in line with 

Alfred’s conception of ‘cultural sovereignty’, many Indigenous authors conceive the 

resurgence of Indigenous cultures, traditions and, more generally, of Indigenous ‘ways of 

being’539 that permeate Indigenous nations, communities and individual identities, as the very 

essence of Indigenous self-determination. 

                                                             
537 See Preliminary note. 

538 Larissa Behrendt, ‘Self-determination and Indigenous Policy: the right framework and political outcomes’ (2002) 1 Journal of 

Indigenous Policy 43, 45. 

539 Glen Coulthard, Red Skin, White Masks: Rejecting the Colonial Politics of Recognition (University of Minnesota Press, 2014) 155. 
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Rev. Māori Marsden, notably, emphasised the constancy with which Indigenous worldviews, 

through the conception of the reality they provide, have shaped what makes sense for 

Indigenous peoples, thus laying the foundations of their culture, social organisation, their 

relationship to the political and all the traditions that enable them to identify themselves as 

distinct peoples.540 Drawing the bridge between the essentiality of traditional values for 

Indigenous peoples' self-identification and self-determination, Simpson stresses the need for 

Indigenous peoples to focus their efforts on building diverse culture-based resurgences by 

‘reinvesting in [their] own ways of being’.541 Fundamentally, this implies the need to regenerate 

Indigenous political and legal traditions; to reactivate Indigenous knowledge systems, 

traditional cultures and language learning; to uphold Indigenous spiritual and artistic-based 

traditions; and, more generally, to reappropriate their ways of life.542 

 

In this regard, I have explained how consideration of Maori worldviews impregnating the 

Maori version of the Treaty of Waitangi has, to a certain extent, led to a form of self-

determination of this kind, through the progressive flourishing of Maori cultural identity and 

cosmology in different areas of social life in New Zealand Aotearoa. Also, I have outlined how, 

given its flexible and inclusive nature, the structure and operational logic of the New Zealand 

Aotearoa treaty relationship can be adapted in the context of the Victorian treaty process. 

 

However, the challenge remains, on the one hand, to capture the specific worldviews, cultures 

and values that permeate Indigenous nations, communities and individual identities; and on the 

other hand, to transpose the essence of this cultural totality into the future treaty relationship. 

This is all the more difficult given the internal cultural diversity of Aboriginal peoples living 

in Victoria, but also the socio-demographic upheavals experienced by Indigenous peoples 

living in South-East Australia, who were among the first to experience colonisation and 

dispossession, leading over time to the development of renewed social and cultural identities.543 

Built on circumstantial solidarities arising from the urban or rural environment, and resulting 

                                                             
540 Rev. Maori Marsden, quoted in Te Wänanga-o-Raukawa, Indigenous Worldviews - A Comparative Study (Report, 21 February 2002), 18. 

541 Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, Dancing on Our Turtle’s Back (Arbeiter Ring Publishing, 2012) 17-18. 

542 Ibid. 
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from education and socio-economic achievements,544 these changes in Indigenous identity 

sometimes make it difficult for communities to reassert their cultural roots.545 

 

In this respect, drawing on the work of social constructivist theoreticians, Indigenous authors 

such as Coulthard and Jones have stressed the importance of considering Indigenous cultural 

traditions as evolving, adaptive and open to cultural variation, as opposed to static, immutable 

and frozen in the past.546 Along the same lines, conscious of the need for Indigenous peoples 

to benefit from a support which allows these renewed cultural identities to flourish, some 

Indigenous academics have promoted a form of self-determination rooted in the traditional 

constructions of Indigenous knowledge, cosmology and social organisation, while at the same 

time being adapted to the greater cultural whole in which Indigenous peoples live and evolve. 

 

In this sense, Hill insists on the importance of recreating Indigenous decolonised identities by 

re-instituting and restructuring Indigenous constitutive political, philosophical and spiritual 

traditions in a modern setting.547 Similarly, Alfred and Simpson believe it is necessary to base 

Indigenous cultural resurgence on the revitalisation of ‘values and principles that form the 

persistent core of a community’s culture’548 and that are best suited to the realities of modern 

life,549 the ultimate goal being to re-create the conditions that, in the past, allowed Indigenous 

cultures to blossom.550 Rigney,551 for his part, considers that the emancipation of the Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander peoples from the spiral of neo-colonialism ‘cannot be discussed 

                                                             
544 Michael A. Murphy, ‘Representing Indigenous self-determination’ (2008) 58 University of Toronto Law Journal 185, 213. 
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546 Glen Coulthard, Red Skin, White Masks: Rejecting the Colonial Politics of Recognition (University of Minnesota Press, 2014) 20; 
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February 2000) 6. 

548 Gerald Taiaiake Alfred, Peace, Power, Righteousness: An Indigenous Manifesto (Oxford University Press, 2009) xviii cited in Glen 
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meaningfully outside [of] the practice of [an] Indigenous intellectual sovereignty’,552 

structurally based on the cultural and spiritual core of their identity.  

 

Conveniently, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander authors have outlined a set of central 

values and cultural features that are deeply immersed in Indigenous worldviews and therefore 

need to inform any process aimed at implementing a meaningful form of self-determination in 

line with Indigenous identity, whether it is in Victoria or elsewhere in Australia. Thus, Graham, 

Brady, Lee and Behrendt553 all point out how connection to Country – that is, the ancestral land 

from which each Aboriginal nation originates554 – and strong kinship ties remain essential 

components of Aboriginal peoples’ identity, even where communities have been ‘westernised 

to different degrees’.555  

 

Land, first of all, is seen as a sacred entity whose cultural and spiritual significance for 

Indigenous peoples goes hand-in-hand with its economic and social value.556 Far from being 

limited to a property or real estate, Country is the source of cultural knowledge, spirituality and 

law that cements Indigenous social and political structures and informs their relationship with 

the natural world.557 Importantly, while colonisation, assimilation policies and socio-economic 

upheavals – especially in south-east Australia and the urban areas – have affected many 

Indigenous peoples’ ability to draw their material and spiritual sustenance from the land, 

Indigenous authors have pointed out that the relation to Country continues to play a 

fundamental role in authenticating and asserting Aboriginal peoples’ identities.558 

                                                             
552 Lester-Irabinna Rigney, ‘A First Perspective of Indigenous Australian Participation in Science: Framing Indigenous Australian Research 
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and Tran Tran, ‘From boardroom to kitchen table: shifting the power seat of Indigenous governance in protected area management’ (2016) 2 
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Kinship, for its part, represents a complex set of intergenerational ancestral social relations 

within a clan group around which is articulated the exercise of particular forms of communal 

authority.559 The notion is described by Lee, alongside the concept of family (which constitutes 

a sub-group within the clan group), as an extensive network of people with an anchor point in 

Country, as well as an organisational unit headed by Elders,560 who are the ‘knowledge carriers 

and cultural historians’.561 Also, Brady explains that connection to kinship does not cease when 

Aboriginal peoples leave their traditional land, but continues to be carried within their being.562 

In the same vein, Behrendt points out that family and kinship networks are strong enough to 

keep communities tied together in spite of the distances involved.563  

 

Most importantly, if we refer to these Aboriginal scholars, this apprehension of Aboriginal 

peoples' relationships to the world and to each other, reflects the two major axioms of 

Aboriginal worldviews about their place and role as human beings.564 That is, ‘land is the 

law’565 and peoples find their individuality in the group. In this sense, these core values 

constitute a common basis for the innumerable specific aspects of Indigenous culture that 

together contribute to forming the 'intricately interconnected social totality' of each Indigenous 

people.566 Most importantly, as central elements of Indigenous identity, spirituality and 

philosophy, they can be seen as constantly informing the complex spirit and feeling of 

belonging, that lie deep within Aboriginal individuals and communities from all sides, and 

underpin their needs and aspirations.567  

 

Under these conditions, beyond the need to address in a holistic way the different inter-

connected issues and challenges faced by Aboriginal peoples in Victoria, among which 

                                                             
559 Wendy Brady, ‘That sovereign being: History matters’ in Sovereign subjects (Allen & Unwin, 2007) 140, 142. 
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include the recognition and revitalisation of different aspects of their culture, the 

implementation of an authentic form of Indigenous self-determination depends on the 

capacity of the treaty process to allow the expression and flourishing of these major axioms 

of Aboriginal worldviews. In practice, this means that, in the same way that the Maori 

version of the Treaty of Waitangi is based on the preservation of the Maori chief’s mana 

motuhake and tino rangatiratanga over their lands, peoples and their taonga, the form of self-

determination carried by the future Victorian treaty framework should be informed by the 

axioms of Aboriginal worldviews, which form the basis of their model of social organisation 

and their relationships to the land. Thus, like the Maori, Aboriginal peoples living in Victoria 

would benefit from a support enabling them to assert, through subsequent treaties, settlements 

or measures of general application, a vision of self-determination in line with what really 

makes sense to them.  

 

In this respect, given its composition, the First Peoples’ Assembly has fair legitimacy to 

negotiate the implementation into the future treaty framework, core values and principles in a 

manner appropriate to the internal diversity of the Aboriginal community in Victoria. Indeed, 

by relying on a system of representation that combines appointed traditional owners and elected 

representatives, the First Peoples’ Assembly can be expected to foster feelings of ownership 

among Aboriginal communities strongly attached to traditional authority structure and those 

who, having built local and circumstantial affiliations, are also concerned with being able to 

bring up their specific concerns through accountable representatives.568 

 

Besides, the coming establishment of an Ethics Council composed of Elders in charge of 

ensuring that the First Peoples’ Assembly complies with cultural norms; is a non-negligible 

asset to encourage the development of a treaty relationship impregnated with the central values 

and cultural features outlined above. Lastly, the independent Treaty Authority to be establish 

by the First Peoples’ Assembly as 'supervisor of the future treaty relationship', could work with 

the Victorian Government to promote the flourishing of this treaty relationship, assuming that 

the Treaty Authority’s composition gives it sufficient legitimacy. 

 

As a result, given its present structure and its modus operandi based on a grass-roots level 

approach, the Victorian treaty process can be seen as having the necessary assets to promote 

                                                             
568 See Section 2. 
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the establishment of a treaty relationship impregnated with the core cultural axioms 

indispensable to the establishment of an authentic form of Indigenous self-determination. Such 

a relationship could, for example, be based on the enunciation of guiding principles requiring 

any future treaty to be framed in a way that enables the flourishing of the identities, cultures 

and traditions that permeate Indigenous nations, communities and individuals.  

 

Also, here again, the parties have the possibility of relying on the standards established by the 

UNDRIP, among which include the rights of Indigenous peoples to practise and revitalise their 

cultural traditions and customs;569 to manifest, practise, develop and teach their spiritual and 

religious traditions, customs and ceremonies;570 to maintain, control, protect and develop their 

cultural heritage, traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions;571 as well as to 

maintain and strengthen their distinct … cultural institutions.572 

 

Thus, assuming that the parties manage to establish a treaty partnership that transcends the 

structure of Australian sovereignty, the Victorian treaty process could lead, similar to the 

Treaty of Waitangi, to a form of self-determination that, on the one hand, promotes the 

blooming of Aboriginal identities, cultures and worldviews within a multicultural ordering of 

the state; and, on the other hand, results in the establishment of individual land settlements or 

self-governance regimes more in line with Aboriginal custodianship responsibilities and 

traditional authority structures. In particular, the holding of negotiations under the 

abovementioned cultural axioms could lead to the establishment of land rights regimes or 

settlements incorporating Aboriginal kinship- and family-derived governance, such as groups 

of Elders holding custodianship responsibilities for a place, as opposed to the non-Indigenous 

corporate and committee structures currently at work under land rights regimes.  

 

These traditional governance models could also be grafted on to existing land rights and co-

governance regimes, such as the TOSA, or used to promote custodianship responsibilities over 

land in line with customary law and Aboriginal ethical and philosophical worldviews.573 In the 

                                                             
569 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, GA Res 61/295, UN Doc A/RES/61/295 (2 October 2007, adopted 13 

September 2007) art 11. 

570 Ibid, art 12. 

571 Ibid, art 31. 
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same way, traditional authority structures could be used to complement the implementation of 

a model of land-based autonomy drawing on the successful aspects of Canadian modern treaty 

processes and Australian settlements, such as the Noongar Settlement. 

 

In sum, beyond the need to address in a holistic way the different inter-connected issues and 

challenges faced by Aboriginal peoples in Victoria, an authentic and meaningful form of self-

determination can only arise from a traditionally rooted and culturally grounded approach 

reflecting the essence of the different identities and worldviews that permeate Aboriginal 

nations, communities and individuals. To this end, it is fundamental that the treaty process be 

impregnated with a culture-based resurgence logic predicated on the revitalisation of the major 

axioms of Aboriginal worldviews and values (that is, deep connection to Country and strong 

kinship ties), while remaining open enough to capture the different cultural variations, 

evolutions and the renewed social and cultural identities that have emerged as a result of the 

socio-demographic upheavals of the last two centuries.  

 

In this respect, the First Peoples’ Assembly, the coming establishment of an Ethics Council 

and Treaty Authority, as well as the grass-roots level approach observed throughout the 

Victorian treaty process, can be seen as providing an appropriate support for the capture of this 

cultural totality within the treaty relationship. While the transposition of this culture-based 

resurgence into the treaty relationship remains an important challenge in view of the challenges 

faced by the treaty process outlined throughout this paper, the parties can, again, capitalise on 

the New Zealand Aotearoa treaty model and the standards set by the UNDRIP.  

 

In particular, the definition of foundational guidelines requiring any subsequent treaty to be 

framed in accordance with a set of fundamental cultural norms and values, as well as an explicit 

reference to the provisions of the UNDRIP, could lead to the development of a dynamic and 

culturally based form of self-determination in line with what really makes sense to Aboriginal 

peoples, whether this involves the blooming of their identities, cultures and worldviews within 

a multicultural order, or the possibility to perpetuate a traditional way of life in their ancestral 

territory.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

Undoubtedly, the Victorian treaty process is a major step forward in a country whose colonial 

structure of sovereignty and operation have long been a major impediment to any form of 

alternative path to their absorption into the dominant Australian society. 

 

With a political constituency that reflects their diversity – the First Peoples’ Assembly –, the 

Aboriginal peoples of Victoria now have the opportunity to take an active role in shaping their 

own destiny through a bilateral process with the Victorian Government. Thanks to the vast and 

comprehensive consultations that have taken and continue to take place at the grass-root level, 

the treaty process can be seen as enabling the Indigenous communities of the state to assert 

their genuine aspirations. 

 

In that, given the infinite possibilities offered by negotiation, the Victorian treaty process is 

likely to enable the various Aboriginal communities to advocate different approaches to self-

determination appropriate to the various forms of emancipation they wish to achieve. In this 

sense, the ongoing negotiations for a treaty framework could lead, along the lines of the New 

Zealand Aotearoa model, to a founding framework agreement that addresses both the 

aspirations of the Aboriginal community in Victoria as a whole and, through individual and 

localised settlements, the specific self-determination and self-government expectations of 

particular nations and communities.  

 

However, the Victorian treaty process faces major challenges. Significantly, the Victorian 

state’s prominent position and the power imbalance that permeates the treaty process works to 

the detriment of Aboriginal peoples, who face the difficult task of challenging Australia's 

entrenched colonial status quo. So far, given the limited influence of Aboriginal concerns on 

the Government's policy choices, there is no guarantee that the collaborative attitude observed 

by the Government will result in the outcomes expected by the Aboriginal peoples part to the 

process.  

 

In this respect, the Canadian modern treaty experience demonstrates the risks of a treaty process 

where the settler state holds the upper hand, that is the establishment of settlement advantage 

designed to further the interests of the latter than to allow for a meaningful and authentic form 
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of Indigenous self-determination. In contrast, the New Zealand treaty experience shows the 

way in which a treaty with no legal value at common law is able, through the observation of a 

dynamic partnership logic based on both sides' vision of coexistence, to transcend the colonial 

legal structure of sovereignty and the assimilationist logic attached to it. 

 

Based on these two treaty experiences and the various proposals, recommendations, principles 

and standards established by the various pillars of Indigenous rights advocacy, I consider that 

the ability of the parties to the Victorian treaty process to achieve this outcome is conditioned 

by the observation of a holistic, cultural partnership approach to self-determination as follows: 

 

In order to be meaningful, Indigenous self-determination needs to stem from a multi-faceted 

treaty approach that addresses the multiple interrelated needs, aspirations and social realities 

of Aboriginal peoples living in Victoria, whether they are shared by the entire community or 

specific to certain groups. To this end, the parties to the Victorian treaty process would do well 

to draw inspiration from the structure and logic that informs the New Zealand Aotearoa 

approach to treaty-making, which has so far proven its ability to foster the flourishing of 

Indigenous identity as a whole and the achievement of outcomes of interest to the entire 

Indigenous community, while being open enough to allow for the development of settlements 

tailored to the specificities of different groups and their aspiration for a wholesome form of 

autonomy. 

 

In order to be authentic, Indigenous self-determination needs to arise from the revitalisation of 

the major axioms of Aboriginal worldviews and values that permeate Aboriginal nations, 

communities and individuals, while remaining malleable enough to capture the different 

cultural variations, evolutions and the renewed social and cultural identities that have emerged 

as a result of the socio-demographic upheavals of the last two centuries. In this respect, the 

definition of foundational guidelines requiring any subsequent treaty to be framed in 

accordance with a set of fundamental cultural norms and values could lead to the development 

of a dynamic and culturally based form of self-determination in line with what really makes 

sense to Aboriginal peoples, whether this involves the blooming of their identities, cultures and 

worldviews within a multicultural order, or the possibility to perpetuate a traditional way of 

life in their ancestral territory. 
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In order to be successful, Indigenous self-determination needs to rely on a treaty partnership 

capable of transcending the relationship of subjugation established by the sovereignty structure 

of the settler state and its model of society, while promoting a more equitable, harmonious and 

fruitful relationship between Indigenous peoples and the settler state. This could be done by 

establishing guiding principles that would instil a logic of cooperation within the governing 

bodies, and thus promote, through a better consideration of Indigenous peoples needs and 

aspirations, a dynamic and holistic form of self-determination impregnating the totality of 

Victoria's political and social order. With regard to the key issue of land and resources, the 

parties to the treaty process have everything to gain by operating a shift from the logic of 

separation and the 'full and final settlement' approach, which has long characterised Australian 

land rights regimes, to one founded on an ongoing dialogue and commitment with respect to 

the broad spectrum of concerns that they have in relation to land and governance. While such 

partnership remains to be built, the parties to the Victorian treaty process can capitalise on the 

collaborative dynamics currently at work, while drawing on the New Zealand Aotearoa 

approach to treaty-making, the UNDRIP, the work carried out by Indigenous advocacy, as well 

as some of Australia’s existing land rights regimes. 

 

Put together, these approaches to treaty making could give impetus to the development in 

Victoria of a dynamic and extensive form of Indigenous self-determination that would capture 

much of the current struggles for freedom and of freedom mentioned throughout this paper and 

faced by Indigenous peoples in the context of settler state domination.  
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